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Staff Changes at the United Nations

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) has announced the following changes in staff. Mr. Dragojub
Najman has been appointed Acting Assistant Director-General for Co-
operation for Development and External Relations. His deputy is Mr. John
Kabore. Under Mr. Najman, Miss G. McKitterick has been appointed

Director of the Coordination of Funding Sources Division, entrusted with
relations, inter alia, with the World Bank.
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June 22, 1978

Mr. J. H. Lee
United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organisation
Regional Office for Science and Technology

for Southeast Asia
JL. Thamrin 14
Tromolpos 273/JKT
Jakarta, Indonesia

Dear Mr. Lee:

Just a short note to thank you for your letter of June 13 in
which you kindly informed ma of your inter-agency transfer to ILO in
Banglok as a Population Adviser for Asia. I wish you all the best in
your new assignment. If I visit Bangkok, I will surely look you up.
If you happen to visit Washington, please telephone me at 477-5836.

Sincerely yours,

I. H. Kang
Population Projects Department
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T 'ould li e to i l 2 y- I that Uor o:' urr<nt Unescc

asig~cnmnt in J kr -o in i?-July t-hs yoar, T ohall take up n Ili po
in ?kk. The iterency traenfer is schedule to take effect on

lst Auyu t. In mi -April, TLO off ere& me it post of Population Avise7

for Asia and after poreerivq icr a while, T peci ( to accept the offer.

I hope you woulj under:tand my motives.

My present Unesco app:ointment was ,chc uleO to exire on 14 October.

However, I have not taken my annual leave during the past two-year period.

This enables me to leave Jakarta in mid-July on a brief two-week home leave.

While I aa excited at the prospect of workinT in Pangkok, I shall,

of course, miss y Indonesian friends. If you are in 7-n&'ok at any tine

during my assig-nment, please drop in to ace us. I an most Urateful for

your kind support anid cooperation and I believe that I can call on your

assistance whenever needed.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely Yours,

Hr. I! Mi Yang
Population Projects Department
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U. S. A.
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Post Description AR/AP/LEB/ED/QOl
18 May 1978

U N E S C 0

UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES APPOINTMENT

1. Title of cost: Regional Adviser in Population Education and Integrated

Rural Development (P.4/P.5)

2. Location UNEDDAS, Beirut, Lebanon

3. round:

Population activities at the Unesco Regional Office for Education in

the Arab Countries have been expanded gradually since 1972, when a

Regional Advioer in Population Dynamics and Educational Planning was

appointed. A number of training courses, research projects and other

activities were carried out emrphasizing the inter-relationships between

population dynamics, education and overall development. Spocial

attention was given to creating awareness of the importance of popula-

tion phenomena to educational planning and development, particularly

in terms of the needs of the Arab countries. To this effect popula-

tion aspects have been closely related to educational planning in

general, considering them essential factors influencing and being

influenced by educational development.

Within the context of new intcgrated developlment strate{ ies envisaged

during the fowth Conference of Ministers of Education and those Res-

ponsible for Economic Planning in the Arab States (Abu-Dhabi, November

1977), rural development is considered one of the top .priorities. In

order to promote it in the Arab rural areas and meet the needs resulting

from ra-pid rural urban migration, Unesco, with the support of UNFPA,

is strengthening the Regional Sectoral Programme in the field of

population analysis and population education in this domain.

4. Functions:

Under the authority of the Director of the Regional Office, in liaison

with the Po-ulation Education Section at Unesco Headquarters

and in close collaboration with the other Regional Office staff members

and the Unesco Regional Population Communication Unit, the incumbent

will be responsible for:

a) technical advice and services, on request, to Member States and or-

ganizations in Member States on population education for integrated

rural development including assistance in identification of projects

and training of counterpart personnel.

b) assistance to Member States, on request, in organizing training

courses on curriculum development for educational personnel

including teachers; supervioois, ndminist'r.tcrs and planners'in the

concapt anA methods of population education for the rural sector.

c) assistence to Member States and organizations in Member States, on

request, in developing and conducting studies and research related

topopulation aspects of rural development and population education

in this area.

d) Collection and analysis of existing curriculum materials 
in population

education as well as development of new materials for rural 
development.

e) Surveys and other studies relating to population education 
and

preparation of such materials for dissemination.
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f) Cooperation with othei :egional organizations of the ,N system and Arab

intergovernmental and regional organizations (ASFEC, ALECSO/ARLO, etc)
concerned with population programmes, rural development and related
activities.

g) Other assignments given by the Director of the Regional Office

5. aualifications:

a) University degree in education or one of the social sciences
with excellent knowledge of demography (or vice versa) and considerable
experience in curriculum planning and rural development.

b) working experience in the domain of population and education for rural
development.

c) broad and practical experience of the region.

6. Ln-ua-e qualificatins:

Excellent knowledge of English or French. Working knowledge of Arabic
is required.

7. Duration: One year starting as soon as possible after expiry of
closing date for receipt of applications

8. Sala and allowances(_P.4/P.5)

Nut of national income tax - 25% payable in the curruncy of the duty
tation and the rest in a currency of the staff member's choice.

P.4 P.5
Net base salary per annum: the equivalent of .......... $ 21,756 26,299
(20,209/'24,298 if without dependants).

Post adjustment (cost of living, subject to change
without notice), as of February 1978 the local
euivalent of Dlus ............--...........$ 5,742 6,864
("5,334/ 6,342 if without dopendants).

Assignment allowance: the local equivalent of ......... 2,000 2,400
( 1,600/1,900 if without dependants).

PmIily allowances: each dependent child ............... 450
if there is no dependent spouse, this indemnity is not

V-yable for the first dependent child).

Travel is provided for the staff member and his family( spouse and
:-cognized depcndants). In addition, UNESCO contributes towards the
3t of installation at the duty station and to the education of

o dcnwent children. On separation from UNESCO, a repatriation grant
i0 paid.

CLOSIt DAE: Applications should reach UNESCO, 7 Place de Fontenoy
75700 Paris, France, no later than 10 July 1978.
They should be addressed to the Bureau of Personnel to
which all ensuing correspondence concerning this post
should be sent. Candidates applying for this vacancy
should forward a curriculum vitae filled out in the
working language required for the post.



Job Description AR/AP, B/ED/002
18 May 1978

U N E S C O

UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES

1. Title of ost: Regional Adviser in Population Dynamics
and Educational Planning (P.5)

2. Location: UNEDBAS, Beirut, Lebanon

3. Background: In November 1967, at its 77th session, the Executive

of Unesco endor ced the broad - perspectives put forward by the Director-
General for the following ten years in regard to Unesco's acticn, as
part of the coordinated United Nations Programme, in the field of

population.

In November 1968, at its fifteenth session, the General Conference

of Unesco reviewed the above resolution of the Executive Board, and
an, earlier resolution of the Conference at its fourteenth session, to-
gether with the relevant resolutions and recommendations of th_. General
Assembly of the United Nations and the Economic and Social Council,
and resolution XVIII of the International Conference on Human Rights
(Teheran, 1968). On this basis, and within the overall activites

of the TUnited Nations system, the~ Genoral Conference apprqved a

coordinated programme in the fields of Unesco's competence.

4. Functions:

Under the authority of the Director of the Regional Office, in liaison

with the PQ1 ulationEducation Section at Unesco Headquarters and in
close cooperation with the other staff members of the Regional Office,
the expert will concentrate on providing assistance to the Member
States in the identification, conceptualization and execution of
national arojects focusing on the Population components of educational
strategies and innovations in these countries. To backstop these
activities, studies on the population-education interrelationship
in the Arab Countries should be carried out, taking into account
their socio-economic basis and emphasizing the educational needs
of various population groups (of young migrants coming to towns,
rural youth, school-age population for various levels).

The adviser will in particular:

a) collect, syste:iatize and analyse information on government policies,
national projects and quantitative data in the field of education
and population dynamics available at the various institutes, projects
and agencies in Arab Countries;

b) on the basis of this information, undertake studies based on the
methodological framework outlined in the document mentioned above
as well as in the studies, reports, and working papers prepared
by the Population Section of the Regional Offite. A major cmphasis
should be put on microstudies on the dumographlc constraints to the
attainment of educational and human resource development goals in
individual Arab countries;
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c) provide technical advice and services, on request, to Member

States and organizations in Member States in the domain of

Population Dynamics and Educational Planning. Such services

would include assistance in projects' identification and prepara-
tion as well as in their execution;

d) prepare the demographic and educational statistics collected in

such a form that they can be used as an input into computerized

micro-studios on the relations between education and population

dynamics to be undertaken at Unesco Headquarfrs;

e) lecture in the field of population dynamics and educational

planning at the Regional Office in Beirut and in national courses

and seminars;

f) submit a report on the major finding and suggestions for future

strategies in this area for Unesco.

5. uaictos

a) University degree in development, economics or sociology/demo-

,raphy with specialization in human resource planning

b) broad practical experience in the demographic aspects of educational

planning and experience in lecturing on these subjects;

c) knowledge of educational trends and problems in developin-
countries.

6. Languag cualifications: Very good working knowledge of English and/
or French; knowledge of Arabic is desirable.

7. Duration: One year in the first instance, starting as soon as possible

after expiry of deadline for receipt of applications.

8. Salary and allowances (P-5)

Net of national income tax - 25% payable in the currency of the

duty station and the rest in a currency of the staff member's choice.

Nct base salary per annum: the eouivalent of ............. Z 26,299

(24,298 if without dependants).

Post adjustment (cost of living, subject to change
without notice), as of February 1978 the local
eqIuivalent of plus ................ ...................... W 6,8611
(06,342 if without dependants).

Assignment allowance: the local equivalent of ..... ... ' 2,400

(l,900 if without dependants).

Family allowances: each dependent child ................. 450
(if there is no dependent spouse, this indemnity is not
payable for the first dependent child).

.. /.



AR/AP/LEB/ED/002
18 May 1978 - 3 -

Travel is provided for the staff mermber and his family (spouse and

recognized dependants). In addition, UNESCO contributes towards

the cost of installation at the duty station and to the education

of dependant children. On separation from UNESCO, a repatriation

grant is paid.

CLOSING DATE:

Applications Ahould reach UNESCO, 7 Place de Fontcnoy 75700 Paris,
France, no later than 10 July 1978. They should be addressed to the

Bureau of Personnel to which all ensuing correspondence concerning

this post should be sent. Candidates applying for this vacancy
should forward a curriculum vitae filled out dn the working language
required for the post.



TELEX MARCH 30, 1978

276Q2 7 !436

UMESCO

PARIS, FRANCE

FOR GRANAR

REURTELEX OF MARCH 30. ALEX SNA #OPES TO VISIT PARIS AROUNtD

MAY 4INE. iiE WILL CONFIRN NIS ETA aEFORE HIS DEPARTURE FROM

aANGLAOESN. REGAR S, KANG, INTBAFRAD

POP: Unesce

CCI Mr. A. Shaw 1. H. Kang

Poputation Projects
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March 21, 1978

Mr. A. B. Graham
Director, Population Division
United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization
7, Place de Fontenoy
75700 Paris

Dear Alex,

Thank you for your letter of March 1, 1978 in which you asked
whether we could spare Mr. Radel for one week to hold consultations in
developing your population coumunicution program for the 19809.

After Mr. Kang, of my office, talked to you and Mr. Mathur on
March 21, we carefully reviewed Mr. Radel's availability either in May
or June. Unfortunately, he will be tied up with two major operational
missions work including two field missions, and it will be very difficult
to spare him without impairing our operations. However, if you wish, we
could arrange to have Mr. Alex Shaw visit you on his way back from his
field mission to Bangladesh sometime in mid-May. If this is agreeable to
you, please cable your reply so that we may inform him about the visit
before his departure to Bangladesh at the end of March. In this connection,
we are pleased to tell you that we will bear any additional costs involved.

Sincere ,

K. Kanagaratnam
Director

Population Projects Department

IHKang: cmk



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
U_______Uorganisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

7, place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris

telephone : 566-57.57
cables : Unesco Paris
telex : 27 602 Paris

reference: SS/POP/0.2"79/8o" LI I I17l

Dear Dr. Kanagaratnam,

Thank you for your letter of February 2, 1978.

We await a copy of the report prepared by Mr. Sweeney's

Task Force and would be very happy to let you have our

views on it.

The report will be useful to us especially at a time when

we are engaged in developing the Unesco population communication

programme for the 1980s. In this connection we will also like

to hold consultations with Mr. David Radel, your population

communication expert in his ersonal caa acity and I will be

grateful for your indicating when Mr. adel could visit us in

Paris, though our preference would be t month of May, for
one week of consultation. We will be pleased to e ray the
necessary expenses. Upon hearing from you we will make the

formal arrangements.

Yours sincerely,

.Graham,

Director,
Population Division.

L ) Ai-TH7

Dr. K. Kanagaratnam, aA A)"
Director, 4 b

K Population Projects Department,
WORLD BANK,

SWashington DC.,

U. S. A.

it IE / t-'..~ .

KBM/mt
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DivisIon Files February 21, 1978

1.2. Russia, POP

/-um ESCO Telephone 9mmvrsatiou with Mr. rammar ?%thur (Feb. 17, 19781

1. Mr. M)thur informed as that UNESCO is preparing a comnmication
plan for 1980-45 for submission to tINFPA for its support. Be is con-
sulting all possible agencies and experts involved in a comnication
program to: (a) obtain technical comments en the outline of the plan;
and (b) take into account what other agencies' future plane are in
cons.aniatinm to avoid overlap.

2. ge said he vould like to get Mr. Radel. whea he thought could
assist in both the functions described above. I told hin that the
Bank's planning process is different than that of specialised agencies
like UNESCO. Our landing program is country by country and what the
project in a country will consist of is country-specific and cannot
be determined now. Further, I informed hin of Mr. R3e'Vs heavy
schedule.

3. 1 requested him to send us in writing specific assistance
he needed from as and we will then see how best we can meet the
requirements. Be has agreed to do so.

cleared with and cc: 'Di Kenagaratnam
ee: Mr. messeenger (o/r)

Mr. Jones (e/r)
Mr. ladel (o/r)
Mrs. Dongo

UNESCO:POP
IZuaainwsr
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July 15, 1977

Hr A.Bl Grha
Director
h opulati oa Division
United Ntiona EdJucational,
Scientifi c a.d Cultu al Crgan atin

7, Place ?e YonwoY
75700 raris

Dear "r, 00anv:

Yn Dr. a n absea I am Mosponding to

your letter of July 4. Prom. ynor latter it would appear
that thr om:;w no"b ere us hectic in UNESCO as they are
in the M .. Dr. 1noeorwasr dv 3 not plan to return to

Wahington nti1 A qia I ad I Vull, be away until mid--

August. A ro plon aA that yuu Yeel you will to able to

com to Was'nton to dMcus tii ,;attera mentiacad in

Dr. Kasgratn Iettr of Ji 3.a 3. 1oever, Auvpmst doag

not look liM a good Liza for ruch a maetinj. I sucgest

that we tentativaly plin au reating later in K; year
and that perhaps ;r, 0rgaratnan caa get in touch with
yoa on his return in Aurgust and arrange a specific date.

I hope that I wi11 also have a pleasure of seeing

you again defn you v:sit washingtOn.

Kith beat peroonal regards.

Sincerely yours,

Uarold W. Messenjer
Chief, Operations Division,

Population Projects Department

i: r. J t (o/r)

UIi;SCO: E10?
hMyssengemr



unitat nantions educational, scientific an cultural organization

organisaition des nations unies pour l\3ducation, la science et la culture

7, place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris

tilaphone :566-57.57
c.lbles : Unesco Paris
tocx : 27602 Paris

rarerence : SS/2/3.3 4 July, 1977

V L-- L/~

Dear KK,

I'm sorry not to have replied earlier to your

letter of 3 June, but the people most directly concerned have all

been away. Indeed, in some cases they still are but I feel I

must send this interim reply without further delay.

First let me say that the reaction to your letter

was of course one of considerable pleasure, as well as of agreement

with the various points you suggest for discussion.

The problem of timing remains. In principle, we

might arrange the visit for say Friday 26 August, which would accord

with a New York mission I have to undertake, and which also seems -

as far as I can tell at this stage - to be possible for the other

people involved.

How does this look to you? By the time I get

your reaction to this I should be in a position to write an official

and more definitive reply to your most agreeable invitation.

Yours sincerely,

A.B. Graham
Director,
Population Division.

Mr. K. Kanagaratnam
.Director
Population Projects Department
IBRD
1818 H Street,
N.W. Washington., D.C. 2o433,
USA.



July 7, 1977

Mr. J. Schweighofer
Chief Technical Adviser
College of Technical Teacher Training

and Educational Research, Babol
P.O. Box 166
Babol
Iran

Dear Mr. Schweighofer:

I am glad my response to your initial letter reached you promptly and
that you found the Waterston articles, and the references to other sources,
of interest.

Your letter of May 25 asks about our relations with Unesco and other
relevant agencies. In general, the Bank tries to be sensitive to the de-
velopment of good working relationships with all U.N. agencies active in
fields in which the Bank is also active, and in some cases (e.g. FAO, WHO,
Unesco, and UNIDO) the Bank now has formal working agreements covering
certain well-defined areas of common activity. This Department has such a
Memorandum of Understanding only with WHO; however, we have worked fairly
closely with Unesco, UNICEF, and of course with the U.N. Fund for Population
Activities. I enclose a copy of a recent letter to Unesco which reflects our
hope that we can Increase our collaboration with your agency in the future,

Your October 1976 letter to the Editor of Unesco's Field Newsletter was
very interesting. I would certainly agree with your basic point that the
recruitment of long-term advisors on the basis of distinguished academic
credentials is often totally inappropriate. I would also agree that there
are many cases where long-term advisors will be needed, and that every effort
must be made to get the right kind of individuals -- something easier said
than done. I would not be quite as negative as you on the use of short-term
consultants, since there has been an undoubted growth in the capacity of the
professional cadres in many countries to plan and implement programs in many
fields since the worldwide technical assistance effort began about thirty
years ago. The great difficulty is to build into the administrative systems
of the TA agencies the degrees of sensitivity and realism needed to decide
what type of assistance will be most effective in individual cases. This is
obviously a complex mixture of policy and administration that admits of no
easy solutions. I shall certainly be interested in your further thoughts



Mr. J. Schweighofer - 2 - July 7, 1977

on this issue when and if we have the pleasure of meeting. You may be sure
that if I do find myself in Paris, I shall try to look you up and arrange
a meeting.

Sincerely yours,

George B. Baldwin
Deputy Director

Population Projects Department

Enclosure

Cc: Dept. Files (Unesco)-

GBBaldwin/j im
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June 3. 1977

Mr. A. H. Crahan
dI r, ctor, opulation Dvso
mIEASCO.
7 Place de ontenoy
Paris 757:00, yrance

Dear Alex:

C uv t y2 yoi fcr Ct var rne e ctica accorded
Barold mcnger durin- his lbrief visit to U.ESCO Ueadquartars on
May 6, 1977. ne told m of his interesting discussions with you
and your colleagues, eossrs. Mathur, Rodriguex and 3erelson.

As you know, population education and inforation and conzrni-
cations activities are becoming increasingly isportant aspects of
Bank-financed population projects. Also, we are beginning to include

in Bank education projects certain population education activities

(, ic'a wv call copne " . hese project and ccmponent actfvitie-;
are occurring in an increasing number of countries as the Bank's
-toiulition activitien expand. In Chia context it is iortant. I
t,.ji., t4at "? in the Za keep in close touch With you in 'SC2

to ensure that ve take advantage of your experience and ongoing ac-
tivities in population activities in countries in which we uay have

projects or conponents, and that our joint activities in countries

are eutually supportive and not in any way in conflict.

Your comments, reported by Harold Hessenger, about the need to
place iucra ed ezxplate on the sociological asticts of c(uncations
worl seens to we to be completely correct. 1 can also see the need
for increased research into better comunications dosi enas espouned

by Mr. Podriuez and Hr. Borelson would seem to be very muc: in line
with the o5.ulation activities that ve are trying to ,romota in

projects and composents.

It would be extrevely useful, I think, if we had an opportunity
to a and to dii'cuss oir r s;ective orgoint ard plannee popuhAtion
education activities. We could also discuss the cooparative advantages
of various types of po'ulationr education approse'es in various devel-

oping countries. 1 would be grateful if you and Mr. vRodriguez would



find an opportunity to visit Washington in the nawr future for such

discussions. It vould also be useful if someone from your staff

experienced in educational planning and dynanies were available to

attend the we.ting as well.

?lease let "s know if there is anything further that I can

do to expedite such a meatins.

?Sank you once again for your kind coopeTAtiO .

With best personal regards.

Sincerely,

. Kanagarstaan
Director

opulation Projects Department

UNESCOIPNP

cc: Wits. Domingo
Dept. Files

ammossenzer/rb



College of Technical Teacher Training

and Educational Research, Babol

(A Ministry of Education Project in

Co-operation with UNDP and UNESCO)

c/o UNDP, P.O. Box 1555, P.O. Box 166, Babol, Iran

Tehran. Tel. 0241-4501 (Babol).

Tel. 49281/9 (Tehran)

Cable: UNDEVPRO TEHRAN _ _

Your ref: our ref: .

25-MV 79-7 gp

Mr. George B. Baldwin, 9
Deputy Director,
Population Projects Department,
The World Bank,
1818 H Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C.20433
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Baldwin,

Thank you so much for your prompt and generous responseo

How eager I am to exchange experiences with you, and I will certainly get
in touch with you if and when we come to the United States where we are
invited by some good friends I have known since 1949 (Wiesbaden, Germany).
They have visited us here in Darya Kenar, 4 km. west of Babolsar where
you found the bottle message from Russia. Pity we were not with you then,
my wife who is of Franco-Polish origin would have been glad to decipher the
Kyrillic letters. Yes, you had stayed in the Casino Hotel in Babolsar.

I have studied the Waterston articles: they do confirm my own experiences.
I understand, of course, that he is pondering on the relations of planning
to development in more general terms. What is striking us as educators
though, is the great length of time one needs to transfer knowledge and
skills, after having laboriously discovered the level on which to build, to
an extent that they become an integrated part of the counterpart or student.

You referred to this complex matter in your Iran book by stating that "each
project requires almost impossible asountsof time, energy, and patience in the
face of high risks of failure."

Mr. Waterston points only once to this problem when he says, in Sector Programm-
ing, that one has to plan for 20 years or more when dealing with education and
manpower.

'12

K. 2.

~V.,I
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I think one cannot emphasize enough the need for patient and time consuming
technical assistance. One must consider these deliberations in the light of

UNDPs "New Diminsions" - policy (coinciding with the Programme's financial

crisis ... ) which proposes increased government execution of projects and

more short-term consultancies. Where would this lead to? Please, see my letter

to the Editor of the Unesco News Fieldlettefto give you a hint about 
what I

think of short-term consultancies.

I have written to the Rockefeller Foundation, and I will try to get your

Papua New Guinea report at the end of the year.

I have found in "Dialogue" your and Mr. McNamara's articles on family planning:

thus, the World Bank is justifiably concentrating on world problem number ONE:

how to fight the excessive population growth.

After having read your passionately written book how well do I understand that

you have embarked upon this challenging enterprise: family planning in its

widest sense.

However, how can we conceive a short cut to the family planning procedure when

we know about the high correlation between the level of education, particularly

of women, and birth rates? I am very eager to learn more about the Bankfs
intentions and whether you do already or plan to collaborate in this respect
with Unesco and with other relevant agencies.

Unesco has asked me to stay here one month longer so that I will be leaving the
country at the beginning of August only.

And whenever you (and your wife, of course) find your way to Paris, do not

hesitate to call us:

C/o M. Albert Falquet (my father-in-law)
23, av, Rapp
75007 Paris Tel. 7051684

Unesco
7, place de Fontenoy
75007 Paris - Tel. 5771610

Sincerely yours,

J. Schweighofer
Chief Technical Adviser

T(



11 October 1976

5,d ewvletter,

.1 v ery gteful t fields taff is being inforn a d
thzo No.?, 197, of your Fiell Newnlotter on "now
an can of the technicaol contribution expected from
up oi-1its and oa the ahanging; methodo of international
co-w t ration".

Th dtorial must be read together with Ar. Elliot's
soir nd realistic letter in the. ame ipsuo.

P1 f.irt :reotion wva: '_ vadis. Unpeoq?

I un atand that not only financial considerations are at
t, it- i- oervtinly calutary to re-think froi time to

m the entiro soEcoru Qf factors which determine the
eneas' main objective on how to optimize ways an( meanu

of t:hn1Cili'*7siigtidAd9 o *dUfttei6s' in need, the latter
not ing exclusively developing countiAes.

.A lrous trend socrii to be ahetad of u;:

iTrrOneOUS 2raaica appear to dictate th" reasoning of
7-4 :.d 'Unesat

1. r. if "top level univrnnity degreef", and

r. 1 If increaincxly "seort-term woivaes tere
,,iuperior to the existing medium-term adlvi,3ers teams.
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Doth premises are derived from the false belief that the
pr .4tntation of technical recommendations alone will enSr
taia inplementation on the national side. I1eality ahows a
difforant picture: That an 1u , on the whole, measured
a,-innt experienams in the field!

C celd cite sever ,f So luwr lev' of 1d q ..
*-,isesuin6 tik oxecution of thi r e a s gnments,

.ar; a expart7 or r. conoult'nt , tho outcome wan in all
not only ineffeCaiv - but even aoretimob dieustrous.

op L. vl univer' .- L r z nwver (giv0 any asnurmnoe of
e ceence of .

t-ter -on, aie: hac a survey ever been attemptod
er :.- nstheir eiay

uIt, the RituR-tiOD inl MfAlity?

ttcrn co ult -nt! arrivo at the duty station, and can
2 r: alybecome familiar with a complox situation (everything

Xook ro nimple at tl e bfinning onlr black and white), and
an foro , to loon, to 'nr'a ailonj' report for the

r. nv, tariat (sic) (draftinV, re--drafting, stencilim-, dupli-
e~-t takez a long ti e) experience shows thi.:it theoe reports
ar, .vfr t,-en up ,;i Lat onalh unless t e presence of U11-

make tug> iciementntion e antall r possible. *nd
: th th Trt ence of U'J-advisers ouch reportr are generally

,h: lw and for-gottea becure of their irrelevance to the

iL IX of tile vattor it. jglqnew2stiLa. Yor implemmntation
on, :redsca throe things: patinie paI!n C a -1 arain patinene1
An, rtience neans timeli

'h .viser must no- just come with a bunch of knowlodgable
act ,,hich aould be trmn.p anted from one country to another,

J'ig: sol~ve twot t : after having made a
zvwrve,y oftespecific context in wih he io goiwr, to work$

1. he mu.t patiently try to win the confidence of his
counterparts, and to convince them thnt only joint
efforts will enable them to work bot to the advnim-
ti.;e of a projoct %n4 thwir institution,



The Prescribed noew sheme, apparentlT conceived without prior
Cor ultation with field exprts, would firgt of all

8gi but aco untr - eselve.

which are the basio for any kind of efficient work,
sa'ch as reliability, punctuality intellectual honesty,
Wreoision enduzRncO; and he must of course also attempt

to gradually widen the professional scepe of counterparts.

ccordin to my eucerience the greater impact on counterparto
t- m ore from the unConscioua receptivity of virtuen than

fr'oz the transfer of knowledge, and the latter an only become
e 1' offective if tho former has taken place.

4 long-toria adv4 .ern remain the most reasonable :olution
fhnical asnLictnf:c$, what ir. to be done to iXVX the

r*- ..'Ment of ad vis,%rs

-- biker level po.it:. for programme officerr and recruitment
of Zlers;

- peviOus screening through national authorities of the
a-v. viersI country of origin;

~ -.': ter stress put on practical experience than on, say,
t. cumber of publicationis a candidate may present;

,nrxatic advisers are needed, not introvert theoreticians
4,L can neither have a real contact with nationalo nor fit
into a team of intirnational adtisers.

it, this idea of top-level university advisers and short-
t' -Ionsultancies geems to be a mockery and an irresponsible

Aind 4-dresing which might take, under the ex>eted schemei,
dir-trortionata dimensions; it pro-supposes t superstitioi
oeliof that "know3Ac4e i power", that a report with appealing
re -om7ndations, might by itself alredy have the desired
*C7eta. 2tow far thia is from reality!

Thq prescribed new scheme, apparently conceived without prior
oornutation with field experts, would first of all elfect
neoptivel.y asisted countries but alvo the a-encie. te] ver.



'ro ect objectives re'mire patient implementationa
lrovical adjustments throui;h a joint effort of nl oiials

and avisers before cne olin justifiably affira that such or

such innovativp ideal have taken root in the Country concerned.

Olqy fgur kinds of aoangtntf sppmar to be desirable:

S.tA* InternAtionally rputWd pcholar who could desigrn a

broad concept for 6 wider runge of fields, for instance,

in 04dcation and ranmwer;

?Je scientiat in a rathir narrow fi-ld of specialisation,

l; readily avnilailc Ar a longer period of time;

3,tn- consultant whork noot would, aftor a few months, be

"owiitWd into an adviaerls post;

4.retired advisers having collected field experience over

w yearn would be especially useful as consultantu in

pro'ct preparation.

Not Vis it can be ierived tOpt Ihoull he _n

SZIL2 LL and nLo 'h U ru at an C'

Ny experience warns against a generalization of sliort-term

connaltancies.

I apeal allthon gllea who hua similar ad vrs
Sip~inoo wth evl unversity uiyters aW Ror

tr% oonultants to ahare their observations with me in

order to avoid a trend under which Y would suff -.

but above all the countrien in need of v ce

I waool have no objhction if you published thi response
to :')ur editorial in order to invite collea-ues witu Field

exo riane to comment on it.

Attnewnd it a copy of my letter to Mr. Elliott for your

KHOO tin.

/orsneey



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

organisation des nations unles pour l'education, la science et la culture

U___UU_ REGIONAL- OFFICE FOR EDUCATION IN AFFRICA

BUREAU RtGIONAL POUR L'iDUCATION EN AFRIQUE

12, Av. Roume - Dakar

Republique du Snegal

bolle postale:3311
tel.phone: 237-72/73
cables : Unesco-Dakar

Wlex: 410 Unesco S. G.

r~f6rence BFE DP/ 78/POP/ 99

21 June 1978

k ~Si rs,

The Population Section of the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Africa
is undertaking the preparation and publication of a selective and annotated
bibliography entitled "Population - Education - Development in Africa South
of the Sahara". I enclose herewith a copy of the first volume, 'Population".

Volumes [l and Ill, dealing respectively with "Education" and "Development"
will be published by the end of this year or early 1979. Also, an addendum
to Volume I, including the most recent publications as well as some older
but important titles, will come out in December 1978. In this bibliography,
the studies, papers or books selected are to refer to the field of interest
of this work as expressed above, i.e. education and development in their
relations with population. As for Volume I, its contents are listed in its
table of contents.

Thus, I would be thankful if you would send me titles - preferably annotated -
you consider useful to our work and which we w Tnclude in this biblio-
graphy, at the following address :

Unesco - BFEDA
P.O.Box 3311
Dakar, Senegal

Sincerely yours,

Georges S. Zouain
Regional Adviser

In Population Dynamics
and Educational Planning

I,B,1R,D,
1818 H, Street
N,W,, Washington D,C,
U,S.A,
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UNESCO REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EDUCATION IN AFRICA
P. 0. Box 3311 - Dakar - Senegal.

POPULATION - EDUCATION - DEVELOPMENT

IN AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA:

A SELECTIVE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY,

VOLUME ONE : POPULATION,

Prepared and compiled by : The Population Section.

March, 1978.



June 15, 1977

?o:>ulvtioa I.ducation Unit

7 Pltce de Fonteney
75-70) Peris
Fr; nce

Detr Mr. rodri7upz:

In coitinuation of our discussions in Pris lat month,
I rttch rs promised a zu==ry of pronosed nrojects in isi- in the

period FY 197t. With the ezctption of Thailand, ntl of these

pro*ects havc Ze* w'y to ro b-fore etila zre Lini 'nd,
therefore, the project demcrintions zre tcmtative Pt best. I bope
you find the tunrrry upeiul.

With kind reerds.

Yours sincerely,

Herold W. Hessen-er
Chief, Operations Division

Population Projects Department

itt ch<gent

cc: Mr. A. Graham
UKESCO, Paris

cc: Dr. Kann-aratnam
Mr. Baldvin
Mr. Keng
Mr. Jones
Mrs. Domingo
Files

XTSC:PNP
HMJones:sr



POPULATION PRWJECTIS PLANN) IN ASLA3 FY 1911-80

Country Brief Description of Project Brief Description of Pop. Education Status
or IEC Component

FY 78

Thailand The project aims to assist the Support development of additional Board presenta
Government to reduce the rate of materials on family planning, popula- tion scheduled
population growth from 2.5% in FY77 tion and nutrition topics for use October 1977.
to 2.1% in FY81. The project in- in interpersonal communication and
cludes construction and equipping mass madia; provide needed produc-
of more than 550 peripheral health tion and utilization equipment; and
units which will serve as family strengthen IEC staff at headquarters
planning service points; construc- and in the field; provide direct assis-
tion and equipping of training tance to three units of the Ministry
institutions; provision of vehicles of Health concerned with various aspects
and audio-visual equipment; contrac'ep- of IEC.
tive supplies; technical assistance;
support of evaluation and research
studies; salary support; and provision
for unforeseen innovative activities.

India II Proposed project likely to include Unidentified Appraisal tent
support for IEC, training, service vely scheduled
delivery, construction and equip- November 1977.
ment for health centers, research
and evaluation activities. Twenty
districts in four to seven States
would be selected for inclusion
in the project. Awaiting notifica-
tion of Government's new population
policy.



Country Brief Description of Project Brief Description of Pop. Education Status
or IEC omponent

FY 79

Malaysia II The project is proposed to be a Proposes to support strengthening of Preliminary pro
multi-sectoral involvement in family the audiovisual production centers identification/
planning with substantial partici- through expansion of physical facili- preparation is
pation in population-related MCH, ties and provision of production and pected in mid-J
nutrition and community-based utilization equipments, designing and 1977.
woment s participation in popula- development of IEC materials on popula-
tion and developmental activities. tion, MCHI, nutrition and women's -develop-

The project aims at assisting the ment for multi-media use; assist in the
Government to reduce the crude IEC staff-development and technical
birth-rate from 31 per thousandin assistance for the IEC units under the
1975 to 28 per 1,000 by the end of NFPB, MO1, and FFPA.
1980 through recruitment of one
million acceptors during 1976-80.
Its action strategy emphasizes

intensification of urban pop/fp
services and expansion of integrated

rural pop/fp activities through:
construction and equipping of addi-
tional clinics, training and specialized

service centers, storage and audio-
visual production centers, strengthen-
ing of the data analysis and manage-
ment information system, expansion of
multi-media, IEC activities, supplemen-
ting population-integrated family

development and applied food and
nutrition programs, and providing
technical assistance for evaluation
data analysis and IEC development
activities.



Country Brief Description of Project Brief Description of Pop. Education Status
or IEC Component

FY 79

Philippines II Second proposed project aims to Support for a Continuing Education Preparation
support Covernment's plan to im- Center for the Institute of Public mission schedulc
prove the efficiency and effective- Health, University of the Philippines July 1977.
ness of existing national family to expand its post-graduate public
planning program using community health education program for health
resources and involvement at the professionals in the fields of family
village level. Project likely to planning, community medicine and public
include support for training, health; support for an Information and
communications, and infrastructure Communication Center for the Depart-
requirements as well as provision of ment of Health to design and produce
equipment and vehicles. health/nutrition/family planning educa-

tional materials and programs for use
at regional, provincial and local levels.

FY 80

Bangladesh II Not Available Unidentified Preparation miss
scheduled Sept.1

Pakistan Not Available Unidentified Preparation miss
scheduled Sept.-
October 1977.



Department Files May 25, 1977

Harold W. Messenger

Meeting at UNESCO - May 6, 1977

1. On Friday afternoon,, May 6, I met with Mr. Alec Graham, Chief

of UNESCO's Population Division, Mr. K. B. Mathur, a Population

Communications Specialist, and Mr. Rodriguez and Mr. David Berelson

of UNESCO's Population Education Unit. My discussions with Mr. Graham

centered principally upon the broad definition that UNESCO had of

population comunications. As he explained it, population communi-

cations consist not only of various tnedia and materials for communi-

cating information concerning population, but also with sociological

aspects of understanding the need-a and preferences of the target

populations. Mr. Mathur was principally concerned with the under-

taking of studies that would permit communications programs to be

better designed,. He emphasized that without a proper understanding

of the characteristics of the target population it is not 
feasible

either to design an effective co=unications program or to measure

results. Mr. Rodriguez and Mr. Ecrelson cited the Second Indonesia

Project as the only example they kne of active cooperation between

the Bank's Population Department and UNESCO's population education

unit. Mr. Rodriguez felt that there should be more cooperation between

the two units, I indicated that we would send them information 
on

our projects in Asia, which were of particular interest to him, and

that we would send him two copies of the Report of the External Advi-

sory Panel on Population. Mr. Rodriguez said that he had few oppor-

tunities to come to the States, but he would welcome an invitation

for UNESCO to send tuo'people to the Bank to discuss the possibilities

for cooperation between the institutions in the field of population.

He felt that two people from UNESCO would be appropriate - one to

talk about the content of educational programs and the other 
to be an

educational planning and dynamics expert. I indicated that I thought

we cqould arrange for an official invitation to be sent from the Bank

to him. An invitation would apparently facilitate his being able 
to

get funds for the trip.

2 Tunisia was mentioned as a country where cooperation could take

place soon. UNESCO has been assisting the ittegration of population

education in about 50 schools in lunisia. The program is not being

extended because of a lack of additional funds. Mr. Rodriguez thought

that it might be possible tc extend the existing program to an additional

200 schools and to provide materials for further population 
education

under a second Bank loan. I agreed that there was a possibility that

we could include population education in a second Bank 
project, if one

materializes. I indicated that I would ask Messrs. Shaw and Williams

to stop by Paris on their next mission to Tunisia in 
order to discuss

the matter more fully with Mr. Rodriguez.

cc: Dr. Kanagaratnem; Mr. Jones;. Miss Husain; Mr. Shaw; Mr. Williams;

Mrs. Domingo.

!u55OfngC r/rb



ume 3, 1977

1Tt. A. B. Graham
Director, Populaties Divisibo
UNESCO
7 Place de Foatoney
Faris 75700, Trance

Doar Alex:

I wish to thank you for the warm receptis aeorded
Mar.14 HMsseNger duriug h brief visit to UNESCO Headquarters a

Nay 6, 1977. He told s of his intttesting discussions with yos
and your oslleagus, Messrs. Mather, Rodrigues ad lraelsn.

AS you kaou, population edusatis and infarmatiea and commlOd-
eatioms activities MaM beweming inereasingly important aspeets of
Book-finaaed population projects. Also, we ar. beginning to iuclu&d
in Bank education projects eortain population edueties activities
(which we eall "eoments"). These project and esnpmeoat actIvities
are occurring in A increasing number of euntries as the Bank's
population activities expand. It this meatext it is iportant, I
think, that we in the Sauk keep in .lan touch with you in UESC0
to ensure that we take advantage or your experiesco and oaWeng ac-
tivities In population activities in countries in which we may have
projects or comments, and that our joint activities in countries
are mutually suppertive and not in any way In enfliet.

Your comments, reported by Rarold Meessagor, about the osed to
ples incrassed ephasia on the socialogical aspects of cmmicatione
work seems to a* to be completely carroet. I can also see the need
for incroased research into better seinications design as espoused
by Mr. Mather. The kinds of populaties education activities explained
by Mr. Rodriguos and Mr. Develson would sss to be very muec in line
with the pepulatie activities that we are trying to prosts in
projects Ad omemenats.

t would be eatemely useful, T think, if we had an oppartunity
to met and to discuss our respeetive esgeing and plamed population
edusetios activities. We ceuld also discuss the comparative adwsatages
of vaveos types of population educatien appreahes i varieous dwel-
aping tentries. I would ba grateful if you and Mr. Redrigues Vould



- 2 -

find on appertuaity to visit Washington in the near futur, fer such
diewmsions. It would al. be useful if sommess frtv your staff
experienced in educatigmal planning and dynatcs wmr avallable to
attend the meting as well.

Plesse let as knew if there is anything further that I am
do to expedite such a meeting.

Thamk you eane again for yeur kind seaperatlon.

ith best pesenal resrds.

Sin'ea

K. Kanagaratmam
Direetor

Pepulatiem Projes Departmet

UNESCOIPNP

cc: Mrs. Doingo
Dept. Files

MiJIessenger/rb



Department Files May 25, 1977

Harold W, Messenger

Meeting at UNESCO - May 6, 1977

1. On Friday afternoon, May 6, I met with Mr. Alec Graham, hief
of UNESCO's Population Division, Mr. K. B. Mathur, a Population
Communications Specialist, and Mr. Rodrigues and Mr. David Berelson
of UNESCO's Population Education Unit. My discussions with Mr. Graham
centered principally upon the broad definition that UNESCO had of
population communications. As he explained it, population eommuni-
cations consist not only of various media and materials for coami-
cating information concerning population, but also with sociological
aspects of understanding the needs and preferences of the target
populations. Mr. Mathur was principally concerned with the under-
taking of studies that would permit commnications prograws to be
better designed. He emphasized that without a proper understanding
of the characteristics of the target population it is not feasible
either to design an effective communications program or to measure
results. Mr. Rodriguez and Mr. Berelson cited the Second Indonesia
Project as the only example they knew of active cooperation between
the Bank's Population Department and UNESCO's population education
unit. Mr. Rodriguez felt that there should be more cooperation between
the two units. I indicated that we would send them information on
our projects in Asia, which were of particular interest to him, and
that we would send him two copies of the Report of the External Advi-
sory Panel on Population. Hr. Rodriguez said that he had few oppor-
tunities to come to the States, but he would welcome an invitation
for UNESCO to send two people to the Bank to discuss the possibilities
for cooperation between the institutions in the field of population.
le felt that two people from UNESCO would be appropriate - one to
talk about the content of educational program and the other to be an

lanning and rt. I indicated that I thought
we would arrange for an official invitation to be sent from the Bank
to him. An invitation would apparently facilitate his being able to
get funds for the trip.

2. Tunisia was mentioned as a country where cooperation could take
place soon. UNESCO has been assisting the lAtegration of population
education in about 50 schools in Tunisia. The program is not being
extended because of a lack of additional funds. Mr. Rodriguez thought
that it might be possible to extend the existing program to an additional
200 schools and to provide materials for further population education
under a second Bank loan. I agreed that there was a possibility that
we could include pWalaT1 ec Aatoncand Bank project, if one
materializes. I indicated that I would ask Messrs. Shaw and Williams
to stop by Paris on their next mission to Tunisia in order to discuss
the matter more fully with Mr. Rodriguez.

cc- Dr. Kanagratnmm; Mr. Jones; Miss Husain; Mr. Shaw; Mr. Williams;
Mrs. Domingo.

HWessenger/rb



W01, 3ANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCF ColORAP

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Aloxander Shaw, Y1i? DAT:S3 cp .emlroo.: 23, 1976

FROM: Harold W. 14ssenger, Chicef - Cper. Div., FN>

SUBJFCT: 3upflmen arerms of Referencf (see 901R dated Sept. 23, 3-976)

1. I route to India you will stop cvar aU CQ a fo 0
working day to disacus the dcveL opment 01 popflticn oducation in
non-formal education wit> Messrs. Graham, Director Poula n D:Lpr1r{J3 n
and Rodr3 guez, Chief Population Education, particularly in reinic s.ip
to Indonesia !I and BangLadesh II.

2. On your return journey you will stp over a:. the 1as/tt-jc .enter
A nawaii for one day to meet wits Mr. Jack lyle, the new Direr> or tc
discuss the future of the Center in relation to populion un work.

Clerwith and cc: hr. Messenger
cc:VDr. Kanagaratnami

Mrs. bominr'o
Division Files

kShaw tv



WOR ANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: 1M1r. Alexander Shaw, PNPD . DATE: July 21, 1976

FROM: Frs. M.N. haraviglia, Acting Chief, Operations Div., PNPD

SUBJECT: BAU.GLADESH: CR 533-BD - Population Project Supervision Mission

Terms of Reference (in addition to Terms of Reference

dated July 1, 1976)

1. On your way to Bangladesh you- will stop over in London to

attend the multi-agency meeting of the International Audio-Visual Resource

Service (IPPF/VNESCO) on August 2 and 3.

cc: r. Kanagaratnam.
Mr. Baldwin
Mr. Messenger
Division/Central Files

AShaw:tv
Cr. 533-BD/PNP



4UU4 8S 1976

Ms. Yvette Abrahansou
pulation D iviion

&ectcx' of Social. &S4ences
and thair .*:>)pic :t ions-

7, plice d. Fonten-V
7570-J Paris

Deal, Yvette,

Very rony thanks for tho help that you gave us during our
search for a ccofmication consultan for a ndision to axico. First
of all, you confimnad r1: thought that Luis .24ltran was the best man
to c,-proach. I cot in tou-h with him and although his fi:r.t sugesuion,
Carlco Cordero, ws not aviilable on the dates en which n noided him,
Baltrz-n did thon provide thZe name of kv3ne he thnou ht hijly of and
who ias avilble. nis T s Juan Ricardo Lraun (Ua) and he will come
to rcc with us next wck. At the sane tixme ws had bon having
discussiers with a ?r.rag7xyan co=-unicator, arcial icjuelmre, and he will
alo join te trn. '. ithar of thea is tho comication c esi-mer for
vhcm we were lookir'i, zo I vill tzka care of that but eachicW theni
is hichly b:xaend in his own particular sector. The nxs and CVs
that you so halpiully sent arrived too late to be taken into consid-
eration for this suion, b'it thy will be invaluable in the future.
(I eloae a conzolidated list of all the names we gathared which zmy
be uieful to you)

I look forward to rocoiving your report.s on VTR. It is good to
kncoa that after soa years t. hasit'ation v are all at last woing to
p1 n;, into -m': qjs t'4 ue as an in e ,ral part of cr leication
pro ;rs. ' e ik or 'axn. a cu lo oo r.:ni ra on V":; :ivez by the

ahat vard~ictn ton froP! Beeloy. 2ea wero a -caat h alp s they
d uhat V2,, c-n do cd s, ff xbra re i:r m:'ied by the

d *t.ration pro ras -tha toam made ith the par1A -vats. (I onclose
a cy of the pxar they eent us.) 'an all took placs at the Vam
tico that I oWir! d a coy of Pa~clo x'ir'a "Fodagr of the Ooproased"
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Hotel Reservations, Travel Office May 17, 1976

I . Kang, Population Projects*

Hotel Reservations for !r. K. B. Mathur,,UNESCO

Would you please make hotel reservations for Mr. K. B. Mathur of
UNESCO at the

Park Central Hotel for the night of May 18

and phone extension 5436, Ingrid Saunders, when the reservations is confirmed.
Thank you.

4P/

is7

is



united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
U________U organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, la science et la culture

7, place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris
nouveaux numeros:

te ph e .66 7.57 t6lephone : 577-16-10
is cables Unesco Paris

te x : 76 is tlex : 270602 Paris
204461 Paris

reference SS/POPCOM/47I/5.3 30 April, 1976.

Dear Dr. Kanagaratnam,

Upon return from home leave I am taking the first opportunity

to acknowledge receipt of your letter of IG March, 1976, and to

inform that I am going throuch the dossiers of candidates and will

send on to you in the next ten days a panel of names and addresses

of population com unication experts.

am likely to go on mission to Costa Rica in the week of

17th May and wonder whether you wLll be in ',ashington at that time.

In case you are there during that week I might drop in to -ee you.

With best regards,

Yours incerely,

(Kanwar B., Mathur

Dr. K. Kanagaratnam,
Director,
Population & Nutrition Division,
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development,
WASHINGTON , D.C.
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INTERNATIONAL TEVELPMT I N ERNATI JNAL BANK F(R INIERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTR_ CTIfN AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dr. K. Kanagaratnam, Dir., PNP Dept. DATE: May 12, 1976

FROM: Alexander Shaw, PNP Dt. &

SUBJECT: Discussions withUNSCO, Paris
Back-to-Office 1 r

According to the Terms of Reference, dated February 4, 1976,
I visited UNESCO Headquarters, Paris, on the way to Tunisia. I spent a
working evening and one and a half days in the Secretariat (March 11, 12,
and 15).

1. General: There is an atmosphere of unease throughout the
building. This is due to a combination of circumstances; problems con-
nected with UNECOt s own budget, the drying up of the UNDP cash flow which
has led to the cutting down of existing projects and the postponement of
future ones. UNFPA funding continues but uncertainties about the future
and decision delays are a handicap. Another negative factor is that the
major secretariat reorganization planned last year has not yet been put
into operation and everyone is uncertain, not only about their own future,
but about that of their departments and divisions. Certainly, the
Communication Sector will be split up with part of it going to the Social
Sciences. Family Planning Communications will move to the Population
Department which is already under Social Sciences while Population Education
remains where it was with Education. After the long reign of the late
Director they find it hard to adjust to the new one. Uncertainty is the

keynote at the moment but UNESCO has weathered storms before and will no
doubt recover from this rather prolonged one.

2. Population Department: During two or three meetings with
Alexander Graham, the Director, we reviewed UNESCO activities and it would

appear that new emphasis will be on population research. As an example
Graham gave me a copy of their project request to UNFPA entitled "Comparative
and Cross-Cultural Studies on the Relationship between Family Structure,
Status of Women and Demographic Behavior".

3. Population Educations A meeting with Mr. Rodriguez, chief, and
his new assistant, Mr. Burleson, revealed that they are happy with the
way in which Population Education has developed and, feeling that the school
pattern is now well established, they will concentrate on introducing

population education into out-of-school education. We were agreed that this

is going to be a much more complicated task and discussed the matter at
some length. Any work they can achieve in this area will be of great help
to all the member states and therefore to the Bank, since we are always
being asked about how to approach this disorganized field (Thailand,
Indonesia, Bangladesh). We reviewed areas of common interest and it was
hoped that the Bank Loan for Indonesia II can help to bridge the gap
between the end of their expert in Indonesiats contract and the beginning
of his new contract when the Loan starts. They were happy to hear that
we think highly of Dr. Mehtats work.



Dr. K. Kanagaratnam - 2 - May 12, 1976

4. Communications in Family Planning: With Kanwar Mathur and Yvette

Abrahamson I reviewed all the areas where UNESCO and the Bank are working
either together or separately but in the same field. I was happy to note

that the lengthy negotiations with the Indian film producer who will make

films and slides as part of the UNESCO input into Indonesia I had just been

conpleted and a final contract was ready for signature.

5. Communication Sector: Discussions were held with M. Navaux about

general trends in UNESC 1os communication policy and he gave me a think

piece entitled UNESCO Position Paper: Communication Policies and Planning

(Navaux is the strategy man of the whole Sector).

6. Evaluation of IAVRS: Ms. Lertlak had not arrived when I briefed
the evaluation team at UNFPA, New York, in February. I met her in Paris

and again in Jakarta (she is officially training officer of the DSCS, Bangkok),

and we discussed at some length her views on the usefulness of the IAVRS

project. She seemed rather bewildered and quite understandably so. IAVRS

was probably seen as a threat to ISCS but that organization had just received

news of a 50% cut in funds, so what is being threatened?

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Jones
cc: Mr. Messenger

Mr. Bravo, Inf. & Public Affairs
Mr. Kang
Mr. Mills
Mrs. Domingo
Div. Files

AShaw:sb

CNF/PNP
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UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

Fifty-ninth Session

Geneva, July 2 - August 1, 1975

I. Introduction

1. The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) had nineteen substantive
items on the agenda of its 59th Session, the most significant of which was
the item dealing with the Second Special Session of the General Assembly
devoted to development and international economic cooperation. The ECOSOC
was meeting just two months before the opening of the Special Session in
New York and there remained much preparatory work to be done to ensure that
the Special Session was given every chance of success. Not surprisingly,
therefore, the preparations for the Special Session became the preoccupying
interest of every delegation, and the Council's President, Ambassador Akhund
of Pakistan, urged the delegation leaders and heads of specialized agencies
to address themselves to this question in the General Debate which- launched
the 59th Session.

2. While the President's urging was heeded by almost all speakers,
the national delegations had already decided that substantive discussion of
the preparations for the Special Session should be, to all intents and
purposes, removed from the official agenda and consigned to the informal
processes of contact group meetings and corridor consultations, separate in
both time and place from the formal proceedings of the ECOSOC. The Group
of "77", for the purposes of consultation with the other smaller groups or
single states (the OECD countries, the Socialist States of Eastern Europe,
and China) had streamlined themselves into a regionally representative sub-
group of "27". Thus, throughout the four weeks of the 59th Session,
intensive consultations took place amongst the various groups, and amongst
sub-divisions of these, all aimed at arriving at agreement on concrete
proposals to be placed before the Special Session.

3. At the end12 f the month, however, the President of the Council, in
his closing address,- was moved to say that it was "regrettable that we
conclude our meetings without having been able to agree on specific recommen-
dations of a substantive nature for the consideration of the Special Session,
or define more precisely the common ground among states." In his view, at
least, neither the general debate nor the informal consultations had advanced
the preparations as hoped for.

4. Meanwhile, in the plenary meeting of the ECOSOC and in the two
sessional committees, the Economic Committee and the Coordination Committee,
the regular work of the Council proceeded in an atmosphere of unusual calm
and lack of drama, the nineteen substantive and four procedural agenda
items being completed one and a half days before the scheduled closing of
the session.

l/ A copy of the address is in the Executive Directors' Library.
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II. The General Debate

5. As indicated above, the subject of preparations for the Special
Session dominated the general debate. The developing countries expressed
their determined support for the proposals they had outlined in the "77's"
position paper (an earlier version of Conference Room Paper 1, Add. 1i )
but also stressed their willingness to negotiate on all of the proposals.
The developed countries, for their part, said that they too, in the spirit
of interdependence and cooperation, were wholly willing to negotiate, and
that the list of proposals presented by the "7T" formed a useful basis for
further discussion. The United States warned, however, that "it is too
late in the day to accept that any single state, or any bloc of states, can
arrogate to themselves all wisdom and all power in the ordering of our
economic system." The United Kingdom added that it trusted that at the
Special Session "it will not be felt necessary to confront the developed
countries with demands for action, perhaps associated with timetables which
those presenting them must realize to be unrealistic and unacceptable as
well as now being unnecessary . . . . We can and we will negotiate. We
cannot and will not be forced into positions which we do not believe we can
honestly accept." The representative of Egypt urged that international
trade and the transfer of real resources for development and industrializa-
tion be the focal points of the Special Session, and a number of delegations
of both developed and developing states echoed his view that the Special
Session would do best to concentrate on a strictly limited number of
concrete proposals and not try to cover the whole field of international
economic cooperation and development.

6. Several delegations addressed themselves to the mid-term review
and appraisal of the International Development Strategy and all expressed
themselves less than satisfied with the achievements to date, citing in
particular the failure of agricultural production in the developing countries
to reach the target of 4% increase per annum, and the apparent lack of
commitment on the part of developed countries to reach the goal of .7% of GNP
in official development assistance. The delegate from Japan pointed out that
the serious economic difficulties currently faced by the developed countries
were severely hampering their ability to provide higher levels of assistance.
Several countries, together with the World Bank and the IMF, referred to the
progress being made to ease some of the resource transfer problems. The
Bank's representative spoke of the proposed Third Window, the forthcoming
Fifth Replenishment of IDA and the increased lending program of the Bank.
The delegate of the Federal Republic of Germany stated that his country
particularly favored the idea of triangular arrangements, wherein the
developed countries, together with those developing countries which were
capable of doing so, would jointly assist other poorer countries.

7. The delegate of India noted that 70% - 80% of global trade was
conducted by the leading industrialized nations of the OECD, and this mostly
among themselves, and that 95% of the flow of private capital to developing
countries originated in the OECD countries. These facts, he felt, would
provide the starting point for the reappraisal of the International Develop-
ment Stategy and the "77's" approach to the Special Session. All agreed

/ Copies of the Conference Room Papers are in the Executive Directors'
Library.
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that the creation of a stable and more equitable international trading order
was the prerequisite of economic growth for the developing countries, and
several delegations acknowledged the efforts of UNCTAD and UNIDO in opening
up new areas for cooperation in the field of trade, as well as the positive
prospects of the multilateral trade negotiations within the GATT. The
Secretary-General of UNCTAD noted that several major new initiatives being
worked on in UNCMAD should make a positive contribution to the growth of all
economies.

8. The world food situation was commented upon by many delegations.
All speakers agreed that the present global food situation was very serious
and that a massive coordinated effort was needed to ensure that food.produc-
tion was not outpaced by population growth in the next decade. A few
countries expressed their disappointment at the results of the first session
of the World Food Council and cited political disagreements as undermining
the Council's ability to reach any substantive agreements for action. The
need for extensive infusions of technical agricultural assistance and
research in the developing countries was stressed by several delegations,
and Brazil recommended that a world fertilizer policy be worked out based on
supply and demand in order to better regulate prices. Brazil, India and
Thailand suggested that the goal for agricultural development in rural areas
should be directed towards complete integration of educational training,
health care, and the introduction of better farming methods, all aimed at
eventual self-sufficiency at the local level. Delegations from the develop-
ing countries urged generous global support for the International Fund for
Agricultural Development.

9. On the subject of natural resources, many developing country
delegations stressed the need for wise and careful exploitation and a greater
share for the developing host countries in the decision-making process
related to the exploitation of those resources, as well as adequate compensa-
tion for the exploitation.

10. When the general debate closed, the plenary of the Council and the
two sessional committees turned their attention to the following items.

III. Mid-term Review and Appraisal of the
International Development Strategy

11. The main discussion of this item took place in the plenary in the
course of the general debate (see paragraph 6 above). Under the agenda item
the Economic Committee considered general specific proposals. The first
concerned the identification of the least developed among the developing
countries. The Committee for Development Planning had recommended that
Bangladesh, the Central African Republic, the People's Democratic Republic
of Yemen and The Gambia be added to the list. The Economic Committee
recommended approval of these additions by the General Assembly.
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12. The Economic Committee heard the report of the President of the

Board of Governors of the Special Fund, Ambassador Algard of Norway. (The

Special Fund had been established in recognition of the 
special difficulties

facing the developing countries affected by economic crises and natural

disaster, to enable them to carry out specific high-priority programs.)

Although the seriousness of the situation and the duty of the international

community to act were generally recognized, said the President, opinion was

still divided on the form that action should take. The Fund was faced with

the familiar difficulty that groups of potential donors had tended to delay

announcing their pledges until other groups had done so. The President had

approached the OECD, OPEC, the EEC and Comecon. Encouraging responses had

been made by a number of OECD delegations. The matter was also being

considered in the EEC. There had been no response from Comecon. The

President said that a positive response by a number of small industrialized

countries would break the vicious circle of delay in pledging. The Fund is

already operative in one respect, having taken over the monitoring function

formerly carried out by the Special Representative of the Secretary-General

for the Emergency Programme.

IV. Seventh Special Session of the General Assembly

13. Although it fell to the Economic Committee to consider formally

the agenda item covering preparations for the Seventh Special Session of the

General Assembly devoted to development and international economic coopera-

tion, the main discussion of this item was undertaken earlier within 
the

context of the general debate.

14. The President of the ECOSOC, Ambassador Akhund of Pakistan, sounded

a realistic note when, in his opening address, he suggested that the three

aims of the Special Session should be: (i) to define the elements and areas

in which concrete negotiations may be undertaken; (ii) to agree on the

principles which will govern these negotiations; (iii) to decide on the forum

in which the negotiations will be conducted. This pragmatic, modest approach

commanded firm support amongst the many who believed that the Special Session

itself would provide neither the time, the atmosphere nor in all likelihood

the necessary minimum meeting of minds to make it capable of being an instru-

ment for specific and immediate reform and restructuring of the international

economic order. The "77" had in the meantime been hammering out a list of

agenda items for discussion at the Special Session, and there was general

agreement that the list itself presented no problems if some omissions:

international food needs and measures to be taken on behalf of the very

poorest of the developing countries were suggested by Western Europe 
and the

United States as suitable additional agenda items.

15. Since informal consultations were under way between the various

groups of developed and developing countries on the substance of the issues,

the discussion in the Economic Committee was confined almost exclusively to

matters of procedure and the formulation of an agenda. It was decided by

resolution that the Special Session Preparatory Committee should hold a third

session from 18 to 22 August in New York with a view to finalizing the

process of preparations for the Special Session, in particular by submitting

to the Special Session "proposals that would serve as a basis for negotiation
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and decisions at the Special Session." The resolution also recommended that

the Session "adopt, on a priority basis, concrete and positive decisions" on

all issues mentioned in the second operative paragraph,which lists these

issues as being essentially "trade, international monetary reform and

transfer of real resources for financing development, science and technology,

food and agriculture, and restructuring of the economic and social sectors of

the UN system."

16. The question left unanswered was whether between now and the end of

the third session of the Preparatory Committee, some real headway could be

made towards agreement for action in at least some of these sectors, or whether

by default it would be left to the meeting of the Non-Aligned in Lima in the

days immediately following the Preparatory Committee, and therefore immediately

preceding the opening of the Special Session, to take the matter into its 
own

hands and devise an alternative strategy for the conduct of the Special

Session. There was plenty of evidence to suggest that the "77" were themselves

divided on the approach to the Special Session, but the majority seemed to

incline to Ambassador Akhund's view that, if a fiasco was to be avoided, the

Session should not seek instant accommodation of specific recommendations, but

rather should set the stage for continuing negotiations. As Ambassador Akhund

observed in his closing presidential address, there are continuing differences

over the nature of the present world economic crisis and the remedies to be

adopted, but the statements in the general debate revealed "a growing, if

gradual, convergence of belief that things cannot be put right without major

change." It is therefore considered all the more regrettable that the "77"

were having such difficulty in agreeing amongst themselves on what precisely

they wanted to negotiate.

17. In the meantime it was agreed that the following five Conference

Room Papersi/ will be placed before the third session of the Special Session's

Preparatory Committee:

i) Position Paper of the "77". (CRP.1, Add. 1);

ii) U.S. delegation's identification of five problem areas for

discussion (international commodity trade, international

food needs, transfer of financial resources, problems of

poorer developing countries, structural changes in the UN

system) (CRP. 5);

iii) German Democratic Republic's four socialist principles (CRP. 6);

iv) Report of the Hague Symposium (May 22-24, 1975) introduced by

the Netherlands delegation (CRP. 9);

v) U.S. delegation's statement on World Food Problems (CRP. 11).

18. On the specific issue of restructuring the UN system, it was agreed

by the ECOSOC that the Special Session should establish an intergovernmental

committee to deal with the subject. It seemed clear that the Report of the

Group of Experts would not be the only proposals before this Committee. The

1/ Available in the Executive Directors' Library.
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Experts' Report has come in for quite a lot gC criticism from the "?77t", most

especially the recommendation on decision-making 
processes, and the ECOSOC

decision to establish the intergovernmental committee deliberately 
omits all

mention of the Report. It merely calls on the Special Session "to initiate

the process for the restructuring of the UN system 
in the economic and social

fields and establish an intergovernmental committee to deal 
with these issues."

V. Natural Resources

19. The report of the Committee on National Resources on 
its fourth

session held in Tokyo in March, 1975, was considered. The report contained

four draft resolutions. The first requests the UN to coordinate and strengthen

the research and dissemination of information with regard to projections of

supply, demand, consumption and reserves of natural resources, 
particularly in

the medium-term and to give serious attention to the development 
of alternative

sources of energy, including geothermal and solar energy. The second under-

lines the need to study international river basin development 
(with particular

reference to natural resources shared by two or more states). 
The third

emphasizes the need to prepare a comprehensive plan 
of action for and coordina-

tion of programs within the UN system in the field of natural resources develop-

ment, and the fourth deals with permanent sovereignty 
over natural resources.

The first three were adopted without a vote but the fourth resolution 
on

sovereignty over natural resources, which reaffirms the application 
of the

principle of nationalization and the entitlement 
of a host state to determine

the amount of compensation, the mode of payment and settlement of disputes 
in

accordance with its national legislation, was contested, but was carried by a

majority vote, with many of the delegations from OECD countries 
voting against

or abstaining.

VI. Industrial Development Cooperation

20. The Second General Conference of UNIDO, which met in Lima in

March 1975, recommended that UNIDO be converted into a specialized agency and

requested the becretary-General of the UN, in consultation with the Executive

Director of UNIDO, to submit draft statutes to the forthcoming Special

Session through.ECOSOC. (A report prepared by the Bank's representative at

the Conference was distributed to the Executive Director on April 7, 1975 -

SecM75-230.) The Industrial Development Board (IDB), in April 1975, requested

the Executive Director to report to the Special Session, through ECOSOC, on

measures taken or contemplated with a view to implementing the Lima Declaration.

21. The Economic Committee had before it the report of the Lima Conference,

the report of UN'DO's Executive Director, and the text of a draft constitution

of the proposed specialized agency. Dr. Abdel Rahman Khane, Executive Director

of UNIDO, rtported to the Economic Committee that steps had already been taken

to streamline the Organization's structure to make it more responsive to the

needs of developing countries, to which specific end the Lima Conference had

also recommended the setting up of an Industrial Development Fund.



22. Most delegations were not yet in a position to comment on the draft
statutes. Article 11 introducesweighted voj*g, on which participation by
some western countries is conditioned. The United States, while repeating
the reservation expressed at Lima regarding the conversion of UNIDO into a
specialized agency, proposed that an intergovernmental committee be set up to
negotiate a constitution for the new agency, based on the draft text and the
views expressed by governments. The opinion of the specialized agencies
directly concerned would also be valuable. The committee would report to the
General Assembly at its 30th session. The United States said that no hasty
action should be taken and that governments should be given time to reach
genuine agreement. Some socialist states, led by the Soviet Union, were of
the view that the possibilities of improving the authority and efficiency of
UNIDO in its present form were far from exhausted, and wondered whether
converting it into a specialized agency would enable it to continue achieving
its assigned objectives. The Executive Director replied that the draft con-
stitution would be examined in detail by a working group or committee, in
which he hoped the UNIDO secretariat and other interested UN organs and
agencies would participate, as suggested by the US.

VII. Impact of Transnational Corporations on the Development
Process and on International Relations

23. The Commission on Transnational Corporations was set up by ECOSOC
resolution in December 1974. Earlier, the Council had established an Informa-
tion and Research Centre on Transnational Corporations to provide support to
it on matters related to transnational corporations and to develop a compre-
hensive information system on such corporations. A preliminary work programme
for the Centre included the following:

- preliminary work on formulating a code of conduct;

- establishment of a comprehensive information system;

- research on the political, economic and social effects of
the operations and practices of transnationals;

- organization and coordination, at the request of governments,
of technical cooperation programs concerning transnationals;

- work leading towards a definition of transnationals.

24. The ECOSOC was told that the Centre was functioning but that no
Director had been appointed. It therefore requested the Secretary-General to
appoint the Director as soon as possible, and to establish joint liaison and
support units in each of the UN regional economic commissions.

25. This will remain a troublesome matter for some time. Many countries,
especially those amongst the socialist group, insist that the Commission and
the Centre have been established for the sole purpose of demonstrating and
counteracting the damaging impact of transnationals on developing countries.
The industrialized countries insist that they also concern themselves with
the positive impact of transnationals.



VIII. Operational Activities for Development

26. Under this agenda item, the Co-ordination Committee considered a
number of reports, the principal being the report of the 19th and 20th
sessions of the UNDP Governing Council. It was a relatively smooth ride for
the UNDP, but not without a few criticisms. An argument broke out over the
new Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration. There was some doubt
whether the ad hoc working group on the Fund had or had not agreed that the
suggested level of contributions to the Fund be increased from $7 million to
$100 million to allow the Fund to undertake feasibility studies as a follow-
up of its exploration. The adopted report mentioned only $7 million. The
matter was the subject of informal consultations for some days until the UN
Legal Affairs Office ruled that the accuracy of the working group's report
could not be raised in the ECOSOC since the report had been adopted by the
group and by the Governing Council. Eventually the ECOSOC called on the
Governing Council to reconsider at its next session the level of contributions
to the Fund, to allow it to undertake feasibility studies as well as exploration.

27. The Eastern European group opposed any suggestion that norms might be
set up for increasing contributions to the UNDP, and it also called for a halt
to UNDP assistance to Chile and South Korea. The group also complained that 3
or 4 Western countries were providing most of the experts and equipment and
getting most of the sub-contracts under UNDP financing; the socialist states
were not getting their fair share, and in the opinion of Algeria, neither were the
developing countries.

28. The Latin Americans, led by Brazil and Colombia, deplored the
Governing Council's decision to freeze or even reduce UNDP assistance to LDCs
after they had reached a certain level of per capita GNP. They did not see
why 75% of the resources should be devoted to those countries with a per
capita income of $350 or less. Romania,too,felt that all LDCs should benefit
from UNDP activities.

29. The discussion of the report of the Executive Board of UNICEF led to
a resolution requesting the Secretary-General of the UN, in cooperation with
the UN system and interested non-governmental organizations, to submit to the
31st General Assembly plans for preparing, financing and supporting an inter-
national year of the child (preferably 1979). Most Western States and the
Soviet Union were unhappy about this, feeling that the eventual expenditure
could be better applied to existing programs, but they did not oppose the
consensus.

30. ECOSOC recommended that the General Assembly authorize the UN Fund
for Population Activities to convene a pledging conference in 1976. The
Council further decided that the Intergovernmental Committee of the World Food
Programme should be reconstituted as the Committee on Food Aid Policies and
Programmes and, in addition to discharging its former functions, should help
evolve and coordinate short-term and longer-term food aid policies recommended
by the World Food Conference.
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IX. International Cooperation and Coordination within
the UN system

31. Of interest to the World Bank among the items considered by the
Co-ordination Committee was the discussion and resolution on Rural Develop-
ment introduced by the Netherlands, Denmark, Indonesia and Norway. The
purpose of the resolution was threefold: to associate the UN with the world
conference on agrarian reform and rural development which the FAO Council
has decided in principle to call in the second half of 1978; to invite other
interested agencies to take an active part in the conference; and to ask the
ACC to continue its preparation of a joint inter-agency program on rural
development. The resolution requests the UN Secretary-General to cooperate
actively with the Director-General of the FAO in the preparations for the
conference, and similarly invites the interested agencies to participate
actively. It also "invites the ACC to continue joint inter-agency planning
relating to rural development aimed at the creation of a joint inter-agency
program and to include a progress report in its next annual report to the
Council." During the discussion a number of delegates welcomed the informa-
tion that the World Bank's survey of the system's activities in the field of
rural development was already under way.

32. Also under this agenda item, a resolution was adopted calling upon
the competent bodies of the UN and the specialized agencies to collaborate
with the ILO in readiness for their participation in the Tripartite World
Conference on the Problems of Employment, Income Distribution, Social Progress
and the International Division of Labour, scheduled for June 1976 in Geneva.

X. Food Problems

33. Following a discussion of the World Food Council's report on its
first session, the ECOSOC adopted without a vote a resolution covering follow-
up action to be taken in a number of fields. The resolution expressed concern
that the food aid target. for 1975/76 of ten million tons of food grains,
accepted as the minimum target by the World Food Conference, had not yet been
attained, and appealed to all countries to contribute to its attainment and to
provide adequate quantities of other food commodities. The resolution also
urged the early establishment of the International Fund for Agricultural Develop-
ment and recommended that the body set up to work out the details of the
establishment and the operation of the Fund "should take into account the
special agricultural and food production problems and the particular situation
of all the developing countries, especially of the least developed among them."
Finally,the resolution recommended that the General Assembly provide all necessary
administrative and budgetary resources to support a "small secretariat of high
professional competence with an equitable geographical balance" for the World Food
Council.

34. The delegate of the Netherlands raised the issue of the World Food
Conference's recommendation for a review of institutional arrangements in the
field of nutrition, and asked the sponsoring agencies of the PAG to comment.
The FAO, replying on behalf of the sponsoring agencies, said that the ACC would
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take up the matter in its October session and that, once it had the necessary
material, the ECOSOC would be able to carry out a review. The delegate of
Ethiopia called on the World Bank and the regional development banks to step
up their financial assistance for the development of agricultural production,
and the delegate of Indonesia urged that the reclamation of unexploited land
in the developing countries be given priority in the programs of work of the
CGFPI and the World Food Council.

35. The general discussion was held in an atmosphere vastly improved
over that of the first session of the World Food Council in Rome. This was
largely due to a good opening statement from Dr. John Hannah, Executive
Director of the World Food Council, and to Guinea's declaration that that
statement had helped to dispel some of the misunderstandings that had so
aggravated the proceedings in Rome.

36. It was agreed that the World Food Council would hold its second
session on March 8-12, 1976, in Geneva.

XI. Marine Questions

37. The ECOSOC had adopted in 1973 a resolution expressing awareness of
the need for an integrated approach to the problems involved in uses of the
sea and the importance of an integrated information base for the proper manage-
ment of ocean resources and uses. It also recognized that coastal areas in
many countries, particularly the developing countries, represented one of their
most valuable possessions and that the proper management and development of
these areas constituted an important factor in their national development
planning. The Council therefore requested the Secretary-General to provide on
a regular basis an updated study on the uses of the sea, including a summary of
existing arrangements in the UN system for making available, particularly to
developing countries, information on advances in technology and the transfer of
such technology to them. It further requested the Secretary-General "to under-
take a comprehensive interdisciplinary study to identify and review the problems
of coastal area development, particularly in developing countries, and to submit
proposals for such development to the Council at its 59th session."

38. Having duly considered the Secretary-General's study, the ECOSOC
passed a resolution which, inter alia, requests the specialized agencies and
other appropriate UN institutions to contribute to further studies by the
Secretary-General on marine questions, and requests the Secretary-General, in
cooperation with the UN system, to continue the process of identification of
various regions or sub-regions specially amenable to coastal area management
and development, and to draw up comprehensive plans of action for such an
approach. The USSR, in explaining the abstention of the socialist group in the
vote on this resolution, said that meaningful coastal area development, taking
into account all interests, would also have to take into account the final
results of the Law of the Sea Conference which had not yet completed its work.
The resolution was therefore premature.
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XII. Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples by the Specialized Agencies and
the International Institutions Associated with the United Nations

39. At the request of the General Assembly, repeated most recently in
resolution 3300 (XXIX) of December 1974, the ECOSOC considered the steps being
taken by the agencies and organizations in the UN system to implement the
Assembly's 1960 Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries
and peoples. The Co-ordination Committee had before it the Secretary-General's
latest report on this matter which transmits information supplied by a number of
UN agencies (including the World Bank) on what they are doing to aid refugees
from colonial territories, assist the peoples of these territories and their
liberation movements, discontinue support for the Government of South Africa and
the "illegal" regime in Southern Rhodesia, and ensure the representation of the
liberation movements when matters pertaining to their territories are dealt with.
The Committee also had before it the 1974/75 report of the ACC which, in the
relevant paragraphs, noted that "the IMF and the World Bank are in contact with
some of the transitional governments /of the former Portuguese territories/ in
order to assess current economic conditions and possible future needs."

40. Following a statement by the Chairman of the Special Committee of 24
on Decolonization, Ambassador Salim A. Salim of Tanzania, a general debate took
place in the course of which several delegations sharply criticized the World
Bank and the IMF. The Soviet delegate charged the two institutions with being
slow to react to the relevant General Assembly and ECOSOC resolutions concerning
assistance to liberation movements. The Bank and Fund responses to these
resolutions were variously described as "unacceptable" (Bulgaria), "inadequate"
(German Democratic Republic) and "deplorably non-committal" (Uganda), and both
institutions were urged to assist the liberation movements in Rhodesia and
Namibia. When the discussion was resumed the following day the representative
of the World Bank made a statement (attached as Annex A).

41. The Committee passed to ECOSOC a resolution which, inter alia,
requested the specialized agencies "to render or continue to render, as a
matter or urgency, all possible moral and material assistance to the colonial
peoples in Africa struggling for their liberation from colonial rule" and to
consult with the Organization of African Unity (OAU) on how this could best be
done, and urged the agencies to extend all moral and material assistance to the
newly independent and emerging States. It also calls upon agencies which have
not yet done so to make arrangements without delay enabling representatives of
the national liberation movements recognized by the OAU to participate fully as
observers in their proceedings relating to the countries concerned, including
provision for the payment of travel and other related expenses. The resolution
further invites all governments to intensify their efforts in the specialized
agencies to ensure full and effective implementation of the Declaration and
other relevant UN resolutions and urges the executive heads of the agencies to
submit to their respective governing bodies, as a matter of priority and with
the active cooperation of the OAU, concrete proposals for full implementation.
References to liberation movements were presumed to apply in particular to
those of Namibia and Zimbabwe.
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XII. Miscellaneous Items

42. Other items discussed in the ECOSOC included international environ-
ment cooperation, economic assistance to Zambia, assistance in cases of
natural disaster, and International Women's Year. Sir Robert Jackson,
Coordinator of United Nations Economic Assistance to Zambia, spoke warmly of
the World Bank's and the IMF's assistance to Zambia over the past year. A
number of developing countries sought to introduce into a resolution a pro-
posal to create a UN Voluntary Disaster Fund to provide emergency assistance
and to finance technical cooperation activities. In the face of strong
opposition from the developed countries to the creation of yet another fund,
the proposal was dropped. In the course of a discussion on International
Women's Year, the delegation of China referred in the usual critical tones
to the failure of the Bank and IMF to implement General Assembly Resolution
2758 regarding the expulsion of the Republic of China from the UN and the
specialized agencies.

43. In the discussion of the calendar of conferences, it was decided
that the UN Water Conference would be convened in Argentina from 7 to 18
March, 1977.

International Relations Department
August 18, 1975



ANNEX A

Statement by the Representative of the World Bank
in the Economic and Social Council

Geneva, Tuesday, July 29, 1975

Mr. Chairman,

I would like to make a brief statement on draft resolution E/AC.24/L.521
on the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to
colonial territories and peoples by the specialized agencies.

Yesterday, during consideration of this item, several distinguished
delegates referred to the World Bank's reply to the Secretary-General's
letter of February 6, 1975. This reply, dated February 18, 1975, is repro-
duced on page 10 of General Assembly document A/10080. I should like to
expand a little on that reply since it is relevant to a number of the opera-
tive paragraphs in the resolutionnow before this Committee. First, I would
like to draw the Committee's attention to paragraph 50 of Part I of the
Annual Report of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination for 1974-75
in which it is noted that the World Bank had been in contact with the tran-
sitional governments of a number of the former Portuguese territories in
order to assess current economic conditions and possible future needs.

To be more precise, a World Bank staff member participated, along with
other agency representatives, in a UNDP mission to Guinea-Bissau in January
and February of this year. In April, a high-level mission from Cape Verde
visited the headquarters of the Bank in Washington. In the same month a
World Bank staff member visited Mozambique. All of these meetings focussed
on the question of membership in the World Bank and of the possible role of
the World Bank and of the International Development Association in the econ-
omic and social development of these newly independent territories, should
they wish to take up membership. So far no membership applications have been
received.

I emphasize this membership question, Mr. Chairman, because I sense that
therein lies the source of occasional misunderstandings concerning the capa-
city of the World Bank to undertake certain functions, including some listed
in this resolution before us.

I believe that it is well enough known in this Committee, at least amongst
delegations of States who are members of the World Bank, that the Bank is
barred by its Articles of Agreement from financing projects in States that are
not members of the World Bank. However, in the hope and expectation that newly
independent States will seek membership in our institutions, we have always
been willing to enter, on request, into early discussions with potential members.
That is precisely what we have been doing in the case of the former Portuguese
territories.
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It is possible that the record of the World Bank's activities in Africa

may serve as an encouragement to them. We have invested the equivalent of

over $ 4,700 million in over 500 development projects in Africa, and in the

fiscal year just ended our commitments in Africa totalled $ 1,481 million
of which $511 million was in 50-year credits from the International Devel-

opment Association. The African States listed as least developed countries

have been the object of our particular attention. We would therefore like

to assure this. Committee, as indeed we have assured the territories concerned

as well as the Organization of African Unity, that, as in the past, so today:

any newly independent developing country that decides to take up membership

in the Bank will find that the Bank will exert every effort to make that mem-

bership of real benefit to its economic and social development.

Finally , Mr. Chairman, permit me to observe that each specialized agency

has a specific function. or range of functions to perform within our system.

Some agencies are empowered to do what others are not, and vice versa. Some

agencies have the capacity to respond to urgent calls for emergency assist-

ance. Others, like the World Bank, are primarily designed to apply their

funds and their expertise to the longer terms aspects of economic and social

development. (But, in our view, the actions of the UN system taken as a whole

can have the desired impact on economic and social development so long as

each agency seeks in its operations to complement the operations of the others.

This, we believe, is what co-ordination is all about. The World Bank, func-

tioning as it is empowered to do, is determined to make its maximum contribu-

tion to this global effort.



cr. 533-aD/PNP July 8, 1975

Mr. Kanwar Rathur
coummications
UNTOCIO
7 PLace do FontenW
Paris 7700?, FRANCE

Bear Kamsar,

I w happy to have the chance to mest you, eves thDU& V407

briofly, in Paris last Fridgq. At least we had a chanco of discussing
varioaU Matter$ of interest to UNUCO as well as to us. I hpe that
there wUl be another longer occasion soon.

In the meantime I vould be grateful If you could do somthing
*hich will help both Bob Blake and oursolves. Could you ask the

Comunicatians Clearing House to send to Ar. A. A. Mabud a conprehansive

set of publications on coimnications and at the soe time put his name

on their wiling list. It would also be useful if you could add any
papere specifically conceaned with osamications in family planning. He
will be one of tbe organisers of the study groups set up by the Planning

Gomission to ceoider (a) the information activities (b) evaluation and
meearch activities of the Population Contral and Family Planning Division

of the MOH. Mabud is one of the ablest people concerned with the 0(B/IDA

project and is also involvod in your UUFPA project. He is well worth

keeping infored. His address ist

Health and Family Planning Section
Planning Comnission
Secretariat Bulding
Dacea, Bangladesh

Best wishes.

Tours sinoerely,

Aleaander Shaw
Population and Nutrition Projects Dqpartmnt

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Messenger
cc: Mias Husain

Div. Files
533-BD/PNP
AShaw sb



MaY 30, 1975

Us. Yvette Abrhasmmn
Division of Develoeat and
Application of Cauffmication

United Nations Educatinal, Scientific
and Cultural Organisatim

7, Place de Fantay
7,5700 Paris

Dear !vsttez

I am hurr7ing to acknowledge receipt of the report of the Sinar an
Population Problms for Rapresentatives of Mass Media he*U in Bangladesh
through OWCO/U07A Assistance. It is vur7 kind of you to keqp us informed
of the dwmlapmunts in the fild of ioatias in bngloash.

Needless to matian that it ws a gnat pleasure .ooting you aosin in
Paris during my last visit.

Alex has left for Malaysia for a short mission. I an ping to Join
him. This is my last day in the offioe, therefore this is a short note.
Please ocave my regards to Knmar.

With best repxds.

Sinoere42 yours,

Ishrat Z. Haasin
Paplatim and Nutrition Projeats Departimat

c: Mr. Mesawger, PNP Dept.
Mr. Shaw, PP Dept.
Division Files

IZHU3&dn/am
UN=O0/PNP

(~Jtc~



united nations educational, scientific and cultural oreanizato0n
_____ organisation des nations unies pour le'ducation, la science et la culture

7, place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris

teepone :4)t,-57.57

cables : Uncsco Paris
tdex :27602 Paris

rfcrence FDC/DAC/471/2.9/1.056/136

23 MAY 1975

Dear Ishrat and dear Alex,

... We have just received the enclosed report of the Seminar
on Population Problems for Representatives of .ass Media, organised
with Unesco/Unfpa Assistance in Cox's Bazar, bangladesh, ir February
1975, whichI thought would interest you.

The submission for the UN7PA nine-mronths project is with U-TA,
hew York, having been sent officially. We awai.' their decision, and
will, of course, keep you informed of developments.,

Best regards,

Yvette Abrahamson
Divicion of Development arJ
Apic tion of Ccmunicatin

Ms. Ishrat Hussein
:ir. Alcxandcr ahaw

PouI on P iivision,
International lank for decorToructio:c
and Developmiont
1l18 N. btreet -3.W.,

1Ayo:, D.G. 2043,3
U.S.A.-
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IAflIS-
LT
5856

?ITtER IDA UO UNFA E& ANY OBJECIOU TO IOUThlR ASSESSI1fL

CADIDATES FMR PT OF COMMICATIMIS ADVISEM TO IMISTIZY

I flOIMTIO1 G MV1.-~T OF I ESIA STOP YOARDS

cot Miss Faer J
0. B. B&ldAin Division FIAS?

Populatim and Natrition Projects
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(5431)

a g ,t ALX S1a&W m 1ISS1EY IN ZAIRE AN4D WILL 10OT ER TO

WASHIGTON iTILMARCE10. A T 1A40T ?ARTlCIPAE.

L Kangaraet l.w-Amestngor */r
A. sta s O/r

U, CtLi. Cknf.
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UNESCO Z PARIS

February 21, 1975 Distribution: Population Projects

INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTON:

/ ,J

4463 FOR ALEXANDER SHAW

ARE YOU ATTENDING BOGUE CHICAGO MEETING v1ARCH 5/6

MATHUR UNESCO+

END+ j

24S423A IBRD UR g

UNESCO Z PARIS ( &~( LP(

Js JL



rebrua:7 5, 1975

coj.ssion des cmmautes Empop nes
200, re do la Loi
1040 Bruxelles, BELWIM

My dear Confrome,

Thank you so much for your letter of JA ary 23. NY itinerary
has undergone some modifications since I last wrote and is now as
follust

February 14-16 - Dakar, Seng (UNE:0co

S 16-28 - Kinshasa, Zaire - International,
P.O. Box 9353
Kinhasa 1.

March 2-8 - Tunis, Tunisia - Africa Hotel,
50 ave. Habib Dourquiba
Tunis.

? 8-10 - Brussels - Hotel Anigo.

Thorefore, it would be mra convenient if I could visit your office on
Mmoday, March 10 on returning from Zaire. If this in inconvenient,
perhaps you could let me know by writing to me at one of the stops lixted.
Howver, I sincerely hope that we shall be able to meot on that date and
the change does not put you to am inconvenience.

Yours sincerely,

John Bfrfield
Architect

Population and Nutrition Pojects Department

Cleared with and cc: Mrs. Maraviglia
cc: Div. Files

JBurfield: ab
?ADW11PNP



AMAN PFeruary 5, 1975

L-T (5491)

SM4EQAL

JOHN SURFIEL AND ALEMDDER SHAW MtAVELLMhG 70 U3M31{ASA VIA DAAR 1&)ULD

B8 HAPY TN M IT YOUR OFFEE Cb F1UAJ& FCPR7&MT ST$1 BURFMIID TO

?AIL WITH VOUR 3DCATIMAL FACILITU; SECTIO AND SHAW ?O SELI 13OUR

PMPUL"TICU EDU(A7IC AND DEKOGRAPHL OFFEYDS STOP Trir WILL GAL" AT

UiNico oFFIGE m OrAG FOURT"mam 1 6'OP RAT M-L YOUt CWPoRAI"Ip Riowt

KANAARATINAM
INTBAARAD

AShaWS:b

Clearod with and cc- Mrs. Maraviglia
K. Kamwgaratnam cc: Mr. Schott

Mr. Burf isld
Population and US Nutriticn Projects Mr. Jones

Mr. Karg
Div. Files

ZWi/A P



4.423( IERD I R
ICONIING7 T'K3

LNESCO PARIS

From: Paris

Jan. 3, 1975 Dis tribu it i-on:

Population >Projects
Mr. Sandberg

INT>EFRAD NY =

S7 FOR ALEXANDE ShA& INTER[ATIONfL fLDIOVISUL RESOURCE SERVIC 9
ADVISORY PNEL UEETING I I F LONi'DON ThEMTY TO T "NTYThIRD JAUARY

STOP REOUEST YOUR PRLSENCH STOP M1RYOtO SUYOMO AUJEN SAYARTA ALSO

INVITED STOP OPORTUUITY DISCUSS ALSO IAVRS INVOLVEVENT I! S'NU

INDO YESIA PR( JUCT FOLLO-ING YOUR DISCUSSIONS WIThF MORRELL It

LANG'OK STOP PLEASE' CONFIRK PAfRTICIPATION=

AITYUR L E5sCO +

END +
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From: Paris it

Distribution:
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I T0AFRAD xsi -C - Population Projects
SECTION

25225 FOR ALEX SHAW' POPULATION DIVISION

W4ILL DE IN YASHIN(TON 24/25 OCTOSER YOTEL DUPONT PLAZA WILL CALL

YOU FOR APPOINTMENT =

ASRAHAMSON UNESCO +
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVLLOPMENT CORPOHATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Division Files DATE: September 19, 1974

FROM: Alexander Shaw ./v

SUBJECT: BANGLADESH and General - Visit to UNIECO, Paris
August 30, 1974

The terms of reference said that I should meet with the UNESCO
Communication Division to discuss in what manner their Regional Family
Planning Communication Office in Kuala Lumpur could be useful to the
Bangladesh Project. This was a result of a letter from that Office of-
fering their help. During the visit other matters were discussed and the
results a're noted in this report.

1. Regional Office, Kuala Lumpur

At present there is a staff of two people - Robert Blake and Nurul
Islam Khan. Later there will be a third. Therefore it is not possible
for the office to send any staff member to a particular country for more
than a brief visit. They could, if funds were provided, recruit a
consultant for work that required a stay of more than two weeks. The
office is not yet geared to undertake training programs in Kuala Lumpur.

But they can organize training through fellowships and for this
purpose UNESCO has a Block Allocation and a Fellowship Fund. They could
also proviae advisory services proviaing this work could be carried out
during brief visits. They should also be able to provide information about
all the communication work being done in the region.

Under a UNFPA supported expansion program the Office will undertake
the production of prototype AVA materials, develop innovative approaches to

communications, organize training and research programs, cevelop and evaluate
self-instructional modules and develop Folk Media productions.

2. Bangladesh

At the time of my visit Nurul Islam was on his way back to Ann Arbor
where he will stay until January at which point he will join UNESCO. On his

way back he stopped over in Dacca to discuss with the Ministry of Information
plans for using the unallocatea UNFPA funds. It was not, at that point,
known what the results of his talks were.

There are two seminars which might be useful to Bangladesh and the
projects

a. There will be one on Folk Media in New Delhi from October 7 - 14.
Banglaaesh will be represented probably by Professor Karim
Charimar. Our report envisages a review of the Folk Media potential
at a later date and whoever goes to the New Delhi meeting might be
a useful advisor;
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b. Depending on the dates of the PPOts training scheme and
their study tours it is possible that another meeting on
Rural Communications, to be hela at the E/w Center in
December, might give them an international overview of the
subject if they were to attend as observers for a day or
two on their way to the U.S.A.

3. I.A.V.R.S. I attach a copy of the new brochure about the

International Audio Visual Resource Service which is an IPPF/UNESCO/UNFPA
venture. If this develops as plannea it could be a most important source of
AVA population materials frou all over the world. These could be usea as
prototype materials or as a program resource or for training purposes.

4. Communication Research Three regional copilations are being
maae and I will keep track of their progress. One for the Arab countries at

the American University, Cairo, the secona for west Africa by Prof. Okeaiji at

Ibadan University and the third for Asia at the Institute of Mass Communications,

Quezon City.

cc: Dr. Kanagaratnam 7

Mr. Baldwin
Mr. zaiaan
Miss Husain

AShaw: sb

BANGLADESH/GENERL



Le Service h-ernational des ressources audio-visuelles a 6t6 crd El Servicio .nternacional de Recursos Audiovisuales, se ha
pour identifier et satisfaire Ia demande du materiel audio-visuel establecido con el fin de identificar y satisfacer Ia demanda de
pour Ia formation en planning familial, population et autres materiales audiovisuales para el entrenamiento en planificaci6n i
activites apparent6es, en particulier dans les pays en voie de familiar, poblaci6n y otras actividades afines, especialmente en internatonal
ddveloppement. Financ6 par le Fond des Nations Unies pour les los paises en desarrollo. EstA financiado por el Fondo de las
Activitss de Population, c'est une activit6 conjointe de rUnesco et Naciones Unidas para las Actividades de Poblaci6n y es una des ressourCes audio-visuelles
de la F6d6ration Internationale de Planification Familiale. empresa conjunta de Ia Unesco y la Federaci6n Internacional de

Planificaci6n Familiar.
Services audio-visuels des bibliothbques Una nouvelle
* Collection centrale des r6fdrences de materiel AV y compris Servicio de Biblioteca Audiovisual organisation d'aide
prototypes pour adaptation. 9 Colecci6n central de referencias de materiales AV, incluso
* Large 6ventail des moyens de diffusion pour [a formation dans le prototipos para adaptarlos. pour lutilisation
domaine de Ia communication sur le planning familial. Multilingue. 0 Gran variedad de medios de difusi6n para el entrenamiento et le developpement* Circulation par le moyen de catalogues - sp6cialis4s en divers de la comunicaci6n en ta planificaci6n familiar. Plurilinge.u
moyens de diffusion et en sujets pour differents publics - d'infor- e Circulaci6n de informaci6n precisa de materiales por medio de du maderiel
mations pr6cises sur le matsriel. catslogos especializados en varios medios de difusi6n y temas audio-
0 Service d'orientation et de consultation sur Ia selection, l'appli- para diversos piblicos. visuel destine
cation et l'efficacit6 des mat6riels. 9 Servicio de asesoramiento y consulta para [a selecci6n, aplica- a Ja formation
0 Conseil et assistance pour l'installation et le fonctionnement ci6n y eficacia de los materiales.

ds bbothbques AV. Guia y ayuda para Ia instalaci6n y operaci6n de bibliotecas AV.

Facilit6s techniques en mati&re de Communication et de Facilidades Tdcnicas en Comunicaciones y Entrenamiento
Formation - e Servicio de asesoramiento y consulta : identificaci6n de los
a Services de consultation i Identification des moyens requis, medios qu se requieren, ayuda para seleccionar el equipo conve- auder -a ional
aide dans Ia selection de l'quipement et I'installation appropris. niente y las instalaciones.
* Formation en moyens audio-visuels de Communication, R Entrenamiento en medios de comunicaci6n, operaciones
operations techniques et techniques de production. t6cnicas y tecnicas de produccion. resource service0 Facilites pour la reproduction, traduction et adaptation du I Facilidades para reproducir, traducir y adaptar los materiales
matdriel AV. audiovisuales. A new support
0 Edition des publications techniques. * Preparaci6n de publicaciones tcnicas.A

Audiosnsuce technique pour 'utilisation de I'oquipement * Ayuda t6cnica en el uso del equipo audiovisual. organization for
* Assistance technique pour Ia production et 'exploitation du 9 ouda tdcrica an Is produccifn y aplicac6n de los materiales

matdriel AV. audiovisuales. the use and
Assistance en vue de l'obtention d'dquipement audio-visuel. 9 Ayuda en Ia obtenci6n del equipo audiovisual. development of

Achat et distribution Compra y Distribuci6n audio visual
L'IAVRS offre un service international d'achat et de distribution de El IAVRS proporciona un servicio internacional de compra y distri- training materials
l'6quipement et des mat6riaux audio-visuels qui peut s'averer buci6n de medios audiovisuales y equipo, lo cual es de especial
particuliorement utile par le truchement des achats en gros. utilidad cuando se obtiene esta ayuda para compras al por mayor.

Servicio
8 10 internacional

The International Audio Visual Resource Service has been de recursos audiovisuales
established to identify and meet demands for audio visual mate-
rials for training in family planning, population and related Una nueva
activities with particular emphasis on developing countries. n u ,
Financed by the United Nations Fund for Population Activities, it is organizaciOn de
a joint undertaking by Unesco and the International Planned ayuda pare el uso y

- Parenthood Federation. p ,
Services a produccion de3 Audio-Visual Library Services

e Central reference collection of AV materials including proto- materiales
types for adaptation. para
e Wide range of media for training in the field of family planning
communication. Multi-lingual. entrenamiento
9 Circulation of precise information about materials through

'0 specialized catalogues on various media and subjects for various
audiences.
*Adviscry and consultancy services on materials selection,
application, and effectiveness.

- irRi Advice and assistance on AV library installation and operation.7 4 S

3 5Technical Facilities in Communications and Training
* Advisory consultancy services : identification of media
requirements, assistance in determining relevant equipment and
operational installations.
* Training in oommunication media, technical operations, produc-
tion techniques.

IAVRS Printed in France by Imprimer9e Union Paris * Reproduction, translation and adaptation facilities for all audio- 13
visual materials.

International planned * Production of technical publications.
p Technical assistance in the utilization of audio-visual equipment.

parenthood federation R Technical assistance in the production and exploitation of
audio-visual materials.
* Assistance in the procurement of audio-visual equipment.

Purchase and Distribution
Dorland House The IAVRS offers an international purchase and distribution

18-20 Lower Regent Street service for both audio-visual aids and equipment. This may be
particularly useful where assistance is obtained through bulk

LONDON SW1Y 4PW, buying.

United Kingdom

Telephone 01-839-2911

Telegrams IPEPEE LONDON SW1
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1. La visiteuse du planning familial explique par le moven d'un modble en 6. La panoplie des mayens audio-visuels multiples englobe divers accessoires. 10. Des affichettes illustr6es - un moyen d'information simple at facile 5 trans-
plastique l'utilisation du stprilet. C'est une nouvelle tendance da l'6ducation at de Ia formation. porter
A family planning fieldworker uses a plastic model to explain the use of an Multi-media kits combine several audio-visual aids in one programmed Flashcards - a simple and portable means of communication. 15
intra-utarine device. package - a new trend in education and training. Cartones ilustrados - un media simple y porttil da communicacion.
La visitadora de planificaci6n familiar utiliza un modelo pltstico pars explicar Los juegas da medios multiples contienen varios accesorios audiovisuales - 11. Des marionnettes. La folklore, un mayen tradionnl peut ttr adapt6 comme
el usa del dispositivo intrauterino. nueva tendencia en educaci6n y entrenamiento. vhicule de communication pour Is planning familial.

2. Programms d'alphabttisation fonctionnelle par Ia radio : fagon de faire 7. Les moyens audio-visuels mettent I'information A Ia disposition de tous, puppets - a traditional medium of communication. Folk media provide a
2.Prgame vehicle for family planning communication.

connaitre le planning familial. mme caux priv6s d'6ducation scolaire. Marionetas - un mtodo tradicional de comunicaci6n. El folklore native
Radio programmes in functional literacy - a means of family planning Audio visual aids communicate to all people, including those who may have proporciona un media para comunicar Ia planificaci6n familiar.
communication. been deprived of formal education.
Programas radiof6nicos de alfabstismo practico - un media para dar a Los accesorios audiovisuales tranamiten la informaci6n a todos, incluso a 12. L'enregistrement sonore tranamet Y'impact de 1'expression orale.
conocer Ia planificaci6n familiar. quienes se han vista privados de educaci6n escolar. The tape recorder transmits the impact of the spoken word.

La grabadora transmite el impacto de Ia palabra hablada.
3. Une bonne affiche eat une forme d6terminante de communication. 8. Dans un Centre de Formation, des experts discutent l'utilisation et l'efficacith 13. Une partie de Ia formation des personnes charg6es de transmettre 'informa-A good poster is a highly motivating form of communication. du matriel audio-visuel. tion est Ia connaissance de base de Ia technique audio-visuelle.

Los carteles con motivos atractivos son una farma do comunicacion Experts at a training centre discuss the use and effectiveness of audio- As part of theirtraining, communicators require a basic knowledge of audio-
sumamenta valiosa. visual materials. visual technology.

Los expertos en un centro de entrenamiento discuten sobre el uso y la eficacia coma pare de su entranamianto, las personas encargadas de transmitir
4. La communication orale s'empare de 'imagination at stimule las id s de los materiales audiovisuales. informaci6n, necesitan conocimiento basico de Ia tcnica audiovisual.

Oral communication - captures the imagination and stimulates thought
processes. 9. Les principes nutritifs prdsent6s par des affiches simples, pour publics de 14. Le tournage film6 des services d'une clinique mobile.
Comunicaci6n verbal - capta Ia imaginaci6n y estimula el pensamiento, difftrentes langues. Filming mobile clinic services on location.

Fundamental nutrition presented in simple visuals for a multi-lingual Filmando los servicios de una cllnica m6vil.
5. La flanellographe simpla, souple, efficace at peu co~teux. audience. 15. Brochures - un message a Ia fois simple at individual.

A flannelgraph - simple, flexible, effective and inexpensive. La alimentaci6n b~sica fundamental presentada en carteles simples pare Leaflets - a simple message for the individual.
Franel6grafo - simple, flexible, eficaz y de baja costo. un piblico plurilingue. Folletos - un mensaje simple, individual.
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IIef.~ Your Y53/ *]/ItL.

1march 26, 1974

rr. rey Bookhai
Departi*.nt of d~ucational Curricula,

!tructures and 14thds (S!)
United :ations Aueatienel, SCientifie and

Cultural 7rganizetion
. 3.07 Paris

?ranet

rear Dr. Hookham

Thanks for your :.*rch 11 letter. Please kiow we share your concern
about the need for trained people - ard,relatedly, Reeded investet in
training - before national auttition prjects cat becolle effective.

In iautrition, as in other sank sectora, we have been approaching
this profbl~a via specific country projects. In all of our discussions
with countries to date, we have encouraged inclusion of a strong training

et in possible ank nutrition projects. The training would take
different forma in different countries -- dependina, on the current level
of sop0isLicatLon, current facilftiea, and so on -- but, in principle,
trafining is A reconized need in nearly every contry we deal wih.

I appreciate your invitation for ri to stop by Unesco to ueet with
you and meuser& of the Uneco %eretariat. Ac the *moent, however, nothing
is on the schedule that takes e to or near Paris.

incerely,

Alan *er-r
Deputy Director for 'ucrition

?opatlation and trition Projects Depsrtment

cc 'Ir. Chatenay, Intl. Relations
ars. Doningo, P(TP

ABrg:cj
Nitrition ZEducation (Training)



JAMlARY 18, 1974
UNESco
PARIS TELEX

rRAITCE

THMKS YOURLET JA21UARY 9 PRIMO VE ARE INTERESTED IN POSSIBILITIES OF

ASSOCUIATi ; 71. SHAW WITH US AT HIS EARLIEST AVAILABLE TIME PROBABLY

AROLTOD APRIL ONE IF THIS TITING IS ACCEPTABLE BOTH TO YOU AND ULM STOP

GRATEFUL YGIM AM1MAtLING HIS C.V. TO EZADLE FURTHER DISCUSSION WITHIN
OUR TtNTATTVU

BANK STOP MI7T1,G IS TO OFFER FIXED TER2- APPOINuMENT OF ABOUT TWO YEARS

AND THIS EDZ)S FULLER KXAIIATION BY OUR PERSONNEL DEPAMENT STOP THEREFORE

WE DO NOT REPEAT NOT PROPOSE TO CONTACT Hir UNTIL WE SETTLE AY 1SSUx

1TERNALY WHICH WE EXPECT AMTER RECEIVING C.V./BY MID FEBRUArT REGARDS

KANACARATAMA

fliai

cleared in substance with and --c:
K 1anagaratnam, Director Mrs. Carter/Mrs. Stone

Population and Nutrition Projects Dept.
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ZAIDAN NON IN KENTA ON iMISION PLANS TO STOP PAIS W NESDAY 1CTOBER 10
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T) DICUSS POPTLATIOn POJECTS IN PMILIPI A, fl 1Wn SIA STOP RATEFUiL
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K.Kaaagaratiai, Director cc: Nr. *aidan
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rs. Shirley Boakey, International Relations 7e5tcmber , 1973

K. Kanagaratnam, Director, PNPD

"The Role of UNESC in -anly PlanniAn", lettr fro- r. \a slund, Director,
)epartment of Free Flow of Information and Developmsnt of Con ication, UNESCO,

dated Aust 73
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associates feel there are differences in approaci wich are best discussed in

jpecific country situations.
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Do you have any comments on
the attached document "Role of
Unesco in Family Planning
Communication" which should be

passed on to Unesco?

ShirleoBoskey



SI' united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
U organisation des nations unies pour 1'6ducation, la science et la culture

7, place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris

tclC :.n. : 566-57.57
c 'ble, : Unesco P ri,
tclex : 27602 Paris

r facnce :FDC/DAC/471/l/860 August 13, 1973

Dear Sir,

It is my pleasure to send you herewith a document prepared by the
Department of Free Flow of Information and Development of Communication on
The Role of Unesco in Family Planning Communication.

While clarifying the perspectives and potential of communication in

support of population and family planning activities, the paper examines

the role of Unesco and gives a resume of the Organization's experience in

this field during 1971-72. It also contains the recommendations of the

experts' meeting convened during 1972.

I should be grateful to have your comments on the document and to

know of areas in which we could collaborate with

With -my thanks for your co-oparation.

Yours sincerely,

Gurar R. Naesselund
Director

Department of Free Flow of Information
and Development of Communication

Director General
World Bank
1818 H. Str. N.W. '
Washington D.C. 20433 2
U.S.A.
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I. FAMILY_PLARMTING AfND DEVTJPIENT

Communication is an expression of human society; it is a
fundamental characteristic of human beings that they communicate
with each other. In its absence there can be no learning, no triansfer

of experience, no enquiry, no dialogue or debate. This argent aPs
a number of implications for development. It is acknowledged, largely

as a result of past neglect, that communication strategies have to be

included in any development-oriented activity (that is, an activity
which seeks to change human or social behaviour, usually in a concentra-
ted period of time). In recent years many different initiatives have
been seen, ranging from the concept of communication planning and the
training of professional communicators, to the crdation of communication

support services at both project and national or international levels.

The application of communication techniques to the treatment of

highly diverse problems shows many correspondences of theme and

approach.' It is likely that, if methodologies are developed for the

educational applications of media, the reinforcement of literacy

programmes, the promotion of family planning, health and welfare
campaigns, the prevention of drug abuse, the broad outlines of these

methodologies, will be similar and mutually supportive. They are
using the same tools, often in the same environment and with the

same audiences.

Consequently, a number of general principles have emerged. These

principles were originally developed by the sociologist, the communic-

ation research worker, the communication planner; they are now being.

gradually extended to the media practitioner. Anong positions which

are .no' gained general credibility are the interdependence of media

the necessary linkages between mass and interpersonal communication,
the need for integrated planning at the.leve'l of both production

and of utilization, the reconciliation of media strategies with

country capabilities, traditions and practices.

Perhaps most important of all is an accord that the evolution

of communication strategies requires a degree of co-ordinated planning

and phasing which is equal to, and runs parallel with, the planning

of development in general - in a sequence which begins with the

identification of needs, the pinpointing of resources and the study

of audiences, and proceeds from the resuzlts of this analysis to a

detailed plan of operations which is cr -able of modification after

systematic evaluation and feedback.
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It is however in the nature of development that as different
targets and objectives assume priority, new agencies and programmes
are created which emphasize one aspect of the development problem at
the expense of others, setting up patterns of financing and programme
planning with which co-ordinated approaches may often be difficult to
reconcile. This has been experienced periodically in agricultural and
rural development, literacy, health and welfare, family planning,
drug abuse control. Yet essentially, the same elements are involved
in family planning communication as figure in other applied
communication fields - the need to devise programmes which are
equally relevant at national, sub-national and local community
levels, the importance of treating sub-groups within communities as
distinct entities with distinctive problems, the need to orient media
practitioners towards development objectives and vice versa, and an
over-riding need to integrate various development endeavours. For
any application of communication techniques, especially when mass
media are involved, forms of co-ordination are demanded which are far
more than physical; different specialisms have their own priorities,
their own frames of reference, and successful co-ordination depends
upon a learning process, a growth of understanding between many groups
at the psychological level. Communication can help to telescope change
but it cannot do so in a single, grandiloquent gesture. Resistances
have to be identified, explored and countered, hostile elements overcome,
interest engaged and re-engaged. Successful communication is based
upon an amalgam of analysis, understanding, sympathetic planning and
technical proficiency.

It was predictable that, during the first years of international
interest in population control, a special emphasis would. be placed
upon family planning comm-wuication, However, this.first period, one
of hectic activity not salways sustained by adeqiate. infrastructures, is
now at an end, and in These pages,. a description is ft;3e d ck the
kinds of assistance which Unesco may be expected to give to a family
planning communication proj'ramme seen in the context of other development
communication programmes -:.linked with, and benefiting from, other
experiences, agencies, areas of expertise. The problem is too la'rge to
be treated ba a single agency. An accumulation of resources is required,
which includes not only international or bilateral interests, but also
those national resources which have been developed painfully in both
the developed an'd the developing countries, which have often reached a
substantial level of competence but which are all too often neglected
in global strategies.



The Unesco programme rests upon four main assumptions, namely:

1. the inteTation of familyplanning communication with other
aspects of development communication;

2. the maximisation and optimum use of resourcesincldin expertise,
institutions, agencies, j an ar mes in all communication
sectors;

3. a flexible and- adaptable perspective of comrmiin cation, (which
emphasises. inter alia, inter-relationships between mass and
inter-personal media, The adaptation of comunication nrogrammes
to cater for local auciences and sp cif~igrops, and resnonsive-
ness to evaluation and research findings).

4. an approach to communication as a continuum, rot in isolated
project terms.

The emphasis upon intetration is by no means confined to the
communication sphere; it is increasingly stressed in all development
programmes, where the interests and disciplines of separate Ministries,
separate agencies, have in the past sometimes created a pattern of
confusion. There is little point in stressing population control if
it is not linked to agricultural improvement, economic development,
health and social welfare. There is a demonstrable unity in all of
these activities, but the villager is unlikely to have the sophistication
to.perceive it without help. In his terms, economic development means
that he will have the capacity to feed more children, not to restrict
family size.

Communication media are too' expensive to be underemployed, and
local resources will need to be used more frequently, outside the
characteristic framework of new projects under international sponsorship.
Today, there are many institutions in existence, at national and sub-
national levels, which might, with a little additional assistance,
expertise, encouragement or re-orientation, attempt what would normally
assume a separate, newly-established structure.

The more a country's own resources are involved in generating
messages, the less alien will those messages appear. Even more
important is the need for communication to reflect local variables -
even within the smallest community there are likely to be exceptional
groups. This involves in turn a properly conceived relationship between
mass and interpersonal media, seen not so much as a sequence, but as a
series of interconnecting loops. The success of the overall communication
programme is bound to depend, to a large extent, upon the degree of
mutual understanding between different specialists. Just as an extension
worker cannot exploit the motivational impetus of a broadcast programme
without knowing what the programme is trying to attempt, so the media
producer cannot create meaningful programmes without a personalized
knowledge of his audiences.
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Finally, development is cyclic, not organized into phased and

limited periods. Communication has to be sustained; it has to adapt

and modify to take account of new circumstances. It has to recognise

the changes it has itself created, and infrastructures build up during

a project's lifetime must survive, to continue the work which has been

started, and improve upon it. Programmes which arc not directed

towards such re-generation are futile.

There are general principles, which are taken as ayriori

assumptions in the discussion which follows. It is within their

context that a set of functions, and a programme, is proposed for

Unesco.

II. THE ROZIOF UNESCO.

The role of Unesco in the field of family planning communication

should not, at root, differ substantially from its role as an-interna-

tional agency in other communication fields. Traditionally,

international organizations have been assigned tasks which arise from

a peculiar status which they enjoy. First, because they do not share

the image of bilateral organizations (which can often appear to be

arguing a partisan, even commercial point of view), they are in a

position to act as co-ordinators, bringing together disparate activities

with common strands. Second, because their activities are global, they

have an unusual capacity for synthesis, assembling the results of

different experiences found in a variety of contexts and producing from

them more generalised principles and approaches. Third, they are often

in a unique position to act as innovators, trying out new approaches

experimentally (not always with success, but then innovation by definition

implies a risk factor).

It is as well for any organization to be aware of both its strengths

and weaknesses. The weaknesses of Unesco are the mirror image of its

strengths; because of their apparent neutrality and detachment

international organizations may at times be considered conservative

and over-theoretical. But it is precisely their stability which allows

them to act in politically difficult situations, in ways which others,
less formally administered and less institutionalized, could not attempt.



In this position, Unesco has several possible functions in

family planning communication. In carrying them out, however, it must

be ready to pool resources (including its own resources in sectors

outside of family planning) and maintain dialogue with Member States

which is now fundamental to progress in the family planning field.

Today population policies are becoming more and more Government

policies, and have to be given Government priorities.

The principal roles open to Unesco, therefore (always contingent

upon the provision of extra-budgetary resources), are:

1. The encouragement of co-ordination and the optimisation of resurces
by

- showing links between ongoing communication programmes;

- identifying and reinforcing existing institutions in the field,

particularly in training and research;

maintaining a dialogue between its own sectors, other agencies,

bilateral and private institutions, and setting-up co-operative

programmes.

2. The testing and development of new communication approaches

- applying approaches suggested by research, with the co-operation

of Member States; assisting Member States to develop their own

communication models for development.

3. The exchange and evaluation of information and research

- mounting workshops and seminars in which such information is

exchanged at a personal level, and then given maximum distribution

to authoritative channels;

- using its network of documentation and resource centres to

improve information flow and exchange;

- assisting in the development of clearing houses for materials,'

and relating these to parallel developments in other fields.

4.Training an research activities

- setting up training programmes in co-operation with existing
institutions, for both practitioners and specialists, and with

particular reference to the training of trainers;

- emphasising the relationship - aining and research activities

to demonstrated manpower needs, and to practical development
programmes;
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- devising models for research which can be conducted elsewhere,
and instituting whatever seminal research is needed to answer
operational needs.

Operationally, those functions involve action at three separate
levels - the international, regional or continental, and national or
sub-national. So far action has been mainly at the international level
but with multinational reviews nearing completion and guidelines set,
the present need at the international level is to continue with tasks
of information abstraction, synthesis and sharing, supplemented from
time to time with specific gatherings of specialists, convened to
investigate particular problems, with the whole traffic directed and
co-ordinated by a small, nuclear secretariat. Of equal impcrtance is
the need to present findings, especially research findings, in a form
in which they can be understood and applied by operational workers who
do not have a research background or a ready understanding of language
of research.

A parellel aspect of international activity lies in the creation
of support materials, in response to a general demand, and in their
circulation and distribution. On the one hand, there is a dearth of
specific training or research materials in the family planning communication
field; on the other hand, what exists is frequently not widely used
because the capacity for information and distribution is lacking. Such
materials, whether they be films, audio-visual materials, insert materials
for local programming or manuals and handbooks, can often be economically
produced only at the international level; similarly, the overall framework
for collection, cataloguing and distribution can only be devised outside
national boundaries. Once the broad patterns are set (as a result of
the articulation, at the international level, of a large number of
local requirements), further procress depends upon the creation of
specific local patterns of use.

However, the main burden of activity should by now be at the regional
and sub-regional levals. At this stage, the position of regional family
planning communication offices andl advisers is critical - these can
operate as mobile strike forces, supplemented by additional expertise
when necessary, but maintaining a position of critical buoyancy between
the country programmes and institlitions of their region and the co-
ordinating agencies and secretariats. The functions of a regional
adviser and his officers are numerous, and cannot be ranked (since
their role is to respond, as flexly as possible, to changing situations
within individual countries), but they include:

- assisting in the developmet of country programmes for family
planning and development c~mmunication.

- offering operational and planning advice to communication resource
units, media institutions aid services, training and research
institutions at national ard sub-national levels,
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- keeping information flowing in the region, by whatever means

are available (providing newsletter and abstract services,

communicating the experience of one institution or service 
to

others in the region, putting institutions and agencies with

kindred interests in touch);

- mounting training programmes, seminars, workshops, etc., at

both regional level and country levels, by creating special

programmes in regional institutions, contributing to existing

programmes, developing mobile training units and touring teams,

- participating in inter-disciplinary missions, to review 
development

programmes which cut across different sectors and 
interests,

- maintaining personal contact with a whole network of institutions,

agencies and personalities.

The keynote in this description of functions is flexibility: 
the

regional adviser acts as an intermediary between 
a Headquarters Secretariat,

and individual Ilember States, institutions and projects. His role

inevitably changes as programme develop; initially, he sets out to

become a focal point of contact within his region, not simply responding

to requests for assistance but identifying areas of need in advance.

Once a general perspective is obtained., however, work at the national

and community levels demands his most concentrated attention 
- through

the creation of integrated programmes of development 
communication which

faithfully and realistically reflect local conditions.

These twin perspectives in Unesco's role - the first describing

themesI activities and objectives, the second indicating geographical

and organizational levels - can be finally summarised in tabular form.

International Regional National

Information exchange and Training Development of national

sharing Seminars & workshops and sub-national
action programmes

Information collection Research including services,
and abstraction Technical advice and institutions, train-

Production of general mobile support ing and research

materials teams. activities.

Specialist advice and
support for regional and

national activities.
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III. THE EXTERIENCE OF 1971-72

The philosophy and programme orientation described in the previous

pages were not arrived at theoretically. They have been tested

empirically by field personnel, debated and extended 
by a number of

specialist meetings.

Expert Yeetinrs

The pattern for 1971-72 was preparatory; the emphasis was upon

establishing needs and priority areas, and on developing 
common under-

standings and principles which might be proved further in 
material

terms. To this end, a series of five expert meetings was held 
in

Malaysia, the Philippines, Hawaii, London and New Delhi, dedicated

to the problems (successively) of the use of mass media in family

planning and development programmes, research 
priorities, specialist

training, and the use of folk media (on their own and in association

with mass media campaigns). A final meeting brought together experts

from a variety of fields to consider the needs of national family

planning communication programmes, and to discuss 
the mechanics of

international agency co-operation, specifically as between 
Unesco and

WHO.

Country Programmes

It is estimated that during the period 1973-78 assistance will 
be

made available to family planning communication programmes in

25 Member States and nearly 400 communicators from 
Member States trained.

Projects are already in operation in the Philippines, 
Iran and the Arab

Republic of Egypt, and personnel from India, Sri Lanka, the Arab

Republic of Egypt, Iran, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, El Salvador

and Sierra Leone have been trained or are undergoing training.

Regional Advisers

In the South-East Asian region, Unesco's Regional Communication Adviser

(Family Planning) has been active since 1970. Beginning in 1972 an

interim Regional Communication Adviser (Family Planing) has been

active in Africa, and Similar experts are being posted to Latin America
and the Arab States.

The functions of the Regional Communication Adviser (Family Planning)

for Asia have been much discussed earlier in this paper. He has been

involved in the elaboration and presentation of programmes at 
the

national level, has participated in a number of project identification

and inspection missions, and has been engaged in a variety of workshops,

seminars and training programmes. It is in the context of training,

however, that a principal example of co-ordination can be found.



The Communication sector of Unesco, as a thole, has recently

adopted. a principle of de-centralisation. This involves the placing

of regional advisers in critical locations and 
projects, and the

encouragement of "centres of communication development" - selected

national institutions (such as universities, media services, training

centres), which have the apparent potential to become focal points of

communication growth, initially at the national level, but subsequently

with some regional overspill. Wherever possible, resources are being

concentrated upon these centres, to allow for their accelerated

development, and in particular to promote integrated 
approaches to

communication planning, across entire countries and 
communities rather

than through specific media, channels, agencies or administrative

sectors. It is a logical extension of this principle that communication

techniques as applied to particular problem areas should also be

consolidated within such institutions. It is not only a question of

the transferability of techniques to a number of different 
audiences

and problems in a field where resources and expertise are scarce,

more can be achieved more quickly by pooling initiatives 
wherever

possible. Unesco strategy, accord-iigly, is to post its regional

communication advisers (family planning) wherever 
it sees the centres of

communication development.

A particular example of this approach comes from 14alaysia where

in Kuala Lumpur the National Broadcasting Training Centre is already

assisted by Unesco, under its Ro.gular Programme, and by ULTDP; The

centre also houses the office of the Regional Broadcasting Adviser for

Asia, and is therefore accessible to the family planning communication

programme for two purposes: as a base for the preparation and administration

of roving courses, and as a location for special regional courses. In

1973, the two regional communication advisers (in broadcasting 
and

in family planning communication) are expected to pool resources to

mount a series of seminars and workshops in Malaysia 
and- several other

Asian countries.

Additionally, the National Broadcasting Training Centre 
has been

contracted to run a series of workshops for communication 
and broad-

casting personnel on behalf of the Press Foundation of Asia (who, with

UNFRA assistance, are maintaining an officer in Malaysia 
to plan this

aspect of their programme). Again, resources are being pooled, tq

make of these seminars a more complete experience.
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Communication Materials

An extension of training programmes has highlighted the shortage
of suitable materials, and recently the production of a series of
three films and associated slide series on various aspects of family
planning communication has been undertaken. These training films
deal with the utilisation of mass media and extension services, the
use of folk media in communication programmes and the production of
audio-visual aids employing indigenous materials. Accompanying these
films is a further series of four manuals on family planning communic-
ation dealing with mass media, folk media, training and research.
These materials will be made available as a training package during
1973 and will be used particularly by those associated with Unesco
programmes.

Clearing House Service

Unesco has initiated, in collaboration with the International
Planned Parenthood Federation, the establishment of a Clearing House
Service for resource materials. The International Audio-visual
Resource Service in support of family planning and of population .
activities is to be organized on a regional basis and in association:
with the facilities already provided through such organizations as
ECAFE, CEDO, the East-West Centre, the Carolina Population Centre,
the IPPF, WHO and UNICEF, which are all represented on a Collaborative
Group constituted specifically for the purpose. The Service will be
able to provide information and also prototypes of available communicato
materials to national programmes and interested persons and institutions.
It is hoped to have the Service in full operation with at lease one
regional centre created during 1973 in order to cater for the needs
of World Population Year. The Service will be closely lined with
other regional advisory and training services (e.g. the Malaysian
complex).

The biennium has therefore been one of conscious preparation -
the commissioning of needed materials, the building and testing of
new infrastructures, the collection of information, the assembling
of experts with common experiences to consult on practical programmes.
Deliberately, there has been no attempt to anticipate the fully
operational phase, until the requisite information and tools are
available.
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IV. CONCLUSION

General areas of activity and main priorities have been

isolated in this paper; specific programme proposals have been

made independently to the United Nations Fund for Population

Activity.

The foundation of these proposals, however, lies in the

recommendations of the various expert meetings already cited,

which were convened in order to pinpoint deficiencies in planning,

programming, support services and materials provision. The main

recommendations are given in the final Annex to this paper.

Over the next few years they will be practically implemented.

0 0
0



A N V EI

REC0E T,)ATTOIS Or' EXPERT It' INGS IE)jD DURING 1972

A) PROPOSALS Al) RECOaEN-DATIONS OF THE EXPERTS OlEETI'G 01 THE USE OF

BROADCASTING AID ASSOCIATE HE'DIA FOR IN'TEGR"LATED FALIILY PLA1lTRING &

DIEVELORMNEAL IIESSAGES.

PROPOSALS FOR PRACTICAL ACTION

Integration of Family Pl 'a elo n_

The experts meeting emphasised that family planning is not an isolated

activity, but that it must be seen in the light of the overall development

programme of each country. In this way, a family planning policy can be

devised to make optimum use of existing services and extension facilities,

drawing upon existing channels for its:promotion.

Media approaches to family planning should similarly be seen in the

context of development communication as a whole. Even though a media

strategy is primarily concerned with the promotion of family planning, it

is essential that the relationship of family planning to other developmental

programmes should be brought out, with population control related concretely

to health, mtrition, education, welfare and economic development. Rather

than simply urging modern contraseptive methods, family planning communication

can be more forceful and persuasive, and can make more economical use of

media resources, when they reinforce a range of development goals.

A systematic approach to the use of communication media 
should be

adopted whenever feasible. Strategies need to reconcile the availability,

potential and popularity of particular media, programmes already in

operation, the availability of resources for development communication 
in

terms of finance and personnel. They should make maximum use of existing

communication infrastructures, and in some countries, where large geogra-

phical areas have to be covered, particular attention 
should be paid to

the establishment of localised programmes, demanding an element 
of

decentralised media planning. Attention should be given to the inclusion

of traditional folk media where appropriate, related to the general media

strategy. Approaches designed to enrich life styles within the context

of national development must also reflect the social and cultural setting

of particular countries, taking full account of traditional goals and

values.

It is vital that media strategies should be realistic, taking account

of the ability of particular regions to deliver family planning and

development services, concentrating attention on areas where follow-up

is immediately possible. Unless modern contraceptive supplies are readily

available, the impace of the media will be lost and future 
programmes will

lack credibility.
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Production and Utilisation

In the preparation and' production of materials for family planning
and development communication, every effort should me made to ensure sound
professional standards. These materials should make use of the expertise

of professional writers, artists and producers, so that they can compare
with the standards of general programming. Due emphasis should be given

to the local cultural setting, and programmes should be set against

existing media output, so as to harmonise with accepted viewing and

listening patterns and styles. Family planning communication needs to

make full use of production and distribution resources already available

avoiding a duplication of existing facilities and drawing extensively

upon the talents of existing local personnel, including those of the

private sector.

The utilisation of materials should be a prime consideration.

Permanent links should be set up between utilisation and production

personnel, so that producers are aware of activities in the field and

of the impact of programmes. Field workers and local leaders who are

involved in the utilisation process should be kept informed of the stages

and themes of the media campaign, regular meetings and seminars involving

both media and utilisation personnel are required. Personnel active in

the fild can can channel the opinions and reactions of local audiences,
and provide useful guides to programme content for media producers.

The role of the media in acting as a communication channel for

extension and development workers should not be neglected, and this should

be regarded as a two-way communication, All development workers,
government and municipal workers need to be informed about media approaches

which touch upon their area of activity. Conversely, media producers

should be informed of local activities being carried out by development

workers, as this can be a valuable source of programme material. 1here

relevant, attention should be paid to the setting up of groups for viewing

and listening. It is particularly important -that specialist, professional

and curricular groups are catered for in the overall media strategy, and

that programmes with these audiences clearly in mind are available.

Programmes for these groups will be more sharply defined, and in such

cases the planning of follow-up activities is important.

Built into the media strategy should be adequate resources for the

pre-testing, piloting and validation of materials. Before any mass

production or distribution is undertaken, all materials, including

posters, displays, radio and television programmes etc. should have

thorough testing using groups comparable with those likely to be encountred

in the target audience. Once the media strategy has been clarified, care

has to be taken to ensure that the distribution machinery for materials

is ad'-quate, and that communication channels are readily available so

as to obtain maximum exposure. Every media campaign should have adequate

feedback and evaluation procedures, which can be carried out as a
systematic and continuous process, so that failures can be quickly modified

while the campaign is in progress. It is desirable that media personnel

should have some knowledge of these procedures, and that information

is given to them in such a way as to make it easily interpreted in

programme terms.



Trainins

The meeting stressed the need for training and orientation 
programmes.

In the first place, well-defined training programmes should be set up 
for

media personnel, family planning and other developmental workers,

bearing in mind the wide range of functions which these groups carry out.

Through seminars, courses and practical excercises, an awareness of

mutual problems and approaches can be built up, and co-ordination

channels strengthened. Media personnel must appreciate the role of the

extension worker and vice versa. Such training programmes should include

leaders and other influential personnel.

It is also desirable that a greater variety of training materials

should be produced and made available to both professional and local

groups, paying close attention to the character and demands of the group

undergoing training. Iaterials should include handbooks, films and

audio-visual materials, which should pay adequate attention to social

and cultural factors. It is also important that training schemes

contain elements of methodology, particularly in the 
areas concerned

with the compilation of material and evaluation and 
utilisation procedures.

For media personnel, training schemes should include field orientation,

so that they can develop better frames of reference for the production

of materials.

Research

There was a call for more extensive research in the area of family

planning and development communication, particularly 
into the types of

programming which are most effective in inducing attitudinal and

behavioural change. Particular emphasis should be placed upon research,

which should be build into the media strategy and which can lead over

a relatively short term to the practical improvement 
and modification

of current programmes. Results of research should be presented to

influence groups at the policy making level in a readily 
comprehensible

form, so that action programmes can be initiated. Family planning,

population and development studies should 
be included in the curricula

of schools and other educational institutions, and research into these

areas should form part of the academic programme of universities, 
higher

educational institutions and communication institutions. 
This research

should be linked to specific development ,programmes 
being undertaken in

particular countries.

Particular areas into which research is necessary 
include the

effectiveness of mass and other communication media, the transferability

of media approaches from country to country, the design of media and

communication systems, communication flow and the economics and management

of family planning and development communication. 
It was suggested

that the results of such research should be distributed. more widely,

and presented in such a form that their 
significance is easily understood

in other contexts. Research studies are also needed on local and 
cultural

factors which may effect the content, style and format of media programmes

and their value in particular setting.. Such research might also examine

the kind of initiatives which are likely to lead to a modification of life



styles and to the accelerato. acceptance of changed values and goals since
family planning and development programmes are often concerned with the
enrichment of opportunities and the promotion of alternative ways of life.
More comparative research is needed, which can analyse the reasons for
the effectiveness of particular communication strategies, rather than
merely assessing the results of specific media campaigns. In this way,
communication models may become transferable and guidelines derived for
other countries and other circumstances.

At all times, research findings should be presented in such a way
as to be intelligible to media producers and to development workers, so
that they may be more easily incorporated into their communication plans.
It was also suggested that more effective channels for the exchange of
information and material should be set up, and that clearing houses for
information and for materials should be envisaged. Further efforts
should be made to encourage a dialogue between workers in different
branches of the media and development sectors, so that expertise, inform-
ation ideas and experience can be exchanged. In this context, regional
and international exchanges based on practical, working seminars are
xaluable and should be promoted where relevant.

Based on the recommendations of the IMeeting, therefore, a number of
areas and opportunities for practical action stand out. In summary,
the principal needs were defined as:

a) the integration of family planning with other developmental activities
in the perspective of an overall Development Plan;

b) the integration of family planning communication progranmes with
other areas of development communication;

c) a systematic approach to the use of communication media, bearing
in mind the strengths and weaknesses of particular media, the
availability of resources for development communication, and the
potential and constraints of existing communication infrastructures;

d) the design of realistic media strategies which keep pace with the
provision of medical services and the progress of the overall
development programmes;

e) the development of comprehensive utilisation and distribution services,
which must provide for adequate liaison with the production network;

f) the full utilisation of existing communication networks and extension
services;

g) the maintenance of sound professional standarIs in development
communication with the same competence as general media productions;

h) an emphasis on cultural relevance and local content in media present-
ations;

i) the inclusion of traditional and folk media in the overall communication
strategy;
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j) the use of communication media to maintain links with development

and extension workers;

k) the inclusion in media approaches of information 
obtained from

field and extension workers, which reflect-s the attitudes of target

audiences;

1) clearly defined programming for special groups and minority audiences,

and provision for group listening for specialist, 
professional and

curricular groups;

m) properly designed training and orientation 
programmes for communication

family planning and development personnel, to provide an exchange

of expertise and to develop an awareness of common activities, aims

and problems;

n) field orientation programmes for media personnel;

o) a need for training materials in the form of 
handbooks, films and

audio-visual materials, always taking account of the character

and demands of the users;

p) the design of media strategies which have been adequately pre-tested,

piloted and validated, and the maintenance of adequate distribution

channels;

q) the inclusion of feedback and systematic evaluation 
procedures in

the design of media strategies, especially those which are

continuous and can modify.current programmes;

r) research into family planning and development communication,

especially action research;

s) comparative research which will lead to the establishment 
of

guidelines for communication strategies;

t) the establishment of a central exchange facility for communication

research programmes and materials;

u) the improtance of a continuing dialogue between extension and

development workers and media personnel at both regional and

international levels;

v) research studies into development communication as part of the

programme of universities, higher education institutions and

communication institutions; and

w) the inclusion of family planning, population education and development

studies in the acedemic programmes of schools, univerpities and

other educational institutions.
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B) RECO.MILENDATIONS OF EXPERTS 1EETING TO D)EVELOP MODELS OF TRAINING
PROGRAKNES FOR COMIMUPTICATORS AT VARIOUS LEVELS

The Experts meeting developed modes for training programmes for
family planning communicators at various levels. While doing so the
meeting made the following recommendations.

1. Unesco's contribution in family planning communication training
should be emphasised.to regional training centres.

a. Consideration should be given to assembling training talent at
regions instead of bringing participants to the talent.

b. Training team concept should be explored, to be assembled at
region and brought to participants upon demand.

2. Regional training requires facilities. Unesco should explore the
feasibility of expansion of existing mass communication centres (e.g.
CIESPAL, AMIC, etc.)into family planning communication training centres.
In addition, augmentation of present Family Planning centres to have a
strong component in communication should be explored.

3. Unesco should identify training talent in family planning communication.
ECAPE prepared a directory of family planning personnel in 1970. If
communication personnel in training could be identified from that directory,
the task for Asia would be simplified. However, no such directories are
available for other parts of the world.

4. Unesco should sponsor experimental programmes in the utilization
of research results in communication. A great deal of research lies
fallow because of sparse attempts to put research into practical .action.

5. A feasibility study should be conducted of existing institutions in
family planning for the purpose of upgrading staff in the area of family
planning communication.

6. Unesco should initiate action to explore in depth the relation of
communication to other aspects of family planning programmes. Should
family planning communication be a separate training endeavor, or should
it be an addendum to ongoing programmes, or what combinations seem most
feasible.

7. Unesco should consider the possibility of accreditation for training
programmes with an eye toward upgrading communication training.

8. Unesco should sponsor research and evaluation in family planning
communication. This includes research into the training process itself.
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C) CCICLUSIONS AND RECOMMTLINDATIONTS OF TlW EXPERTS' 1ETING ON

Among the more important conclusions and recommendations arried

at by the Conference for consideration by go'ernments, fund.ing agencies,
research organizations and individual researchers, were the following:

1. That while a considerable amount of family planning communication

research has been done and continues to be done, there is need to keep

the following practical objectives of such activity in mind:

(a) To assist ongoing programmes.

(b) To build new techniques to assist the flow of knowledge

and of information as well as to improve the aspects of

persuasive communication for family planning.

(c) To help improve programmes already launched, so as to avoit

any continued wastage of scarce resources.

(d) To gain more fundamental and basic knowledge of cultures

within which family planning programmes are to be launched,

so as to take into account existing value systems, beliefs,
needs, etc. which may be affected by the ingredients

inherent in any efforts at social change.

(e) To build, and test indigenous models and communication

theories that may be more relevant to such cultures

than those developed outside of given societies.

2. That the guantity of research done is not always an indication of

its status or degree of utilization, and that it may often be necessary

before new research projects are funded or undertaken, to have as

complete a knowledge as possible of the present state of the art and

-of resources and manpower.

3, That to facilitate such flow of information among researchers and

among decision-makers, urgent steps should be taken to set up 
or -to

strengthen information storage and retrieval systems, especially for

the developing countries where publication channels are limited and

therefore much of the written material exists only in unpublished,

"fugitive" form.

4. That such information flow through documentation and other 
resource

centres becomes especially important if research is to be undertaken

on methods for adapting materials developed in one cultural setting

to other settings so as to minimize wastage of effort due to unnecessary

duplication and the retracing of steps that have already 
been success-

fully taken by others.
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5. That along with the development of information storage and
retrieval bases, efforts should be made to build regular and
effective dissemination channels for research information to reach
researchers, administrators and practitioners. For the latter two
categories, such information should be provided in synthesized,
simplified and stylistically more readable and intelligible form.

6. The steps to be taken to provide linkers and linker organ-
izations to facilitate research utilization.

7. That, if needed research is to be done, especially in those
countries whre it is at present inadequate (in quantity as well as
quality) steps should be urgently undertaken to build a corps of
communication researchers, both specialists and ancillary personnel.

8. That, in addition, communication training programmes should be
instituted for family planning personnel at all levels from decision-
makers to field workers, in which some exposure is provided to
communication techniques, to fundamentals of the why and how to
communication research, so that they may have an appreciation of
their own role as "feedback" channels for data and other information
needed by research specialists.

9. That joint meetings should be held at regular intervals between
researchers and high-level administrators to exchange information and
experiences so that further research activity may be harnessed to
serve the practica Ineeds of family planning programme objectives
and targets.

10. That such periodic meetings may also be held at the in-ter-
disciplinary and inter-departmental levels, since communication,
by its very nature, cannot fit into water-tight compartments
in so far as disciplines or departments or voluntary organizations
or media units are concerned; that it must, however, be kept in
mind by communication researchers themselves, that their role in
any such co-ordinated efforts should be mainly advisory and confined
to their speciality, so as to avoid unnecessary conflicts; on the
other hand, there should develop an, appreciation of the role of
the communication researcher in-iasks which are often of a co-operative
and interlinked kind, within overall developmental goals.

11. That where possible, practitioners and administrators should
join (even if briefly) teams involved in studying the communication
aspects of family planning programmes, so that the experiences and
knowledge of such personnel may be utilized by the -researcher,
especially in gaining greater insights into the practical problems
and cultural characteristics which he must tak into account in
developing research techniques, models and theories.
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22. That while research may continue to serve the 
present programmes

and programme personnel in the achievement of goals and targets,

occasional pilot projects may be initiated to test innovative commun-

ication techniques which research may suggest, 
but for which the

svidence may not yet be convincing. Such envouragement given to

researchers should serve both as incentives for 
researchers and as

challenges to practitioners and administrators sufficiently 
involved

in aaid committed to the importancy and urgency of family planning.

13. That research is particularly necessary to test new ideas in the

field of population education, where communication technology is

speedily being accepted both within the 
school systems and .outside the

formal structurei such testing, and especially pre-testing, is also

needed within the broader communication networks 
carrying population

and family planning messages to vast audiences, thanks to the develop-

ments in communication technology.

14. That family planning communication research should 
be designed

and conducted so as to provide a scientific, theoretical and empirical

basis for family planning communication strategies. Such strategies

could be an important improvement over the non-strategy of "the 
more,

the better" in regard to producing large numbers 
of communication

messages in hopes they may affect someone 's behaviour. 
Much more

effectite are specific strategies in family planning 
communication that

call for design of a message for a particular sub-audience, 
transmitted

via' certain channels, in order to bring about a given change in

behaviour. Research can give a basis for such specific strategies.

15. That the scope of family planning communication 
should be

broadened to include interpersonal as well as mass media communication,

and the interface of the two.. In some countries in the past, family

planning communication has been taken 
to mean only that via mass

media channels.

16. That the approaches, strategies and organization of family

planning communication may need to depart 
from those previously borrowed

from agricultural development, public healthand 
other fields, where

beliefs generally may be less .centrally held 
and less sensitive in

nature. Communication research should seek to provide 
appropriate

approaches, strategies, and organization for 
family planning

communication.

17. Considering that family planning-,programmes are of relatively

recent establishment and therefore lack long experience; 
that they

impinge on a central and sensitive area of human life and may therefore

cause intense reactions; that they are frequently added on to existing

programmes in the field of social welfare and development whose

approaches and methodology may not always 
be appropriate tp family

planning- and further, considering the urgency 
of the population

problem, there may be a greater lik lihood of incorrect assumptions

..
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and practices in family planning programmes than in other fields, and,
more importantly, a higher risk of serious consequences therefrom;
the conference therefore recommends that research be carried out to

establish effective and, if necessary, innovative systems for rapid
and accurate feedback of communications from clients and others at
local levels upwards to administrators, in order to rectify errors
swiftly.

18. Cost effectiveness and cost-benefit studies are important long-
range tasks. Nationally or internationally co-ordinated research
should be started to enable improvem*ent of the state of the art that
will be available in five or ten years. An intensive effort should
be made to obtaining and collating data on comparative monetary costs
and expenditures required for alternative means that seem to be
capable of attaining a particular kind of outcome.

19. That research be undertaken and development efforts directed
to the application of modern communication technologies to family
planning, including audio-visual media (films, film-strips, radio,
television, videotapes-, audio-cassettes) and various forms of
programmed instruction. Experimentation is needed to develop fruitful
applications and effectiveness of these technologies in delivering
family planning communications to vast audiences, especially in the
lower socio-economic sectors that heretofore have not been reached as
effectively as is necessary.

20. That research be undertaken on methods for adapting materials
developed in one cultural or linguistic setting, whenever possible,
for use in new settings, so as to minimize wastage of effort -due
to unnecessary duplication and retracing of steps that have already
been successfully taken by others.

21. The nine priority research areas on family planning commun-
icationsrecognized by the meeting of experts, be immediately
considered for developing appropriate projects and the appropriate
levels indicated and subsequently steps be undertaken for early
implementation of these research areas.
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RECOI4MEDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE EXPERTS'
MEETfING OIT ILTEGRATED USE OF FOLK MEDIA APD
MASS MEDIA I FAMILY PLANNING COlTUUNICATION

PROGRAMMES

The experts suggested that use of traditional media for family

planning could have a secondary purpose in addition to their use in

development projects, including family planning-to contribute to

cultural development in general. Unfortunately, in some countries

the folk artist has long suffered from lack of social prestige and

there has been little evidence of development of the state of folk

arts. Concern for use of his talents in connection with family

planning and development could lead to a welcome change of attitude and

to upgrading of the status of both the artist and the art form. Much

depends, however, on the social acceptability of the purpose for which

they are used, on whether the new programmes now foreseen can satisfy

the aesthetic requirements of the old forins; or whether the attempts

are pointless in view of possible preference in a given society for

modern media. It will be important that care is taken to fulfil both

the informational and emotional requirements of traditional forms.

Once the social purpose for using the folk media has been

established and accepted in the community, responsibility for continued

use should be left with the community itself, external agencies playing

a supportive and not a directive role. Cultural development will

depend upon the artist's conviction that his talents and his medium

are respected and on the freedom allowed to him in a manner most accept-

able to his audience.

The appeal of folk media is emotional, moral, aesthetic and

intellectual, and their purpose is not-so much to inform but to inspire.

Therefore, these folk media, if used sensitively, can provide motivation

to social change and increase receptivity to new ideas. This role is

bound to lead to a qualitative improvement in media and enrich cultural

heritage.

Considering the immensity of the population problem and the need

for sustained information, education and communication activities to

support population activities, it was suggested that a fresh look at

these was vital. Although the mass media had been mobilised to a

considerable extent, and would henceforth be further extended, they

cannot by themselves provide all that is needed to involve the

institutions. closer to the grassroots level. It was accordingly

considered that- the time had come for the potential of the folk media

to be exploited.

A communication strategy ensuring co-ordinated use of both these

media would result in creation of a climate for acceptance and better

realization of the concept of family planning and of the services, as

well as that of other kinds of activity in the field of population.
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Noting the fact that communication programmes had so far

concentrated on the utilisation of the field workers of health and

agriculture programmes for extension of the f&.mily planning message,
it was emphasized that while this practice should indeed be continued

and fostered, the folk media should be used as their extended channels

for family planning and other development programmes. This would

provide the needed innovative approach and result in the direct

involvement of the trusted folk media and the folk performers in the

family planning movement.

Tae following RECOMVQTDATIONS were made by the experts' group:

1. Encouragement and assistance be provided to government and

institutions for the preparation of an inventory of folk media forms

which can be utilised in family planning communication programmes in

accordance with the following criteria for selection:

(a) Concern for the plasticity of the medium, or the capacity
of a particular form to be loaded with specific innovative

messages; and examination of the religious or social

functions attributed to the medium.

(b) It should be determined whether the medium has an ego or
individuality (in which case positive identification of
audience with actor can be the agent of change), or whether
it is entirely non-individual in order to assess the

appropriateness of a form for a particular message.

(c) It should be noted whether a particular medium, or any

of these traditions and functions, could be used by, or

extended to, mass media presentation, or whether this is

desirable in relation to both a medium and the message.

() Are the required resources, talent, materials, texts,
available for extensive utilisation of the medium?

(e) Does the selected medium have entertainment value and/or
artistic appeal?

(f) Is it unique enough to provide a valuable communication
channel? . In this connection, one would avoid unproductive
competition between traditional and mass media.

(g) Is the form of the proposed media flexible enough to
incorporate a sufficiently broad range of content materials
such as family planning and other developmental messages?

. .. /. .
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(h) Is the medium sufficiently versatile 
to reach varied audiences?

(i) Is the selected medium relevant 
to the intended audiences?

2. Specific studies be developed on 
the relative impact of trad-

itional and modern mass media in- an effort to acquire some reliable

measurements for future guidance.

3. Efforts should be made at international and national levels to

support the traditional media as carriers of effective messages of

family planning and social change.

4. Governments adopting a family planning programme should, whenever

appropriate, be informed of the ways and means of receiving inter-

national or other assistance with a view 
to establishing folk media

institutions for use over the whole range of 
development projects,

including family planning.

5. The folk artists and other craftsmen should be supported 
and

enco uraged in maintaining the original form and character of their art

and given recognition in the form of awards and incentives. Similarly,

such awards and incentives to mass media practitioners 
using folk

arts may also be initiated.

6. In order to systematise the exploitation 
of the folk media on

the lines incorporated in this report, encouragement 
and resources

should be provided to set up an appropriate-organisation at national

level. Such an organisation should be charged with 
the responsibility

of carrying out the various functions 
described in the report and

should also be represented on any co-ordinating 
agency for utilisation

of various media in family planning. communication 
programmes.

7. In order to ensure co-ordinated 
use of the mass media and the

folk media, orientation of the mass media 
production personnel on

traditions and conventions of folk 
media and that of folk performers

on needs and requirements of mass media 
should be undertaken.

8. International organisations should 
provide technical and financial

assistance and support forresearch along 
the identification, integration

and extension of folk forms for family planning 
and other social

development programmes.

9. The necessary machinery for the implementation 
of training

programmes should be set up, 
and efforts should be made to 

locate

training centres in rural areas.

10. A mechanism should be provided to ensure 
proper follow-through

of the training programme.

*.../..



11. An inventory should be made of training materials which are
available at national and local levels. :In this connection, the
UNESCO/IPPF Clearing House of Communication Materials in support of
Population/Family Planning Activities should play an active part,

12. Co-ordination between the folk and mass media for family
planning should be ensured either through existing organisations or,
if necessary, by setting up new organisations for the purpose,

13. Evaluation of the quality and impact of the use of folk media
should be ensured since quantitativo evaluation may in itself be
inadequate.

14. Demonstration projects on the use of folk media in family
planning be launched to gain more experience, and models for the
integration of mass media and folk media developed and implemented.
In addition to any response that individual countries may themselves
make to these recommendations, Unesco should seek to initiate at
least one integrated programme employing both folk and mass media
along the lines of the model described in this report.

15. Special assistance programmes should be developed for involving
youth and women's organisations, labour unions, rural co-operatives
and community development organisations in the use of folk media for
family planning motivational and educational purposes.

16. Steps should be taken as a vital element of family planning
communication programmes for incorporating folk themes and folk forms
in the curricula of schools and educational programmes of extension
workers in changing values towards large families.

17. Steps should be taken to organise regional workshops on the
incorporation of folk media in communication strategies, initially
at regional levels so as to sensitise national governments to the
potentialities and possibilities of such strategies.

18. Assistance should be provided at national level for the
promotion of the use of folk media in family planning communication
programmes and, where necessary, arrangements made for the training
of national personnel in the integrated use of folk and mass media.

19. In order to ensure widespread use of the folk media in family
planning communication programmes, the collaboration of such
institutions as the International Music Council, the International
Folk Music Council and the International Theatre Institute should
be developed and the necessary resources provided.
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20. Decision makers should be orientated in the use of folk media

for population activities and wherever necessary short and long-term

f-lloships for study in countries 
or places rhere these media are

being utilised should be provided. Similarly, exchange pr rarm-s

for artists developed to make them aware of the ways in which the

folk media are being utilised in various countries.

21. Adequate resources should be made 
available for the production

of training materials for use in the training centres.

22. Resources for the development 
and implementation of projects

on the lines suggested in this report 
should be ensured by tUhTFPA/U1ESC0,



A N N E K II

RECO1.71ENDATIONS OF THE UNESCO/WHO INTE-REGIONAL CONSULTATION ON

COT' 2UNICATION An) ET)UCATION IN FA11ILY PLA1\IIING, ecember 27{2

The following were suggested areas requiring joint UNESCO/WHO

collaboration:

1. Assistance to countries for purposes of programme planning and

development of communication and education components of family planning

activities should be ensured on a collaborative basis by UNESCO/WHO in

their respective areas of competence.

2. Preparation of guidelines of training courses in family planning

communication and education.

3. Upgrading of existing training centres in health education,

institutes of mass communication, and others required for undertaking

training and research in family planning communication and education.

4. Stimulation and support of studies and research projects in various

aspects of communication and education in family planning.

5. Dissemination of research findings to programme planners,
administrators, various field workers, and specialized workers in

mass communication, health education mnd others.

6. Inclusion of folk media as an indispensable part of family

planning communication and education strategies, through integrated

use of folk media through mass media, and use of folk media in extension

education work.

7. - Assibtance in the development and promotion of programmes designed

to strengthen family life education, population education and related

aspects in the educational system, health education aspects of health

and educational systems, etc. Such assistance should include:

(a) seminars for leading workers in various disciplines;

(b) development of curricula-

(c) development of educational materials;

(d) training and orientation of educational and health personnel;

(e) research and evaluation.

8. Assistance in reaching out-of-school youth with family life and

population education concepts and information.
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9. Assistance in detailed reviews of the present policies, plans and
procedures of education/communication programmes in the different
countries as they relate to priorities, involvement of communicators and
educators in planning of programmes concerned with family planning,
manpower development, resource allocation, programme selection, procurement,
design, pre-testing, production, storage, distribution, utilization and
evaluation of different educational and teaching materials, including
materials disseminated through the mass media.

10. Assistance in development of programmes for parents and other adults,
training of teachers and youth leaders, and in education and communication
programmes to support these activities.

11. Promotion of studies on the economics of family planning communicatin
and education programmes, deployment of resources between various
components of such programmes and development of guidelines for management
and evaluation of such programmes.

13. Assistance with communication and media hardware to supplement
the meagre mass media resources in various developing countries and
to increase the out-reach of conventional mass media.

13. Assistance with programmes to reach illiterate adults to provide
proper orientation towards family planning and responsible parenthood.

14. Improving the quality of training and providing the assistance

needed to develop systems of training evaluation and feed-back.

15. Exchanging information and experience among the participating
countries about education/communications programmes through a regional

clearing-house.

16. Reviewing current training programmes and facilities for personnel

engaged in the production, utilization and evaluation of materials

disseminated through different media, including audio-visual aids.

17. Preparation of tentative country plans aimed at strengthening
educational and communication programmes for family health.

18. Development of criteria for accreditation of regional training
centres where national personnel could undergo training.

19. Promotion of itinerant family planning communication and education

training teams for various regions.

20. Promotion of research teams to help initiate research programmes

and development of corps of researchers at regional/national levels.

21. Study of the problems connected with the development and dissemination

of family planning content in satellite communication programmes.



CONCLUSION

There is an urgent need for the implementation of the strategies 
and

recommendations proposed by the Consultation with respect to the recognized

needs in the communication and education components of national programmes

concerned with family planning. While developing assistance programmes

at national levels and regional and. inter-regional activities within

areas of t ir respective competence, Unesco and WHO should specifically

consult ana collaborate in the several priority areas. Thus in communication

and health education projects in support of family planning, Unesco and

14H0 should respectively ensure the collaboration of the other agency,

preferably in two ways: firstly by a specific 
mention of consultation with

the other agency in the development of pro ject proposals, and mentioning

these facts in the projects so developed, and secondly, by making

specific provision in the proposed project budget 
for the participation

of and/or provision of consultant services and other relevant 
assistance

by the other agency. It is recognized that while developing projects

at national, regional, and inter-regional levels there may be areas of

apparent overlap of activities of the two organizations. 
Such areas

of overlap cannot always be avoided since these would largely be

indicative of the importance and inter-relationship of the education

and communication components. However, the efforts of the two

organizations should be to minimize any wastage 
of resources due to such

an eventuality. Unesco and WHO should accordingly make provision in

their respective projects and relevant plans of operation to provide

firstly for collaboration of their respective field officers with 
the

relevant national authorities and personnel and secondly for making

available resources at the disposal of one agency for the use 
of the

other agency's assisted projects in the same country. Frequent consultation

and joint visits by the representatives of the two agencies should,

moreover, be undertaken for continuing collaboration, programme- planning,

development and evaluation at field, regional, and headquarters levels.
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July 23, 1973

Mr. O.J. Sikes, III
Special Programmes Section,
Division of Curricula and
Stractures of Education, M
WUESCO
B.?. 3.07
Paris, France

Dear Mr. Sikest

Thank you very much for your letter of July 13, 1973,
addressed to Mr. Zaidan. He is currently away on an extended
overseas mission, and is not expected to return to Washington
until mid-August. I will call your request to his attention
upon his return, howerer, I would like to inform you that it
will be quite some time before the &a-ngladesh Appraisal Report
will be ready.

Sincerely yours,

I. H. Kang
Population and Nutrition Projects Departaant

cc: Mr. G. Zaidan, PNPD

IHKang/es
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IMFSCO PARIS *

INTBAFR4V WASH INGTON

94?7 FOR VON GENT REFERENCE RFCENT CORRESPONWENCE RE YOUR DANGLADiS
MISSION WE AGREE SEND ROPIRT BLAKE AS MISSION MrMPAR ON Rt#ULAR
PUTY AT W4NSco EXPENSE $UBJECT REGIONAL OFFICE CONVENIEW;

J IME EZ UVrSCo

ENVOI UN FIN

INTBAFRAD WSH

UNESCO PARIS



BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837

THE PRESIDENT'S ROOM

The President, Trustees and Faculty

of Bucknell University

take pleasure in announcing that the

honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities

will be conferred upon JOHN E. FOBES at

the Annual Commencement on Sunday

June 3, 1973





LEWISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17837

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
9

S08 :

Mr. K. Kanagaratnam
Director
Population Projects Department

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
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8804U May , $1973

Dr. L. V. Hanpnethum
Bappenas fti1ding
Tam2 acrepati 2
P.0. B 32z/WT
Djaksrta Indnesia

Is. am7 Ret DM22.1ation Pnnaect

Dear RgaW

It waw nice talking to you the other day. I an writing this lUtter to
briefly reapitulate sone poaints that should be en your list for discussions
with the Governmsma. The folloing actims wero to be taken b7 the Govern-
sent up to April 30 an which we have nothoard so far: (a) Appointment of
a Deput Dirctor of the N3 who wuld also eat as Project Adminiato+
(sectios 3.02 of the lean agreeent) (b) Preparatian of plan of aotim 1973-T5
(sectim 4.04). It had to be prepared by Narh 311 and (a) Establishment of
a Project Constraction Unit throug the of a Project Arwhitet
(section 4.05).

You ny lik* to find out the status of the matters an hiah the aetiwm
is to be taken by Jwie 30s 19T3# (a) pp1ams of isnit-it fira and
research advise" (section 3.02)1 (W) 1a for the acmpletica of inseevi**
training of PArSa-za3 staff (sestien 4.08)j and (a) -0tablishment of a Fpqu-
latin Studies ad Research Citer at the University of Malaya (section 3.08).

We would also very moh lik, ywour brtef ab.nm en the ezieting status
of the program.

I a enmloiag herath a *e of the a*t r b. Make for your
refereo.

UmYe a ate. r md with best reaft.

Isbrat
PoUliwW M Itritlan P".3.ts Departist

Enclosure t

Cleared with & ct Dr. Kanagaratnan
act Messrs; Baldin, Zaidan, Kang, PM, Dr. Kie, FVPD,

Mr. Jentgen, Asia, Central Files and Div. Files
IZHuMin:wa

(Finalase after Miss Husain'a departure for Dacoa, Bandesh.)
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U N E S C 0

REPORT on a Mission to

MALAYSIA : 26 - 29 March 1973

by : Robert R. Blake,
Regional Communication Adviser (Family Planning)

Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia,
Bangkok.

I. Press Foundation of Asia Seminar

The primary purpose of this mission was to participate in the
Press Foundation of Asia Seminar for broadcasters which was being
held from 25 March through 1 April 1973. The purpose of the seminar
was to interpret population problems to broadisting people so that
they might interpret population news more intelligently. I was
asked to make a presentation on 27 March, and with Pran Chopra of
the FFA to co-chair a discussion session on 28 March.

The seminar is made up of ten regional broadcasting people -
two of them from Thailand. The group seemed quite excited about the
seminar and arrangements seemed to be excellent. Sessions were being
held at the National Broadcast Training Center, .just behind the Merlin
Hotel. The subject matter of the session for which I was primarily
responsible was a review of simple demographic principles (birth rates,
death rates, fertility rates, growth rates, etc) and what these numbers
meant in terms of psychological, social and economic problems.

II* Our Prospective Move to Kuala Lumpur

While I was in Kuala Lumpur, UNDP received the attached letter
from the Government of Malaysia, which is a response to Unesco's
suggestion that the Regional Communication Advisor (Family Planning)
move to K.L. I later talked with Mr. Campbell, the Resident Repre-
sentative about the ambiguity of the letter and it was agreed that
his office would ask the National Broadcast Training Center to inform
the IQonomic Planning Unit about whether office space for our group

002
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would still be available. Norman McBain talked with Balakrishnan,
Director of the NBTC about space, and Balakrishnan replied that
Apace would be available. UNDP, however, wants to get some kind
of authorative written assurance about accommodations.

If NBTC now finds it impossible to provide accommodations
for our unit, and if Balakrishnan finds it impossible to give written
assurance about space availability, I wo'nder if it would be possible
for us to rent some space in K.L. I estimate that the cost of space,
telephones, janitor service, etc. might cost as much as $ 5,000
annually. Space is not available at UNDP or at the National Family
Planning Board.

III. Plan of Operations for the Malaysian Communication Project

Prior to leaving for K.L. I took the opportunity to review
the communications proposal for the Malaysian project. Fortunately,
the World Bank report on Malaysia had just arrived so I was able to
attempt to try to put the various pieces of the project together.
The UNFPA approved $ 399,530 for the communications element, leaving
aside assistance to the Public Health Institute, ($92,660) which is
now being handled by WHO. I'm not sure how this happened, as our
files indicate that Unesco had been selected to monitor that parti-
cular piece of UNFPA assistance.

The Federation of Family Planning Associations will also
receive assistance from UNFPA ($92,465) of which about $30,000 "is
for improving their I.E. & C capacity.

The World Bank has agreed to supply 66 Main Health Centers
with projection equipment (including 16mm projectors) and will
further supply sub-Health centers with an A/V "kit" which includes
an overhead projector and a sound/filmstrip projector. The World
Bank is also financing the cost of 11 A/V. vans to be supplied to
NFPB Regional Information Officers. World Bank support for communi-
cations totals $497,000.

The history behind the development of the World Bank and the
UNFPA projects is partially fesponsible for the confusion which
now reigns in the National Family Planning Board, the Ministry of
Health, the local UNDP Office and the various executing agencies.
The World Bank Project was developed by a series of missions which
visited Malaysia beginning in November 1971. Almost immediately,
following the World Bank mission was a UNFPA mission - also looking
for projects to improve the performance of the family planning
programme. It is hardly surprising that there was overlap betWeen
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proposals from these two missions.

Subsequently, there were a number of meetings between the

UNFPA and World Bank groups to sort out who was going to do what
in Malaysia. As a result of these meetings, project proposals
were divided, re-drafted to fit into particular institutional

moulds, and were further re-drafted into .separate agreements

with the Government of Malaysia.

It is not surprising, that the technical aspects of the
project are now, it seems to me, in poor shape. The UNFPA/World,
Bank project is going to provide communications assistance for

family planning purposes to four different agencies: NFPB,
Ministry of Health, PubLic Health Institute and the FFPA. Portions
of the assistance going to FFPA, the Ministry of Health and NFPB

clearly overlap. NFPB assistance, which I am mainly involved with,
*is mainly for experts, and the setting up of a photo-lab, a print
shop and an art shop within NFPB. It would add nine local employees
to NFPB staff, provide five short-term fellowships, some printing
supplies and some graphic supplies. Only $ 32,000 is available for
radio, television, film and Art work contracting. Another $ 74000
is available for contracting survey evaluations.

I fear that the NFPB is going to end up with two expensive
consultatntq, nine more local personnel, a large photo-lab and

print shop, but with little money for local productions.

I seriously doubt that the GOM will provide the kinds of local
funding negessary to keep a production operation at NPFB busy.
I'm not sure what kind of budget the Information Division of NFPB
had during 1972, but it was reported that they had only enough money

to pay salaries for existing personnel. There is little evidence
that anything was produced in 1972, except for some excellent radio

shows, and the regular news bulletin. When I talked with NFPB
officials about this problem they insisted that there would be

US$ 60,000 for production activities in 1973. - but that is a

trifling amount for a large production facility.

Since the World Bank is going to supply large amounts of A/V
equipment for Rural fealth Centers some agency is going to have to

supply the software. The National Family Planning Board will not
be able to do this, unless existing UNFPA support is changed consi-

derably.

*. .
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I had two long sessions with NFPB officials on.these points.
Their present position is that job printing is expensive in Kuala Lumpur
and that NFPB will eventually save money if they set up their own

printing operation. They very much want the $ 30,000 roving exhibi-
tion truck because it, apparently, is a part of a larger exhibition
which tours the country. They say there is no longer any need for
the outboard motor units ($30,000). They want only one expert,
rather than two.

Thetr attitudes are largely influenced by general disolusion-
ment and discouragement with events at NFPB. A new Deputy Directlor
is to be appointed, a Physician from the Ministry of Health, and this
new man is already resented by the "old hands" at NFPB. There is
also much confusion over, whether the Ministry of Health ot the NPPB
will have overall responsibility for the World Bank/UNFPA assistance.
There are sharp disagreements within the NFPB because Division Chiefs
Vere apparently not consulted, or named as project directors of
components within the UNFPA-funded programme. This unhappiness is
evidenced by the resignation of the NFPB Ttaining Director - and a
virtual boycott on any work on developing NFPB plans of operations.

The NFPA agreement calls on the GOM to submit work plans
within a six month period. Work Plans are due by 24 July 1973.

The Director of NFPB has called a meeting of his senior staff
people on 2 April to discuss those elements of the World Bank/UNFPA
project which require clarification. I was told that he would tken
take these matters up with the Economic Planning Unit. After these
meetings, the situation may ease to a point where solid progress
is possible.

In my final meeting with NFPB I made it quite clear that I
was willing to accept any decisions made by them as to equipment
lists, etc. The NFPB said that they would seriously consider ways
in which UNFPA funds might be re-programmed to provide for local
costs. They also indicated that they would use my draft Planops as
a model for beginning their own version of an operational plan.

These matters have been discussed with UNDP staff in Kuala Lumpur
and they will be contacting EPU in an attempt to get completed
planops from NFPB. They will also alert the World Bank and UNFPA
about possible difficulties in the project.
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People contacted:

Mr. Norman McBain, Mr. Jack Glattbach,
Regional Broadcast Training Advisor, Press Foundation of AsiaUnesco

Mr. Balakrishnan, Mr. Pran Chopra,
Director Press Foundation of Asia
National Broddcast Training Center,
Kuala Lumpur

Mr. Joe Foster, Mr. Hashim b. Yunus,
TJNDP Head, Information Division,

NFPB
Miss C. Davis,
Assistant Resident Representative Mrs. Butcher,
UNDP Executive Director,

Planned Parenthood Association,
Mr. Alexander F. Campbell, Malaysia
Resident Representative
UNDP

*

Robert R. Blake,
Regional Communication Adviser(FP)

Unesco Regional Office for
Education in Asia,

Bangkok, 30 March 1973
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REMARKS Further to our conversation, I am sendin
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ment about the liability prevented us from
using Mr. Blake for this mission.
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K. Kanagaratnam
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April 19, 1973.

Report on visits to tnesco) Paris, WHO Geneva,
Searo New Delhi, IPPtF~iondon, Unesco and

Ecafe Bangkok by K.V. Ranganathan

1. UNESCO Paris

Visited with Unesco headquarters at Paris on April 2, 1973. I was

unable to meet Alex Graham since he was on leave on the day of my visit.

Met with Mr. O.J. Sykes who is project officer for Indonesia on

population education. Handed over a copy of the latest plan of operation

for the population education component. Mr. Sykes promised to send Unesco

reactions to the population education component to the NFPCB as early as

possible. Regarding the recruitment of Mr. T.S. Metha as population

education advisor for Indonesia, Unesco is awaiting formal acceptance of

candidature from GOI which was not received till date. However, Unesco

needs funds in advance for recruitment of the advisor for which cables have

been sent to IBRD Washington as well as chairman of NFPCB Jakarta.

There is reorganization of the population education unit in Unesco

Paris and the new man in charge of the population education (chief of

special program section) in the department of educational structure and

metbods is Mr. Rodrigues. However, Mr. Sykes is the person who as project

officer for Indonesia deals directly with the IDA/UNFPA financed project.

I also discussed with Mr. Sykes about Jayasurya's letter to Mrs.

Nafiz Sadiq and explained that the IBRD has no reservation in accepting

Unesco as the agency for giving technical assistance to the population

education component.

I also met with Mr. Mathur who is in charge of family planning

communications in the Unesco. I handed over a copy of the plan of operation

for the communications component which he has promised to study and give

Unesco's reactions at the earliest. I was surprised to learn from Mr.

Mathur that the Unesco was not even aware that they had been requested to

give technical assistance for the information communications 
component of

the project. Mr. Mathur assured me that the Unesco will be only too

happy to be of assistance to the Indonesian project and expressed 
satisfac-

tion and enthusiasm to work with Geoffrey Salkeld in this regard.

Both Mr. Sykes as well as Mr. Mathur were very critical about the

problems encountered in the release of funds for Unesco sponsored projects

from UNFPA and resented the appraisal of their projects by consultants

appointed by the UNFPA from outside the UN system. They wanted assurance

from the Bank that for our project component we will respect the views of

Unesco and not evaluate their performance through outside consultants and

advisors. I assured them that the Unesco is the technical assistance

agency to the NFPCB and the Bank will always respect and give weight 
to

their advice and suggestions.
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2. IPPF London (April 3. 1973)

Met with Mr. Don Lubin and some of the staff members of the IPPF

and discussed the role of the IPPF in the Indonesian family planning
program. Mr. Lubin assured me that the IPPF will be only too happy to
work with the Bank, supplementing such activities as may be mutually
agreed upon. Apart from this general discussion there was no reference

to specific project components of the IDA/UNFPA assisted project in

Indonesia.

3. W.H.O. Geneva (April 4 and 5)

Visited the WHO headquarters in Geneva and met with Dr. Mahlar,

Dr. Zahra, Dr. Engstorm, Dr.Mrs. Martikainen, Dr. Bengoa, Dr. Alexander

Kessler, Dr. Belsy, Dr. Petrosian, Mrs. Standley and Mrs. Dora Tiglao.

During discussions the following points were highlighted:

(1) WHO is totally disatisfied that UNFPA is stalling in finan-

cing the ten WHO projects for Indonesia outside the IDA/UWFPA assisted

project. They were particularly concerned about the funding of the

health education manpower project where there is likely to be serious
consequences if there is further delay in the release of funds. Dr.

Martikainen was particularly unhappy and discussed possibilities of

IDA credit for financing the health education manpower project on a

long term basis as a part of our second credit to Indonesia. I see a lot

of merit in this and I feel this will be an excellent area for meeting the

long term needs for health education manpower in the Indonesian National

family planning program as well as for developing a good working relation-

ship with WHO from our point of view. I will take this up as a possibili-

ty when we consider the second credit for Indonesia.

(2) Dr. Bengoa suggested that the Bank should concentrate its

nutrition efforts in financing storage facilities in countries which he

feels is very much needed and a nutrition program can be built around it

in addition to being the most likely area where credit will be accepted
by countries since no grants are available for such infrastructure
activities in nutrition.

(3) WHO research program is building up as a multi sectoral program
and there is a big portfolio of research to be undertaken on a multi

country approach to contraceptive technology and also in areas such as

mulnutrition in women and its influence on side effects due to contracep-
tion etc.

(4) During discussions with Dr. Mahlar and Dr. Zahra, it was

repeatedly stressed that the Bank approach to WHO in mutual collaboration
is very superficial and there should be much more involvement of the

WHO in the pre-planning and planning stages of IDA assisted projects in

countries. At this point I discussed the possibility of the second

Indonesian project and invited informal suggestions on how the WHO could

work with us in project preparation. Dr. Zahra was very happy with Dr.

Kanagaratnam's idea of sending two or three consultants to Indonesia to



work with the Resident Mission and the Government in preparing the outline
for the second project. However, both Dr. Mahlar and Dr. Zahra stressed
that it will be a good gesture on the part of the IBRD to informally
consult the WHO in the appointment of consultants to work on such a mission,
especially in the area of public health. I informed them that Dr. Kanaga-
ratnam will be open to further discussions on this subject when he visits
Geneva for the World Health Assembly in May 1973. The discussions with

Dr. Mahlar were practically a one sided lecture from Dr. Mahlar to me on
the need for the Bank to have a broader approach to population, linking it

with social welfare programs, instead of vertical approach to build up
national family planning programs. To me this looks like a philosophic
discussion with very little practical application in project development.
Dr. Mahlar as well as Dr. Zahra are very much appreciative of Dr. Kanagarat-
nam sending me to Geneva to talk to them and expressed the hope that such
professional consultations between the Bank and the WHO will go along way
in developing good working relationship between the Bank and the WHO. Dr.
Zahra in particular stressed the need for such discussions on a continuing

basis, for mutual consultation in project development.

(5) Dr. Martikainen wants to meet Dr. Kanagaratnam for discussing possibili-
ties of long term financing of some of the health education projects.

(6) Dr.Mrs. Tiglao is very much interested in joining the population nutri-
tion projects department as health education or-training specialist. Dr.
Tiglao was my colleague in the faculty of the S hool of Public Health in
the University of North Carolina and in my opinion is very competent as a
trainer and health educator. In addition she has a very serene temperanment
and personality which will be an asset to the population & nutrition projects
department. Informally, the WHO (Mrs. Martikainen) very strongly recommends
her candidature. I have no reservation in commending her for any possible
position in the population & nutrition projects department.

(7) Mrs. Martikainen and Dr. Zahra have written to Dr. Ramakrishna of Searo
to be in Bangladesh at the same time as the Bank mission in May 1973 to liaise
with the mission and particularly Bob Blake since they feel that Blake is not
likely to pay enough attention to community education. This is because there
is acute disappointment in WHO about the last UNFPA mission to Bangladesh.
I discussed this further with Dr. Ramakrishna in Searo as well as Bob Blake
in Unesco Bangkok. Dr. Ramakrishna has decided not to go to Bangladesh
during the mission visit and Bob Blake is planning to write to Ramakrishna
for his suggestions on community education component. I am glad of this outcome
since I feel, after discussions with Bob Blake and Dr. Ramakrishna, that
there is little value in Dr. Ramakrishna visiting Bangladesh at the same time
as the Bank mission.

4. Visit to SEARO, New Delhi (April 9 & 10)

I could not meet J. Ratcliffe since he was away in Bangladesh
during the time of my visit. However, I paid courtesy calls on Mr. Gill
Martin as well as Mr. Alisbah. I also kept Mr. Alisbah informed of my
discussions with WHO.

At the WHO, I met with Dr. Jungalwalla, Dr. Barns, Dr. Ramakrishna,
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the Assistant Director Coordinating the family planning program Dr. Koka
and the Assistant Director in charge of Indonesia. Highlights of discussions
in the Searo office New Delhi are:

(1) I handed over a copy of the hospital post partum component
plan of operation to Dr. Barns. He indicated that the WHO will be in
agreement if the plan is prepared in consultation with Dr. Hungingford
and Dr. Nugent in Jakarta. He has promised to send his reactions to the
plan of operation to the WHO country Representative Dr. Nugent at the
earliest.

(2) Dr. Jungalwalla indicated that the WHO has no problem in
signing the agreement or exchange letters with the NFPCB as long as the
Ministry of Health is in agreement and its interests are not in conflict.

(3) Dr. Jungalwalla was very appreciative of our approach to the
second project to Indonesia and supported the idea of developing the second
project with the help of consultants located in the Resident Mission and
working with the NFPCB in developing such project. He promised full support
for the second project as and when such support is requested.

(4) Dr. Jungalwalla informed me that he met with Dr. Huntingford,
Dr. Nugent, Dr. Jakka and Dr. Soewardjono in Jakarta during his recent
visit and a mutually agreed upon arrangement has been worked out by which
Dr. Huntingford will be the advisor for the Ministry of health for the MCH
as well as hospital post partum program, and in addition his services will
alsoke available to the chairman of the BKKBN in his capacity as the MCH/FP
advisor. He agreed with me that for the present there is no need for a second
MCH/FP advisor and that there could be one advisor either as a part of the
IBRD/UNFPA financed hospital post partum component or as a part of the WHO
MCH/FP project to be financed by UNFPA outside our project component.

(5) Ramakrishna during his discussions with me stressed that the
Bank should work much more closely with the WHO in project development and
indicated that the Searo will be too happy to work with the Bank in develop-
ment of such projects. He expressed satisfaction that Dr. Kanagaratnam
during his last visit had the opportunity for good and frank discussions
with all concerned in the Searo and felt such mutual consultations were
extremely useful in developing the necessary working relationship between
the IBRD and the WHO.

Both Dr. Ramakrishna as well as others in the Searo were very
critical about the UNFPA in their approach and delays in financing the WHO
projects and requested that the Bank should avoid these pitfalls by
involving the UN specialised agencies more whole-heartedly in project
development in countries. They all expressed the view that the relationship
between agencies such as WHO and the IBRD should be based on mutual trust
and confidence and expressed the need for more exchange of visits like
mine and that of Dr. Kanagaratnam to facilitate such working relationship.

5. Visit UNESCO Bangkok (April 12)

(1) Discussions with Robert Blake (Communications advisor with UNESCO).
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(a) Bob Blake was not aware that UNESCO is to give technical assistance

for the communication-information component of the project. I explained

to him the project component and promised to request the NFPCB to send

him a copy of the plan of operation for this component prepared by them.

Bob Blake had no hesitation in accepting to be of assistance in any way

that the UNESCO is requested to do so, He said he will visit Indonesia

as early as possible for discussing the project component with Geoffrey

Salkeld and the NFPCB in order to identify possible area of assistance

by the UNESCO, like development of action oriented research project in

communication, Unesco assistance in fellowship administration, recruit-

ment of needed long term and short term advisors etc. I indicated to

him I will request Dr. Soewardjono to write to Unesco for his visit on my
return.

(b) Bob Blake is very much converned about the Malaysian project on which

he has already sent a note to Dr. Kanagaratnam. He is particularly
concerned that there is reluctance on the part of the Malaysian in the
recruitment of the Deputy Director for the NFPCB and also working relations

between the NFPCB and the Ministry of Health.

(c) On Bangladesh, Bob Blake explained to me his recommendations and role that

he is expecting to play as a member of the Bank. It is my opinion that

Bangladesh approach to communication is sound and balanced and Blake is
doing more than his best in trying to involve and consult WHO on the

community education component.

(2) Yet with Mr. Jayasurya on population education. I explained to Mr.
Jayasurya that the Bank very much welcomes Unesco technical assistance
to GOI in the development of the population education component. Both
of us agreed that the past altercations and misunderstandings between
Bank officials and the Unesco not be over emphasized and be based on the
mutual understanding that we should help the NFPCB in the implementation
of the population education component in the best interest of the Indone-
sian NFPCB program. Dr. Jayasurya has prepared a detailed list of his
reactions to the latest plan of operation for the population education
component which he is forwarding to Unesco, Paris. I am appending with
this letter copies of his note which were given to me on a strictly
confidential basis. Dr. Jayasurya indicated that the detailed plan of
operation for the population education component for the next five years
could be finalized after the arrival of Mr. Metha as population education

advisor in Jakarta.

6. Visit ECAFE Bangkok (April 11)

Met with Mr. Aromin, Dr. Hashimi, Mr. Amritmahal, Dr. Sook Bang,
Dr. Mahopatra, Mr. Batia, Mr. Hunter Chang and others. The discussions
in Ecafe were general and I explained the Indonesian program and the
IBRD/UNFPA project inputs for the program.

Mr. Amritmahal is definitely interested in coming to Indonesia as

training advisor but till date he has not got the clearance from Mr. Frisen
who is currently away in Tokyo for the Ecafe meeting. Mr. Amritmahal
promised to inform hr. Frisen of his decision to come to Indonesia as train-

ing advisor as soon as Mr. Frisen returned to Bangkok by the end of this
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month. In the meanwhile he indicated that he will be able to come to Indonesia
as training advisor by the first week of August 1973. During the discussions
with Mr. Amritmahal I felt that he is having problems to communicating his
decision to leave the Ecafe to Mr. Frisen because of his sense of loyalty to
Mr. Frisen. However, I suggested that he should make up his mind since we
should not keep the Indonesian government guessing about his availability.
At this point I am confident that Mr. Amritmahal will finally make np his
mind to approach Mr. Frisen for his clearance by the end of this month.

I contacted Dr. Wray for exploring his availability to come to
Indonesia for three months to work with the Resident Staff in developing the
second population project. Dr. Wray is not available during this period due
to prior commitments.

On my return to Indonesia I have met with Prof. Hafid and other
officials of the NFPCB in the absence of Dr. Soewardjono who is away in
West and Central Java and is likely to come back only by the end of next
week. The following points need urgent action from our side :

(1) The NFPCB has already submitted all the plans of operations to
the government since this is a requirement for the budget release for implement-
ing the project components during the year 1973/74. In view of this the NFPCB
very urgently requires Bank approval of the following plans of operations which
have been submitted to IDA through me.

(a) population education component

(b) hospital post partum component

(c) field post partum component

(d) communication component

(e) field worker program

(f) research and evaluation component

(2) Mr. Hugo Hogenbaum and Mr. John Ross of Population Council are
finalizing the agreement with the Population Council for technical assistance to
the research and evaluation component.

(3) There are many problemsfor consultants like Dr. Melton and Dr.
Sullivan in obtaining Resident Visas and they may request Bank assistance in
this regard.

(4) The transport and equipment of the management consultant firms are
yet to be cleared at the Gustoms.

(5) NFPCB is very eagerly waiting for payments to the appointed archi-
tect and the management consultants based on the withdrawal application which
reached the Bank on March 27, 1973. I request this may be expedited since the
NFPCB is deeply concerned about the delay in this regard.

I will give Dr. Kanagaratnam a more detailed report of the activi-
ties here after I discuss with Dr. Soewardjono who is expected to be back in
Jakarta by about the middle of next week.

Mr. Gordon Dr. Kanagaratnam Mr. de Silva
Mr. Sandberg Mr. G. Zaidan



30.5/3418/73

2 April 1973

To fir. C.J. 5ikes

Unl1rsco, Pnris

From : J.E. Jayzruriya
hegional Adviser on Porulation Education
Unesco, Dnnkok

1. I am sending herewith for your information a copy of
the Plan of Operation prapared hy tho rovernrent in accordance
with the directions frm the world anl. It had be, n sent by
Dr. Jusuf, the head of the Implempntation Unit for the project.
I cannot make out how sone of the avounto shown on page 91+ were
derived from the aiounts given on paga 78 to 93, and I am writing
to Dr. Juauhe aking her for an explnatcry CLatement.

2. The wost uno: tisfactory feature is the fib-contracting,
nearly one third of the total input to bf sub-contr4oted. To whom
and for what is not clear. The idea had beg~un with trying to fit
things into the strait jacket of the !orld Bank budget, but it
seems to have been found attractive, as the arount has been increased
from U163,000 mentioned in the liorld Bank budret to the present
amount of 1293,%02. Pleas see iteas 11 and 12 on par-e 79 which
indicate a sub-contract to 4 persons for 76,0(0 and another to 7
persons for 3,750. These are for 1i(/7v. : have not looked at
the rest of it. in ny opinicn, iP t1is is the kind of exercise
the World Dank approve, Uncsco has to re-do it before the project.
can be executed.

3. It will be apprccirted if the curricului vitae of the
candidates whot'o nanes worc sent up to rinoncsia are copied to make
our records conpl(te.

I shall thank yeu for news of the rneetirng with Dr. Renga-
nathan.

5. khen is Prof. hehta likoiey to tsIke u dntiea?

j.E. Jayasuriya

JEJ/Dn



30.5/3502/73

To : Mr. G.J. 6iken

Unesco, Iaris

From 3 J.L. Jayasuriya
Regional Advi ser on Population ;,ducation
Unenco, Bangkok.

Indonesia

Thank you for your cable no: 7031 of 6 April. You
will already have roceived my letter 30.,/3413/73 of 2 April
in which I made some comments regarding the latn of Gpertion.
So much of it needs clarification before it ctan be understood,
and this clarification can be provided only by the project staff.
I doubt if it can be obttAined by correspondence wi~th them. A
few further comments are given below.

During my miusion to Indonesia in October, a substantial
part of the 1973-74 Plan of ('peration w.a lra-.n up in conultation
with Dr. Kandou and Dr. Jusuf (vide riy Viision Report of 27 October,
and my letter of 22 Sovember; also the 1973-74 Plan sent an an
annexure to my letter). 'he two gradea in which Population Education
was to be introduced I grades 8 and 11. According to the Work
Plan on page 8 (please note that the referenicc are to the one year
Plan of Operation and not to the five year plon which the Indonesian
officials had preparod in January), the modality to be followed was
as follows:

In-school

Two Workshopt; (20 peraons for 14 days) to p.rep,.re instructional
materiala for grades 8 and 11.

Task Force (10 pernona for 7 dans) -to review end edit them.

.2/



11r, c.J. ikes, nsw i LO 2
Ref. 305/3502/73 '10 ipril 1973

Training Eeminar (24 pe:rsr 7 forArticiting
in field teitinc.

Field trials.

Task Force (10 peroons for 7 daya) to evaluate fe*:dback from field
triala of instructional nntieraln and to reJin them in the
light of the feedbnek.

Workshop (20 person for 1 to prerare ' uideki to
accompany thl reviscd inn ructiunal rt ra.1w

In-service trainrnr for tteache in select-efd toch t teach--Population Education i ing teachwr's uid) and rised instriuc-
tional materials.

Field trials of tene~r'r suid ani rcld Dtruttional rnterials.

Task Force (10 p'rsors or 7 dtyz) to evtluatc (1d-,uncy of t' acher's
guides in the light oV the eedback f ioo ficlc triala and to
revise the vuideZ.

OUt-of-schoo;l

Task Force (10 perecns for ? days) to plan inj xccuto pilot project
for the out-of-school profrrare (inztructional waterials wIere
already availhble for try out fromi a project firancfed by Vorld
Education).

Training Seminar (24 peraorw for 7 dayn) for teachig personnel.

r4think this kind of arrangaeieat (much emloyr- in the Iudonesian
context) wqS substantially .indnA, Pleas note that te sequencing
on pages 10 to 11 wns all in error and I had pointed Lhi oat to
the project staff.

In the Plan of Operaticri now submittod,, it soom to we
that no logical development in discerniblo. Item 5 (pagO 15) appears
to be an unneceanary exerci e, an it hazs been carried out in the pre
project phase (vide race 9 of' 1971.7 Plan of Qperztion para 2).
If Item 6 requirea 28 porsons workin, for P days, I do not aee howitem 7 on page 16 requiren only 4 perzons for 2 1 dayn. item 11 (page 17)is an exercise to be porfortxd by 4 person, in a por' d of m rontha

.03/



Mr. 0.J. Sikes, Unesco, Pari page 3
Ref. 30.5/350?/73 10 April 1973
- - - - - - - - - - - -

on a sub-contrnct. Wile itcm 12 (pag. 7) to be undertaken by 7
persons for 3 months is rinp on (sub- ontract awair) and topics
are being deternined, materinl preparation has alrea-y been con-
cluded. I do not aee how 17 could be done beforo 15 and 16. On
page 19 itens 3 nrd 4 provide for workchops (21 peraons for 7 days)
for the purpose of evnluation. The earlier iden of ntuch Eialler
groups (Task Forces) seems preferable for evaliintion.

There appeArs to be a great deel of repetitive activity
in years 1974-75 and later without much focus an according to page 9
at the end of 5 years a total of 1812 persons would hbve been trained
for teaching Populz tion Education for both in-school and out-of-.
school programmes. In 6ther words, only a cmall ruomber of schools
will be ex-posed to Population 1ducation even in ninle grnade by
the year 1978.

In so far as the budget goe , large increaaes are seen
in the costs shown in February aa compsred with October. For example,
according to the Cotober plan 9( teacheri were to be trained at a cost
of 11,800 (four training seminars) while according, to the prenent
plan 180 teachers are to be trained at a cocst of $41,442 (page 80).

The October budget provided for '17,190 as salary supple-
mentation for the project staff for the first yeatr. The new budget
does not provide for any such aupplementation. There is, however,
a large sub-contract component, asounting to .293,502,nearly a third
of the total U1FPA input for the 5 yearn. I feel thnt sub-contractm
should be given not to persons or even to institutions run by the
Ministry itself, but to other institutions specially equipped for
certain tasks which the hini'-try does not have th:e ca-pacity to undertake.
Sub-contract to individuals does. not seem to re to be r satisfactory
arrangement - please nee items 11 and 12 on pace 79, and items 11
on page 83, involving 1O,25O for 1P men; or sub-contra'cting teacher
training iten 13 on page 79 for '41,44P. If an institution is to
providefteacher training, there should be a spcci aI component in the
project for developin2 the cnpFcity of the institution by providing
fellowships, libraVr' ad equipnent. I do not tVink it -atiefactory
merely to sub-contract the traininc. If only 1I12 teachers are to
be trained, a masnive input appears to be utilised for it, for as
far as I can see most of the sub-contractin, is for tr.rainig. Possibly,
the cost may be near 20O,(Mr0 which is quite excessive. in the
Philippines project, thf cost of training per terchwrn Uni about
5.00. 'he basis on which the am,,ounts in the bud'et have ben cal-

culated it not made clear at any point.

... 4/



Yr. O.J. Sikcs, Uneco, -arin page 4
Rof. 3o.5/;02r/? 10 April 1973

It neera to m. th'It tle uhole PrItn W" Cperition should
be re-written, progrmyinp the ictivtiew in such a iay thmt by
the end of the five yearo !opulation > cation reachet the pupils
in at let one rr4de in eve 1y kchool in h country. But can
this be done while the Xiword of '141moclep, i 'h.form of the World
Banks hangs over the hcmd?

EJ/. JayaB-iy

JEJ/po



farch 16, 1973

r.ROblert R. filakp
Regional Advisor in q Ac

V"S Z.s som - Ication

Y.~-Box 61S
Bagkok, Thail1.n

Dear Io hop

versio 17e y 1jr 
revised and updated

vrs0told o th o e ts , P eport wi ch you have already received.c otiutio wihic t youJ tI&I Prt I unty t,, thank You for the vlubjLeC tu il l yo tf

ao g< k et yu k. t dat a of t'e langlades h mission as800a as they are finalir(j, a3 1j,10 forParf to *001,1 you again.
With kind personal regarda.

Yours xiiccrely,

;eorge U. "aidanPopulatioi qn d utritiom Projects )epartvwnt

Attachment

cc: Dr. Kanagarttna
m/ Kr. Baldwin

Mrs. Maraviglia
Div. Files

GZaidan/rb

PHIL/PUP
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CMA 1, 1973
PARTS

LT

?OR AAMM"'1Dm V1 NE;4' 3YXT M4JL 'i CAsALF TO A 4,,NZXAg 11; IWAgr

09 7LMMYAR TMMN Qr05T B YO AT THO DAT 1"'M 15 PLA-3-4NC A"TSIAL ItS10140 I"

THE FRIL1890MMS 5TRT20= AWMBT MA TUIETYM TO 2P M143S( IS MULTIDSCI0PLINARY

A)Q INUCLUOLS SPEC4LIL TIM, 31%MICsAL CfPM WSug0W0O Cf,%"A0MCUPUWT COWmA

EVALUATION MIM0 ADM41M82ATION kXD FIRRMNER L D STOag0P 1,V?0MlsE0V EDUCATIN

AUD CMMMICtAtON MCALsTSTl 00MU2 BE VMTe DESX"MRLE sMYP Xv CAuALIV Tf) MIREm 15r

YJ" I'MM515T AI AVTL;3ltTY IN JOINME AFMIS3AL 41$5090 W41CII WOM5 TWiltE

IM0R inD,13 l,?FI POSSIAL OL IO BY~gnsg A FW4 WEEKS OF Rl"~Tt WITMG0 IN W~uASHNGT

17 41M AR M ? COUTENT10 Or THIS C-E IS StM0 00CMEIMMY SMNIT TJ UMniBO

hIk ,4UARTLRS STOP (MTIFUL YAJA 2XLYRAM"ei U*T, M% STOP ON SAY DAY WE HAVE

CASU.) GAuAP AT VmiSCO AS -W=un 3A.IR 4ISIOM 7 )e APRATaS1 POPsMATIN ROJET

1; rBLlP2l'4Yq FLATTGErl) 501 TO00 rJE.RrMZ ISTlp nSS0ION Is M0LTIDTS"CMIMAR

& '- tmlu;DiA* spVCMALM. V nll '0'-,MKL 000V0M WYRSING C0MMA NM0M CIMA

EVAUMATlfR k--i ADMIN#1M ON JANI AFMITIMM PTAL M M10 0P TinMtATEN M00CkTa0

AX) 0)mMl-CA'Tq-l SMEIAIS@T W0!',t: Bp: V'FXY t)Y.SEkBL r) MLW 'UP W)RX ( ON Z0AT

AL" R) 0 i luS ASSISTL, 1-- "MIGMR 1M00000 0PRYM20US POMATION MISSTOR TO

Msavwld vith and iac: Dv. KwR--es--

Vr. KAMX
Popuila sad 4atrkatlm Proecets 4r*. ftravivl in

0?,aidmn/rb rAIL/PNP



PUILIPP liST 17 T A A III uW WLZ UX TO UE SRVWICU OF A.V. MifM Ca
UgKSCO O5MM MON A0AVSI6 L4 M A AS MISSIM OF AP APPIAISAL MARU9S0O

r4:.4-YIV,--9 &K POSSIBLY )k)LUWE,' AT TW) WL ,S 'F REP"T WPTTlt*. I WASNCTOG Ir

X&IRY STo WE AWZ CAH&UX; SRAIMG&V TO M - HIS TNTA-125T MM AVArA3tLM

Yill lq i A; AsAmSTG; -,& AaN 14N RXVNV, 9Ma TqAT AE ,AV7 CW009MRFN2M R." $lKSTM Msm0

Tins w; ta an v itsse r,, om mvc vintrAnms rvn-s "'.1 AIVAILASTaa

A0 ANX kPPUIAi.A HUSION0 tUT WI: fAE %qrME E OFCZTVU, 'RE00).NE ? vhir 0550

MUtAr"MM-S Mit f;RATA0tL rOi N RARYUION0 SO TiiAT w CAN "E 6-ar mup IN

1"1As NW TO TO RYLY? R WCLSSAV P cn
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January 31, 1973

yr. Aex Graham
UNSCO
Place de rontenoy
Paris V11", France

Dear Yr. rOh

As Nr. Zaidan Is away on aa overseas mission, I am writing to
you to follow-up on his letter to you date] January 16, in which be
inquired about Dr. Tananathan's visit to UCD on webruary 26.
When Ar. Zaidan wrte to you, vu expected Dr. Rnaanathin to be here
in canl rshruarv =4 stop bv in Paris on his uny back to Indon20ai
on 7ehruary 16. U oivnr, Kua to Internal miss1on WchedUle changes
Dr. Rananathan is now ei nti to arrivn here ca Qarch 19 and con-
nequently planT to be in Sarin ou Anril 3. 4" therefore would like
to change the date of hiq appointment rith NESCn fro7 Vaeruary 2,
to April 3. e hope that this chnnee Vill not Tconvenirnce you
and look foruard to havinn your confirnat icn r rinPg suitabiit
of thi3 nnu !Stu.

Sfncerei'iyours,

Populntion and Nutriti Projects Departnent

cc: Dr. Kanagaratnam V
Dr, Ranganathan
Mr. Jones
Mr. Zaidan

IHK/is
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INTERNATIONAL CEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK OR INTEFNATONAL FINANCE

ASSOCI ATON. RECONSTUCTION AND FV LOPMENT COPPRAT ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: fir. Brace M. Cheek DATE: December 28, 1971

FROM: Andre Maillard '

SUBJECT: ?opulation dynamics in Africa - A few addi{tioi"al remarks

1. This is an addition to my back-to-office report &ated December 9th
about the meeting in Dakar on Population Dynamics and Education Development.
I thought that some of the points could be further elaborated on. They have
to do with:

1. population density;
2. population growth;
3. rural development.

Population density and distribution

2. The notion that Africa is under-populated should not be dismissed
lightly. Perhaps we write too often that African soils are poor, which
seems to imply that they could not support a higher density of population.
But African soils may not always be as poor as all that. Those with experi-
ence cite cases where areas which had been rated very poor suddenly turn out
to be fit for an appropriate crop or cultivation technique. Even the famous
geographer P. Gourou, whose pessimistic views about soil and climate in
tropical countries 1 seem to have left a deep imprint, later (in 1962) wrote
that "it has been said too often that- tropical soils are delicate to use ...
it now appears that Africa does not lack cultivable land; it cultivates about
3 percent of its total area but the cultivable percentage is at least 50
percent". Many people appear to have been influenced by the fact that with
growing population density, agricultural productivity often declines, and
have se-n this .s an indication t1' t. o pi population donsity has
already been exceeded, but this is almost certainly an error as I will now
endeavor to show.

3. An interesting study of the interrelationships between population
dynamics and agricultural development was made a few years ago by 1rs. Esther
Boserup in her book: The Conditions of Agricultural Growth. The Economics
of Agrarian Change under Population Pressure (London, George Allen and Unwin
Ltd., 1965). Most of the following is based on this book. It appears from
Mrs. Boserup's study that population density is not a function of the level
of agricultural techniques, as the Malthus school thought, but on the con-
trary the choice of techniques is largely a function of population density.
When land is abundant and the frequency of cropping can be kept very low
(around 1/20 or lower), it appears that the most efficient agricultural

/ P. Gourou: Les pays tropicaux (Paris, 1947); Eiglish rev. ed., (London, 1954).
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technique in Africa gen.rally is the long fallow, where oecondary forest

(not virgin forest, not bush) is burned down (a very efficient technique!)
every tuenty years or so for cultivation. rs. Boseriup shows that when
population density increases to the point where the fallow period must be

shortened (e.g. to 10 years) and/or new tools used, labor productivity
usually declines. It ill increase again only when population density
becomes such that a switch to an intensive cultivation technique becomes
unavoidable. In other words, although agricultural techniques arc a
function of population densities, labor productivity is not a straight
function of these densities. From a relatively high point under conditions

which permit the long fallow technique, it declines with a marginal increase
in population density before it increases again with a higher level of
density.

4. The implication of the foregoing would be that agricultural
development would best proceed by "leaps forward". In other words, it would
appear that agricultural policy in Africa should usually aim at much greater
population densities in rural areas.

5. A further argament to the same effect is that greater population

densities yield economies of scale, particularly in infrastructure.
Mr. Chenery has long ago shown the extent to which the transition fron a
certain population size to a greater one brings with it an increase in
product per head. 1/ nr. Amin in a paper recently prepared for a Unesco
meeting on population problems in Dakar 2/ attempted to show that under
usual conditions in Africa a 3 percent rate of population growth would
produce savings in transport infrastructure which clearly outweigh the
(discounted) cost of additional educational facilities. I am attaching the
annex of this paper.

6. One is thus led to the conclusion, that governments should pursue
a greater concentration of population in the areas most suitable for inten-
sive cultivation. After -these areas have been selected, the Government

would endeavor to make them attractive to farmers, and especially to young
farmers. These especially should be given the possibility of switching to
a completely new agricultural system, with intensive cultivation techniques
and a new system of land tenure, so that they can enjoy the fruits of their
labor. This is only a theoretical idea. A lot of practical questions
immediately arise, foremost among which probably is that of land availability.
However, land will sometimes be available such as in Upper Volta after river
blindness control. Furthermore, it may be useful generally to keep in mind
that agricultural development perhaps should not be gradual.

1/ Hollis B. Chenery: "Patterns of Industrial Growth", American Economic
Review, L(1960), p. 624.

Samir Amin: "Under-populated Africa", paper submitted to the Meeting on
Population Dynamics and Educational Development in Africa, Dakar,
29 November - 4 December 1971.
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P jmlton growth

7. I have little to say about the problem of excessive population
growth, except that, if the foregoing is true, the problem may be less
serious than that of population distribution and might be largely relieved
by an adequate redistribution policy. Ideally, the regrouping of young
farming couples in the most fertile areas would seem to respond to all the
requirements of the situation and particularly to that of a quick increase
of population density in limited areas.

Rural development

8. It would thedefore clearly appear that rural development should
not aim at minimizing population densities, but mainly at a population
distribution that would:

- minimize urban unemployment;
- maximize the incentives for a siitch to

intensive agricultural techniques;
- free young farmers from the bounds of

traditional society;
minimize the costs of infrastructure

(roads, schools, social services).

cc: Mr. Chaufournier
Mr. Kanagaratnam
Mr. de Vries
Mr. Jansen
Mr. de Troyer
P4WA

AWaillard: sgb
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Annox - A cost-bnyit analysiS concorn p

2

Two agricultural regions A and B of 100 Km each have

different densities: 10 per Km 2 in A (which has a population of

1000) and 30 in B (population 3,000). -

The cost of a transport infrastructure to serve the region

which is to be set up in year 0, is independent of the density:

200 Km of road which will cost one billion CFA francs. The rela-

tivo advantage of B over A can t us be evaluated 
at X = 666 million,

the marginal bonoft of a community 
B three times more populated than

A.

What would be the prosent value of 
the cost of educatibn. if the

population increased from 1,000' to 3,000 in 35 years (assuming the

populatioqgrowth to be very rapid : 3% per year)? The community,

when constant at the level of 1,000 inhabitants, 
needs 8 classrooms

at an annual cost (investment and oporating 
costs), of the order of

20 millions. Community B would need 24 classrooms 
(annual cost :

60 millions). The transition from the situation of A 
to that of B

would thus involv'o, in present value terms, an.additional (marginal)

dost which is

Y (20 x 1.03)- 20 + (20 x 1.022 -20 + ... + '20x 1.03)5 - 20

1 + i (1+i 1+) 1

i being the discount rate and measuring 
the discounted oduoa-

tional cost of the population for the period 
of 35 yoars.
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Y docroaaes when . increases, For i = 1i Y is rou;hly

666 million; thus th; cost of population growth is equal to the

benofit of the higher density X. But for i 59, the cost Y is

equal to only half of the benefit X; and for i 10%, Y is no more

than one-third of X.

From this model, derived from the usual costs of infrattruc-

turo and education in tropical Africa, it can be soon that the

cost of the drnamics of growth is generally much loss than the

"st.icjb 9 n>it of a hihr density.

m-



NRi RNTI'ONAL CE LOPF I V INTERNATIONAL 'BANK FR' 'iERNAThOI AL FINANCE
ASO 0 AD RLCONSTRUCION AN0 LEVELOPMENT cOr'OATION

OFFICE MEvORAN'DUM
TO: Hr oo hdo:~IrDATE: D~b~ * jj~ * 4

FROM: P[dr, 1aillard through Mr. Gus

SUBJECT: Polantonm oics andcatonIoT Peal Int

1. As requested, I attended a meeting organized in Dakar from
November 29 to December 4 by the UNESCO regional office (BREDA) on
the above subject. As I understood, the meeting was an expression of
the UN family's increasing preoccupation abcut population problems and
of BREDAls puzzling about the role that education could play in popu-
lation policies. The attendance included representatives from about
ten governments as well as from ILO, WIHO, IBlIM, IDEP ("TInstitut de
Developpement EPconomique et de Planification" of the United Natior$,
Dakar), and a few private organizations; educators sat together with
demographers and economists. As documents summarizing the discussions
and their conclusions are yet to be distributed, I will limit ryself
here to a few remarks which I may wish later to complement.

2. As is ,ell knoim, Africans generally feel that Africa is
underpopulated rather than overpopulated. They maintain this after
conceding that these concepts are relative to economic resources.
I pointed out that a large part of Africa's mineral resources cannot yet
be exploited because they would not be competitive on world 'markets.
Participants replied that Africa has vast stretches of unused arableIand. This notion often induces Africans to overlook the economic
burden of rapid population growth, which I endeavored to stress. The
meeting also seemed to agree that there are huge questions of population
distribution which may not have received enough attention, particularly
on a regional level. However, the ethnic and political obstacles to
their solution are enormous. An interesting argument was made in
favor of higher population densities - which could be reached by regroup-
ing people - on the ground that they would considerahly reduce the costs
of modern infrastructurc (roads, schools, social &ervices). However,
such policies would presently encounter strong resistance from people
in the traditional sector.

Population policies

3. In the discussions about population growth, I must report that
I found the participants rather hostile towards the Bank. A European
who has spent six years studying African population problems and who,
as a University professor, is a proponent of family planning, told me
that Mr. McNamara's statement during his visit in Dakar, comparing the
cost of raising a child with that of preventing a birth, was "the single
most negative development ever" for the cause of population control,
because of its apparent lack of concern for the conditions which deter-
mine the behavior of African populations. Even before that conversation,
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I y had sensed, particularly among Prepch-speaking Africans, a
strong, visceral opposition to the kind of economi-c calculaiions used6by what another participant called the "neo-Malthusian" school.
(Reference was made to the population project in Jamaica.) The con-
sensus of the meeting was that the African large family is an ex-
pression of the poor African's groping towards economic security and
that no significant change in his behavior can be expected until he
has achieved significant progress in this direction.

4. However, I hope I made some progress towards dispelling some
misunderstandings. I denied, for instance, that in Mr. McNamarats
view the high reproduction rate of developing countries was the cause
of their underdevelopment, but I failed with rational arguments to refute
the widespread belief, even among Europeans, that what they called
"a well-orchestrated, world-wide campaign for birth control" was the
expression of a more or less conscious fear among Western people of being
increasingly outnumbered by colored people. I was referred to articles
in American newspapers and periodicals to the effect that it would be
impossible for the whole world to live according to American standards.
On the other hand, I think I succeeded in drawing attention to the high
cost for a weak economy of raising children when the reproduction rate
approaches and exceeds 3 percent (it is expected within the decade to
reach 3.6 to 3.8 percent in most countries), especially if these
children are to be adequately educated for economic development. There
was general agreement at the end of the meeting that family planning
ought to be taught more widely. It was felt in particular that it should
not be confined within conventional schools, which cover only that seg-
ment of the population where the birth rate is lower, but should be
made an element of unconventional and adult education, particularly in
rural areas. It was agreed also that family planning and sex educa-
tion should, particularly in rural education, be part of a package which
would include practical economics, nutrition, hygiene, etc. Only in
such a framework might people be receptive to teaching about the dangers
of excessive population growth,

5. More importantly, the meeting was unanimous in the conclusion
that population policies can succeed only within the framework of ade-
quate economic policies. Whether or not one agrees with the view that
development policies oriented towards world markets (outward-oriented
policies) are marginalizing the mass of the population while reducing
its death rate and failing to provide incentives to reduce the birth
rate, as was argued by one of the participants, it is clear that popu-
lation policies in Africa cannot succeed by persuasion or propaganda
alone; a change in economic expectations (and fears) is indispensable.
This is true whether the aim is to reduce the birth rate or to modify
migrations such as the rural-urban exodus.



6. It was arsued in particular thot only a sulIf-ccntered develop-
ment strategy, i.e. a strategy not dependent upon ,orld markets, would
make possible a successful population policy. Without pronouncing on
such a sweeping assertion, the meeting was in agreement about the need
for a rural development policy which, of course, would encompass all
aspects of life. Such a policy would involve radical changes in the
type of education provided in African villages, a point on which agree-
ment was not unanimous, but much wider, particularly on the part of
educators, than was expected by UNESCO.

7. However, there is only limited optimism about the possibility of
slowing down the rural-urban exodus. Young rural people have all
possible reasons to move to the cities:

- the hope, even after a period of unemployment, of
finding a job providing several times more money
that in the village;

- freedom from rigid tribal structures;

- curiosity.

Increasing rural monetary incomes through cash crops (cocoa, coffee)
does not suffice, mostly because the elders pocket the money. However,
the meeting generally fe!Lt that it would be worth trying to keep some
of the young in the villages and to that effect to aim at making rural
life more pleasant and rewarding.

8. This being accepted, and considering that conventional educa-
tion is a rural-exodus factory, there was - even among educators -
almost unanimous agreement that present education systems are utterly
unsuited to African needs, that they perpetuate domination structures,
and that education can serve development only after a complete review
of gopls and methods. The UUESCO people gently but persuasively
pushed the meeting in that direction. I found myself in complete
agreement with them. A very cogent and eloquent exposition of BRDLDA's
present views can be found in the attached draft paper by its Director,
Mr. Hennion(*), which I found remarkable. The representative of the
Ministry of Education of Senegal was the only exception; he said that
education systems are what they are and should be supported as such by
international institutions.

(*) "Notes pour -servir a la revision des objectifs d'Addis-Ab6ba":,
which I have given to translation.



9. On the other hand, one participant argued that the city is the
most powerful intellectual stimulant that could be given to young
people and that more inventiveness can be found in the shanty towns
than anywhere else in African countries. He argued in favor of efforts
to bring that inventiveness to fruition. Unfortunately, I was unable
to extract concrete suggestions from him.

10. Beyond the rural-urban problem, my own tentative conclusion would
be to stress how iicportant for the success of population policies is
income distribution and economic security for all, including particularly
the rural people and the dwellers of the shanty towns. I would further
argue that the important thing is real incomes. Then monetary income
increments are absorbed by a change in consumption habits from local
goods to the more prestigious imported goods, the real gain may be
much more apparent than actual.

11. The meeting finally made suggestions for a program of studies and
action. UNESCO will endeavor to make it as practical as possible. I may
offer further comments and suggestions when I have all the papers
summarizing the discussions and the progran.

12. For 11r. Kanagaratnam: The UNESCO mission in Dakar would appre-
ciate being given the benefit of whatever studies on population problems
could be made available to it. I will gladly forward them.

AMaillard:hlm

cc: Mr. Ballantine (with a few working papers)
Mr. Calika
Mr. Kanagaratnam (with a few working papers)
Mr. Lejeune
Mr. Cheek
Mr. de Vries
Mr. C. van Dijk
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNAT!ONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files 4 DATE: November 23, 1971

FROM: John A. Kin

SUBJECT: Internationa Committee of Experts on Training Abroad Policy, Unesco

1. Introduction: I represented the Bank as an observer at the meeting
of the International Committee of Experts of Training Abroad Policy of Unesco

in Paris on October 25-29. This meeting was called to make recommendations

to Unesco General Conference on the policy to be followed with respect to

Unesco's fellowship programs for training abroad.

2. The Experts were -

Country Name Position

Colombia Dr. Augusto Franco ARBEIAEZ Director, Instituto Colombiano
de Credito Educativo y Estudios
Tecnicos en el Exterior, Bogota

France Mr. Yves BRUNSVICK Secretary-General, French
National Commission for Unesco,
Paris

India Prof. G. R. DANODArAN Director, PSG College of
Technology, Coimbatore

Ivory Coast Mr. L. AMON-TANOH Director-General, Centre Ivorien
du Commerce Exterieur, Abidjan
(former Minister of Education)

Japan Mr. Otoshiro KURODA Director-General, International
Students Institute, Tokyo,
(former ambassador to Paraguay,
Greece, Lebanon, Jordan and
Cyprus)

Netherlands Mr. H. G. QUIK Director-General, Netherlands
Universities Foundation for
International Co-operation,
The Hague

Nigeria Mrs. Stella ODESANYA Inspector of Schools, Ministry
of Education and Community
Development, Lagos

Pakistan Prof. M. Shamsul HUQ (presently) Fellow, Woodrow
Wilson International Center for
Scholars, Washington
(former Minister of Education)



2.

Country Name Position

Tunisia Mrs. Alya Chouikha BAFFOUN Attachee de recherche, Centre
d'Etudes et de Recherches
Economiques et Sociales,
Universite de Tunis, Tunis

Union of Mr. Vladimir F. STANIS Rector, Universite de l'Amitie

Soviet Socialist des Peuples, Universite

Republics Patrice Lumumba, Moscow

United Kingdom Mr. H. L. ELVIN Director, University of London
Institute of Education, London

United States Mr. Kenneth HOLLAND President, Institute of
International Education,
New York

Mr. Elvin was elected chairman. There were observers from UNDP, FAO, IBRD,
ILO, WHO, OAS, and a few governments.

3. The experts agreed on a number of recommendations, some substantive and

some procedural, and their report will be forthcoming in due course. The
principal issues discussed are summarized below.

4. UNDP Review of Training Policies and Procedures: UJNDP distributed a

paper on this subject (DP/CI'/Field 319) prepared last summer by its consultant,
William Carter, after consultations with the specialized agencies (including
the Bank) and others. The paper was well received and there was general
agreement that the basic framework which it proposed for the development of
training in the future (set forth below) was sound.

"a. Building greater recognition through the UNDP
system of the centrality of the training aspect
of the total programme.

"b. Improving knowledge throughout the system of the
activities undertaken by the Executing Agencies
in the training field which may be suggestive of
new approaches in other programmes.

"c. Improving awareness of the ways whereby training
needs and priorities in developing countries may
be identified through dissemination and inter-
pretation of studies being undertaken by all
Agencies of specialized personnel supply and
requirements, educational and manpower planning
reports, studies of specialized personnel in
particular seciors, etc.

"d. Development of measures to improve the planning
of the training component in specific projects
so that their objectives as transmitters of
knowledge and skills can be more effectively
attained.
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"e. Development of measures to maximize the role of
experts and 'trainers of trainers' as communi-
cators of knowledge and skills.

"f. Development of measures to improve the effective-
ness of counterpart participation in projects.

11g. Development of measures to improve the quality of
international training (fellowships and study
grants, training courses, etc.) at the national,
regional and inter-regional levels, so that
trainees may be fitted more effectively for leader-
ship roles on projects or related activities in
the same field."

5. Administration: There were a number of references to a standing
committee on the administration of training abroad in which representatives of
the UN1 family discussed problems; this committee existed between 1958 and 1961.
There had been a meeting in 1970 with similar objectives. Most of those pre-
sent agreed that it would be desirable to revive this committee on a continu-
ing basis and UNDP was urged to take the lead in organizing this.

6. There was also some feeling that there was some overlapping in the
programs for training abroad of the specialized agencies and that there was
need for a coordinating body to deal with this matter.

7. The level of stipends was discussed. The consensus was that the levels
set by UNDP were satisfactory for younger trainees, particularly if they knew
the language of the host country and had been there before, but not for the
more mature. It was also pointed out that the UNDP levels were perhaps fairer
for trainees at academic institutions where living and related costs were
generally less than for trainees undergoing practical training in some public
or private entity or enterprise. It was urged that special consideration be
given to providing higher stipends for mature individuals because a failure
to do so might discourage the best individuals from taking advantage of the
training opportunities.

8. The question of whether the wife or husband of. the trainee should
accompany him or her was cigcussed and there was general agreement that more
should be done than at present to make this possible, when the period of train-
ing was six months or longer. Though it was recognized that this policy would
reduce the total number of trainees and that in some cases (e.g. where the
trainee's program kept him moving about or in the field under difficult con-
ditions) it would be a disadvantage, there was a feeling that in most cases
the trainee would get more out of his training and be more effective in apply-
ing it on his return, if his spouse shared his experiences.

9. It was also pointed out that satisfactory arrangements with respect
to housing and social activities during the training were essential to success.

10. Selection: It was agreed that good selection was critical, but there
were some differences as to how this could best be achieved. While it was
agreed that the government had to recognize the importance of selection in the
training process and that its approval of the trainees selected was essential,



there was a difference of views as to how deeply the government should be in-

volved in the selection process itself. Perhaps a majority believed that there

should be some sort of independent body charged with responsibility for selec-

tion so that selection could be based on merit and political considerations

avoided. Others believed that direct government involvement was necessary to

make sure that those trained overseas were properly utilized on their return.

11. It was agreed that an important element of the selection process was

a clear description of the training program needed and of the likely uses to

which the training would be put. Adequate preparation. in language was

emphasized; inadequate preparation was a continuing problem.

12. The experts stressed the importance of quality in selecting candidates

and at the same time urged a democratization of selection, without resolving

the potential conflict between these objectives. Two experts suggested that

the identification of top candidates appeared to be more difficult than it was

ten to fifteen years ago.

13. "Diploma-itis": It was agreed that trainees tended to lay too much

stress on degrees. Though some of the reasons for this stress, such as the

poor reputation of some non-degree courses or the formal requirements for pro-
motion at home, were justifiable, it was felt that in many, if not most, cases

the country's needs were best met through non-degree programs. It was urged

that Unesco make a greater effort to convince governments of the true value of

such programs. In any event, it was agreed that the question of a degree or

non-degree course should be settled, if at all possible, at the time of

selection. One of the experts felt strongly that the government should have

a voice in this decision.

14. Duration: Related to the question of degrees was that of the duration

of the training. There was a feeling that in the past there had been too many

fellowships of short duration and that there was a clear case for increasing
the average length of fellowships. It was agreed that three months was the

minimum length and fellowships of this sort should be awarded only to mature,

informed trainees who knew exactly what they wanted to find out. Special care

should be taken in their selection. It was agreed, however, that in large

measure the duration of the fellowship should depend on the level and purpose
of the trainee and that a flexible approach to duration was desirable.

15. Post-Training: A number of conrments and suggestions were made con-

cerning the period after training and the utilization of the trainee.

a) It was suggested that former trainees be provided
with refresher courses and current documentation

relating to their specialty at suitable intervals
after their training.

b) The government should make efforts to keep people
on the work they had been trained for. These

efforts could range from such things as employment

contracts and bonding to the provision of housing
and salary increases. Care should be taken that

trainees were permitted by their supervisors to
apply the new methods and principles they had
learned.
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c) Former trainees should be used to help select
prospective trainees and develop their training
programs.

16. Training at Home and Training Abroad: Although the meeting had been
called only to consider training abroad, it was agreed that training should
be looked at as a whole; training abroad was an administrative rather than a

functional distinction. All specialized agencies were urged to favor local
training within a country or training on a regional basis, where this permit-
ted savings. Some of the experts from the developing countries pointed to the

need not only for instructors from the developed countries but also for
administrators to organize and carry out local training.

17. Some fears were expressed that the training programs of the specialized

agencies, both local and overseas, were dispersed and uncoordinated. There was

a need for communication leading to integration and an overall strategy. Some

features of such a strategy might be -

a) Priority to the training of trainers.

b) Concentration on a few sectors.

c) Harmonization of programs and development of a
national training plan through the UNDP country
programming exercise. It was suggested that
Unesco should help in identifying the most suc-
cessful techniques and content.

18. There was a feeling that project managers and experts were recruited on
the basis of their technical competence and that more attention should, be paid
to their training capabilities or that the technical experts should be supple-
mented by training specialists.

cc: Hessrs. Chadenet, Baum, Ripman, Ballantine, Evans, Fuchs, Kanagaratnam,

Knox, Koch, Sadove, Weiner, Engelmann, Riley, Van Wagenen, Morra

JAK:lb
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Noverabor 3, 1971

Mr. R. Hennion
Director
%&Ional Office for Education in Africa
United ations Iducational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization
12, avenue ouma
Dakar, Senegal

Dear Mr. ennions

Thank you for your lotter dated October 1V regarding
the meeting ou Polulation Dynanics and IDucation Development vbich
has been postponed from end October to november 22 - December 4.

Mr. M11llard uIll qtilL be cNvAlpble to prrticprte in
the meeting. le vill arrive in Dakvr czi Nundy, Ioveber 28, by
flight F30,5. lie is grateft-l for your Offer to r,.0ko rrgeents
for hotel accoirod.tion. 8uch arr*ngcmnts, ho-vor, have already
been made by the Bank's Travel C4fice.

Mr. Maillard looks forward to receiv4ng preparatory
uorking docuents cad to a stialtig - ting

yours rincercly,

Br'uce M. Cheek
Deputy Dircctor

Western Africa Department

Maillard: tp

cc: Mr. Ballantine
Mr. Kanagaratnam
P N W A
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
T. DATE: October 12, 1971.- m unanS B,.mtnead iarnalah K-an11aLarat -t.T

F0RiM

-- SW (n 7 in Dak r on Popil.atio Da and Educatlon lDavelopmnt

Thart;her to My mm orandum daLed 3 eptmr 16, 1971, -e have been
ad-ied b- tho. attaclod cable that the meeting on the abcve subject has

bcn pooned ro COrcb, fr 18-24 to o-v mber. 2 to Deceobcr 4th. I
c.~)epCC tht Mr. illar Lill. ztilIL be azailj."ej. On your part, will the

ncw da te e it, po1i d' for yu to send one ot your staff to the

e L'ng
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Mr. Bruce M. Cheek September 23, 1971

K. Kanagaratnam

UNESCO Meeting in Dakar

Thank you for your memo of September 16, 1971 on the above
subject.

While we are certainly interested in this field, I am afraid
our staff commitments at this time prevent us from sending anyone
to this Conference.

KK:bli
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. K. Kanagaratnam DATE: September 16, 1971

FROM: Bruce M. Cheek

SUBJECT: UNESCO Meeting in Dakar

Please find attached a copy of a letter addressed to our
PEWA by UNESCO's regional office in Dakar concerning a meeting to
be held in that city October 18-24 on Population Dynamics and Educa-
tional Development. I understand that the Educational Projects De-
partment is considering sending a representative to that meeting.
This department will send Mr. Andre Maillard. I presume your depart-
ment will also be interested and would appreciate your informing me
of your intentions in this regard.

cc: Mr. Calika
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R G EGIONAL OFFICE FOR E IDUCATION IN AFRICA

EUREAU RN GIONAL POUR L'EDUCATION EN AFRIQUE

12, avenue Roume- DA-ar

hoite postmoe 3311
237-72!71

BREDA/71/749 25 aouft 1971

Monsieur le Repr6sentant,

En application de la r6solution 1.21 adopt6 e par la derniCre

Confirence G6nsrale de lIUNESCO en sa seizisme session, jtai lthonneur

de vous informer que le Bureau R6gional pour l
tEducation en Afrique

organise, du 18 au 24 octobre, une r6union restreinte dtexperts afri-

cains, afin d'6tudier avec eux le role que les systsmes 6ducationnels

africains pourraient jouer dans une politique de population orfent6e

vers le d6veloppement 6conomique et social. 11 s'agira notamment,

d'6tudier la possibilit6 dtintroduire dans les programmes dtsducation

les questions relaLives a la dynamique de population.

Ltobjectif de cette runion est de recueillir l tavis d t dduca-
teurs et de sp6cialistes sur le programme de recherches et dtactivit6s

que le Bureau Rsgional pourrait 8tre appel6 a conduire ou a soucenir

dans les anndes a venir en coopdration avec les Erats 'Membres de la

rdgion.

I est apparu qutavant d 1 tudier l t impact que peut avoir le

systhme 6ducationnel sur la dynamique de population, il convenait

de digager la problimatique des rapports qui existent entre la dyna-

mique de population et le d6veloppement des systmes 6conomiques,

sociaux et 6ducationnels dans la r~gion africaine. Aussi avons-nous

prSparI pour cette rdunion le sch6ma de travail ci-joint. Vous

recevrez par la suite un premier document de travail redige par

M. Olivier Le Brun, Consultant charg6 de lItorganisation de cette

reunion.

Monsieur le Repr4sentant de la Banque

Internationale pour la Reconstruction

et le D~veloppement

Bolte Postale 1.850

A B I D J A N
(Rspublique de Cote dilvoire)



Consid6rant les liens de travail 6troits qui unissent nos deux

Organisations au sein des programmes touchant au ddveloppement de

l'6ducation, nous serions particulifrement heureux que vous 
puissiez

d6i6guer a cette r6union Ilun de vos repr6sentants.

Le budget du s6minaire ne permet pas de prendre en charge les

frais de voyage et l'indemnit6 journalisre de subsistance. Jlespare

vivement que cela ne constituera pas un obstacle a votre participa-

tion.

La rsunion se tiendra dans les locaux du Bureau 
R6gional de

1'UNESCO pour lIEducation en Afrique, 12, Avenue Roume a Dakar.

Je vous saurais gr6 de ma faire savoir assez rapidement 
stil

vous est possible d
taccepter cette invitation, et de me communiquer

vos r6flexions sur le sch6ma joint a cette lettre.

Dans cette attente, je vous prie de bien vouloir agr6er,

Monsieur le Repr6sentant, lt assurance de ma consid6ration tres

distingude.

R. Hennion
Directeur



UNESCO REGIONAL 'OFFICE BREDA/PUB./07/0. LE BRUN
FOR EDUCATION IN AFRICA English Version

METING ON POPULATION DYNAMICS AND EDUCATION
DEVELOPMENT

Dakar, 18 to 24 October 1971

Introductory Outline

I.- HOW DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS AFFECT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

African populations, on the whole, have the following characteristics

1. Low national population figures.

2. Ethnic and.-linguistic hyterogeneity.

3. Large youth populations.

4. Low occupational activity rates.

5. Low population density.

6. Low urbanization rates.

7. Considerable migration and emigration.

8. Very high birth and death rates.

9. Relatively rapid growth rates.

Some of those factors hinder, others promote development but the
analysis and interpretation of their impact is not easy. The effects
of factors like population growth and the process of urbanization on
economic and social development are still subject to discussion.

II.- HOW THE DEMOGRATIC SITUATION AFFECTS EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT

The most important factors are

- Low density rates which have, in economic, pedagogical and
sociological terms, a negative effect on educaticn.
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English Version
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Because a large percentage of the population is young
cducational offorts must be int-nsified, especially since the majority
of adults are illiterate. The youthfulness of the population is, more-
over, a dynamic factor of change.

- Population growth restrains the development of the rate of
schooling. However population increase affects the growth of the
school population at the level of admission into the education system
only. In countries with a low admission and retention rates, improved
schooling would have a more significant impact in this respect.

- The rural exodus genarates a pro0lem which has not yet been
solved anywhere, i.e. the problem of out-of-school education for
adolescents in urban areas.

III.- HOW EDUCATION DEVELOP14ENT AFFECTS THE DEMOGRAPHIC SITUATION

The education system seems to affect migration patterns more than
population increases.

a) Primary education itself is not a cause 'of rural exodus but certain-
ly accelerates it.

b) Higher education abroad favours the "brain drain".

c) Education only affects fertility amongst a small minority who have
completed the secondary education cycle.

d) Effects on mortality rates are probably just as slight because the
school health and nutrition education programmes only reach a
small portion of the community and are often poorly designed and
developed, and because the.female school attendance rates are still
relatively low in many countries.

- EDUCATION SYSTEMS MUST BE ADJUSTED TO POPULATION DYNARICS AND STRUCTURES

This is a fruitful field of investigation for educators and
educational planners, i.e.

a) Finding new forms of supervision and financing made necessary by
the demographic situation, i.e. low population density rates, rapid
growth among the young age groups, the flocking of young rural
school-leavers to the cities.
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b) Seeking specific education systems, which take into account the
present and future living condition of the potential beneficiaries.

HOW AU EDUCATI ON SYSTEM MY SERVE TO IMPLEME1T A POPULATION POLICY
ORIEJTED TOWARD S DEVELOPMENT

By population policy we mean all the measurs geared to directly
influencing the population structure. Unquestionably the economic
and social measures taken for other reasons affect the population
dynamics much more than the measures that stem -from a population policy
r asuch.

Further development of education itself'ay have an effect on
fertility which, considering the socio-demographic situation in Africa,
may not be heightened by the introduction of formal birth-stimulation
or control progranmes.

The first duty to be as'signed to education systems in the socio-
demographic field is one of information.

Youth, and in certain cases, adults too, should be familiar with
the structure and movements of-the population to which they belong.
There are two possible ways of attaining this goal

- creating a new curriculum,

- incorporating information on population dynamics into basic subjects
such as economics, introduction to -problems of national development,
etc, even in primary schools.

On the other hand the education system could, by itself, influence
population structures and dynamics in

Strengthening national integration, as an important factor of
development, and, eventually, in preparing youth for multi-national
integration made necessary by the narrowness of many national markets.

b) Affecting migration

- As concerns the rural exodus, studies could be devoted to

integrating education in rural development projects,

relating the contents and methods of education programmes to
the local environment of pupils.
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- As concerns the brain drain, study could be given to the
possibility of establishing, in African countri-es,

institutions of higher education adapted to the local
realities, and

providing job opportunities for the outputs'of higher education.

A brain drain often results in places where local research is
not "decolonised".

c) Improving living conditions

Reducing the mortality rate through the extension of dynamic :
health and nutrition education programmes and education for
women.

Sex and family education : the make-up of this programme could
vary considerably depending on the socio-political context.

An active and diversified education system would be needed to
contribute towards achieving the above goals. The mere introduction
of curricula on these subjects would probably not suffice to change
behaviours.

Integrated education programmes and training actions could be
incorporated in the milieu itself.

Two questions are worthwhile asking

Can educational authorities initiate such actions ?

Would it be possible to set up extra-curricular education
systems for the masses ?
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Note frrori Mr. Goodship (U=E3CO)

INTRODUCTMORy NOTE

Throughout the following paragraphs, where corunications media are
described, particular reference is made to broadcasting. In fact, al-
though work with broadcastin- (radio and television) occupies the larger
proportion of the time of the Department of :ass Co-rmunication, other media
are very important - books, ila, audio-visual media - and have to be taken
into account in any conmunication planning exercise, especially so as to
show ways in which thay intierrelate with each other, systematically. The
focus on policy determination, and media development, should also not ob-
scure the comunications research progra-me which is an essential part of
the Departent's work, and on which future practical developments in
commication depend.

This concern with an overall pattern is reflected in the Department's
organization, into divisions of Planning, Development of media, and
Applications of media.

NOTS O CO'TUNICATIC03 DEMOPHENT

1. UUaSCO (particularly through its Departtent of Mass Counication) is
developin' the principle of integrated co*inunications planning, upon a country
basis, upon request, so as to:

(i) allow for the most efficient and cost-effective development of
comunication structures, to allow for development and educa-
tional objectives;

(ii) link up, on common user lines, a number of comunications-based
projects, which may otherwise develop in isolation.

2. Initially, this approach (which has been bighli hted by the country pro-
grammding exercise) is throuh a nwuber of datailed feasibility studies, carried
out with a comunications focus, and includin- contributions from broadcastin2
and other mvedia snecialists, co:munications -rnine ors, comunications research
specialists, economists and educational technologists.

3. This approach should be of interest to IBD, considering the Bznk's in-
volvement in co.tanication media, especially broadcasting projects from two
standpoinrts - that of telecommunications, and that of educational/instructional
television.

4. In the past, the relationship of IBM) to the technical and specialized
agencies in these fields has been clearly defined; there has been a relationship
to ITU on telecommunications engineering, and to the Education sector of UNEZCO
in the area of instructional television and educational technology.

/2..
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5. Recent pro-raming exercises in UESCO and UNDP have, however, spot-
lighted some difficulties in coordination and substantive planning.

6. Activities such as educational television, which demand the use of a
number of co::ranications media, special technical resources and tranomission
and distribution outlets depend for their success upon the existence, in any
country, of a comlate and logical cormaunications policy. In other words,
the various i.nistries and sectoral interests involved - Education, Infor-
mation and Broadcastinj, Teleconmications etc. - need to be in afrroerant
on objectives, the means of attainin- them, and the resourcee .iuired.
In fact, such an accord of interests is rarely secured; individual sectors
tend to look at specific problems, or parts of problems (c.g., the creation
of a microwave network, or the development of an ITV production centre)
without any detailed consideration of the whole system.

7. Consequently, in Turkey recently, a U2$G0 mission set up by the Depart-
ment of lras3 Conmnication in 1Th2,SCO to consider the overall develonment of
radio and television found itself in the country at the sane time as 'an IBMD
financed tewr, ,hich -ras looking, Intr alia, at a project concerned with
instructional television - yet without any prior consultation botween the
two missions, or any coordination of the separate plzannin- exercises.

8. In Mlaysia, a recent request for assistance in th3 creation of an
aducational media service has been closely bound up with the rlans for
broadcasting training facilities in the country as a whole, anvd thi prorc-ss
of the project further depends upon guarantees as to satifactor7 transitLssion
facilities for educational radio cnd tolevision ro:rames. In Jar.waica, a
project now proposed which concerns ITV, is &rpndant for its oucce-s uron
the resolution of a nunber of problei's concelned with production and distri-
bution - all of which in turn are related to the r;rowth of bimadcastin; as
a whole, in the country.

9. In such areas, the Bank has a clear relatioriihip to the Education sector
of U:GSCO, but has no such relationship with the Comication sector.

10. In marnny imys, this is a reflection of a similar difficulty in the internal
organization of IUTESCO, where IT (in school) is -enerally within the purview
of the Education Sector, but where more general comunications matters, and
out of school educational television, are within the brief of the Gowivicationn
sector.

11. Some attrpt to face this difficulty has been made recently by the Depart-
ment of Mass Corxmmication in UT CO, in proposin- the planain- mission alrcady
quoted, and also in setting up, for 1972, an international meeting on communi-
cations planning and research in Asia.

130..
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12. One such miscion - to evaluate the planrdn of co=mnications resources
and broadcasting networks in the contexts of oducation, social and economic
development - has already been undertazken in Turxkey. Similar exercia3s are
foreseen in Jamaica, Ceylon, Ia2laysia, 3ingapore and Taiwan (and in ieveral
of these countries, I3?D has a present or potential interest in cormunications
activities).

13. The intention of thase ntssions is to undertak:e the planning of cormuni-
cations strate,ies, at the country levol, .ith the same kind of depth and
focus as is presently applied to educational plarning. The conznications
bias means, however, that such studies wilJ be genuinely intersectorial: as
between different division and departaents of U.12CO, and also as between
agencies (e.g., U2ECO and ITU).

11. The Departnent of Hass Coimnications, within U. SCO, is currently en-
gaged in restructurin- its resources, so as to create suitable mechanisms to
undertake such planning missions.

15. A further concern of the Department is to create, in a liMrited number of
key ccuntries in each continent, institutions which can serve as a focal point
for camxxications plannin at the national level (usually based upon successful
existin- institutions), and also as bases for rea-ional training and planni1ng
operations. The first of those is in :alayia, related to broadcasting, :-here
a national and rejional broadcastingo nstituto is btiin- developed, to act as a
support for broadcasting media developikcnt first in alysia it-aSlf, and sub-
sequently for the !Bian ro:icn. A nuber of exoerts are air ac7 in post in
Nalaysia: others ara bein, recruited. The broadoastin: tr ainrir centre will,
for expie, not only serve as a base for broadcasting trainin, in 'eneral
but will also host the new educational redia service, and support a consultant
for the use of nass media in Laily plannln, pro~motion. This i a practical
beginriing which will be developed further in the next biennium.

16. Similar develo-onents are foreseen in Africa and Latin Anrica. The
details of this approach - and their practical implications - are now being
outlined in a naper which will be transmitted to the agencies, and to the
financing organizations, including IMID, later in 1971.

17. In the meantime, it is clear that such activities touch upon a number of
projects and preparatory excrcises alroady being undertaken by I3KD - both
sectorally, and intersectorially. Consequently, it is proposed that:

(i) IBTRD might, on occasions, contribute a mxiber (possibly and
economist) to selected co.-unications planning missions,
particularly uhere these effect countries where 3ank nego-

tiations are foreseen or in progress;

(ii) IBD mirdht profitably enter into a dialogue with the Commni-
cations sector of UiSCO, and especially with the Dpartment
of Mass Commnication;



(iii) ITD rirht consider the imlications of such work in
terms of its oun activities and organization patterns,
where it is relevait to ongoing projects.



Files June 1, 1971

K. Kanagaratnam

World Health Assembly - Geneva - May 1971 and Discussions UIEStr- Paris

1. As arranged, I attended the World Health Assembly on behalf of
the Bank from May 4-10. The Assembly however continued until 'Tay 21.
(A major objective was to establish contact with health authorities in-
volved in population planning).

2. The 24th World Health Assembly was attended by Ministers and
Directors of health and other top health officials from 120 member countries
and from international agencies and bodies in consultation status with
The main purpose of the meeting was to discuss the $34 tillion Budget and
Programme of work prepared by the Executive Board for their consideration.
This was essentially of a doestic nature and of limited external interest.
Technical discussions during the Assembly covered "lass health Exainations
as a Public health Tool", took 2-1/2 days and some of the discussion cen-
tered on cytological examinations which are included in some national
family planning programs.

3. The outgoing Pr -sident of the 23rd Assembly, Dr. H. Pye, Ivory Coast,
made two significant references in his address: one of the need for -ore
recognition of the role of health in the development process and, rore sig-
nificant, the importance of health adinistrators being aware that in con-
peting for develofment funds they must be increasingly aware of the cost-
benefit component of their proposals; the economies ner unit of operation
are necessary to maximize services and compete for limited national funds.

4. The Director General, in his speech was more positive to family
health (although still overly related to health in the sense that it was
still viev-7ed as a pure health function). he also made reference to the
role of the environmental challenge and further need for !T.0 to be nrepared
to face this new task. Most national delegations referred to their own
program and difficulties in impl2menting their programs; some 30 delegaticns
spoke during the session.

5. The pandemic spread of cholera led to a somewhat bItter debate with
a certain amount of accusations and counter-accusations; it is felt by
some that although cholera Eltor existed in tEL old Dutch East Indies since
1936, for the first time Europe and Africa have become involved and the
tra:d!tiezal Lealt; cco'trol zswrs my E'~ 4. he 6'f hre o4 1r7'n, t
U.A.R., and Sencegal to renort the occurence aof the disease in the early
sta'e helped Che snread of the disease, agravated by the poor sanitation
and health services in nosi of Africa. .eaerence was made and furt'.er
discussion-- tuek nlaca later on diring the Xssembly on the role of in 1

the area of the environnc:,,t and health. The full set of papers presented
vt the neoting are available in thi:; offic2.

6~~iz . :a 7o cus'23 t:3

1,,i~e r3 C L~ ; .CL I.i&C
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Thniland: The Taylor-Bank's Mission Penort of Feasibility of a Family

Planning project in Thailand, prepared for WJO, was reviewed. Unfortunately,

the yhai prozram, in -many ;zys a nodel, is faced with difficulties within

the Covernment (the Directorato of !1:alth Services does not work with the

Directorate of 'Iedical Services which controls oh.tetric and hospital care

facilities ree'_ded for the nrogran. In fact, there is inadequate basis for

a project in Thailand unlo,%3 both the Thais and the Agencies can develop

a core meaning:ful plan. Dr. Chit, the Director of 11ealth Services has

reservations ahout the financing of this project hy a Bank loan. This will

be follo.,ed ep with A.rea.

Indonesia: The Indonesia delegation referred to efforts being now madc by

the -3nk to obtain data for the appraisal r-ission now in progress. They have

now inrproved their liaison with the WT1 (Fanily Planning Co-ordinatint1

Board); and now they naet with DiEC w eekly. The provincial authorities

hIvc also beca directed to -21ve nore support to the proram. i :ot the

feeling that thar7 are strong crcss-currcnts between. the "cclth 'inistry mnd

BKt:3 that rust be restored to make the pro-ram wozk. The "inistrv, somowhiat

encouraged by V,17 advicers and visitors, tends to belittle the efforts of

BMB:: which in a sense. in still findiny its feet.

PhIipneq: The 'ealth Secretary undertoo% to UIve more support to faiily

planning activities throu-h the -uraI health Services than Oad seen so in

the past. ;uch initiative in this ccuntry's efforts had been with ot-r

groups end the sunport of the rural health services to the progran will help

rapid Pro;'th of the nron-ran in the rural areas. In the urban area, the work

of voluntary groups-and raunicipal clinics made some impact.

Jnmaica. The CTO referred to the Covornr-nt's recent effort to nrromotc

fa-iily life education .- d hopes to et rore toral ' supoort 'for t.in fren

the ilank. 1 rcvI%'ued uith l;ina the fiLn of a rece.nt Zank Sunnrvision

*ission and the lack of co-ordiration In the phy&ical asreacts of the nro7ran.

I pointed to the fact that the phynical pro,-ram vas larging and that he

should get it novinq; faster. Their birth rate niu stands at 34 per thouqsnd,

their lor.'est rate. An attezpt to introduce routine VD testing with fartily

plaanInj was sterted especially by the nidica. tczw fro' the ship "0)n

it has been givxn u,) as there were ru7-orn t-at only wo-en with D go to

fan!)y plannin" cllnics (1: so cive fuamily planning cliaIcs a bad renutaticn.

Their function '.'ould be dealt with in the health progran later. The. :oard

was also work! wIth te:Iaistry of Youtl: :nc! Snorts in this fa11 Il life

education proErcx. he said the Covcrnment was oP)OOed to abortion as a

fajily p!anning measure though there .-a a campa.gn among some profesnional

zronnv for this.

India: Piscu~ssons with the Indian deegntion centered on t*' recent Crensus

.'esults and their implications on tne lctrect or ne j:rogram. .1y 4 r1

cautioul in tCeir prett-'ntatioa of th-rjae figures anid did not claim that it

represented the effect of the proj'ci; ti:C pe:uletion wa a'out 17 nillion

les w than projectc2. . tichaical cn:::itte is reviewing these fl-urs. The

doelyition *a not in n po7Ition to discus- tns ?"nroject. Th'

T'egic'ual DireoCtor In lnd!a role had been toned and th'mrr wa a denire

for Tr xra:e ' Itheut technlcal a rt nce cr ten 'ii> e::ternal str ''.
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1Malaysia: The plan to develop integrated 'ural MCH/FP services is being

worked out by the 'Tinistry of Health and the NFPB. The Director of PlannIng

(Dr. ismail) was lookin! into thi3. It is expected that the Director of

the Progran (Dr. Ariffin) may soon give up his apnointnant to become full-time

Vice-Chancellor of the new 'atioaal University. This will create a gap for

which there do not appear to be trained people to take over who are acceptable

to the Covernment.

7. Discussions with delegations of Kenya, Iran and the U.A.R. were also

held but more to establish contact than discuss specific problems.

8. Specific discussions with ITO officials centered on:

(i) Consultations on the Indonesian project including

provision of a ':ursing Consultant for Indonesia

(this was finalized);

(ii) Matters likely to come up to Inter-Agency meeting

in June;

(iii) Biomedical research (with Dr. Kessler and Dr. Chaudury).

(iv) Bellagio meeting.

These are being separately folloT.7ed up.

U2ESCO

9. I sent ' 2y 6, 1971 in Paris to establish contact with "r. J. Fohes,

Deputy Director General, and 'r. A. Graham, Population Fction, ind to

discuss the p)r'esont pro-rarn of work and their future plans in 'opulatin.

Mr. Fobes felt that thir role was so far limited and thare were a nu-1 er

of sensitivities. They would lihe to wor: with our country prograr"s where

they had a role and in particular would like the social research teams

working ,ith us on some of the behavioral a'uroaches. iTeir riii effort

was to work throush t>ir contari In rccr, i'eirut, Banakok, "anila aid
Sentiago to promote ecucntional conenttchana aimed at lon-ter- beine fit

given that each ear more and rmore youn neonic enter thie fertile-ane nrsup.

They cxprcSSed 'i oiltm't ith t:Jt various joint missions the ivi had

with U:UU whic' did 'iot provi, '' b rss for projects. They specifically

referred to the reccwnt Ceylon and Iran missions. They are developing their

ennability to ii-srove a';sistance in mass communications in population

plnnning.

10. Mr. Fobes thou-ht U'D8G0 would be hasnv to assist in locat4n; a

specialist for family life education for our Trinidad project.

cc: Messrs. Chadenet/BYaun
-"r. nmth

KK/rb



INTBAFRAD APRIL 29, 1971
PARIS

TELEX

FRANCE

554

FOR KARASZ EYE WILL BE ATTENDING WORLD IEALTh ASSEiBLY IN GENEVA

NEXT WEEK BUT PROPOSE TO SPEND THURSDAY SIXTh MAY IN PARIS FOR

DISCUSSIONS WITH UNESCO STOP WOULD APPRECIATE DISCUSSIONS AT POLICY

LEVEL WITH MR. JACK FOBES DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL AN'D AT OPERATIOMIL

LEVEL WITh ALEX GRARAM STOP GRATEFUL IF YOU CAN AkiANGE THIS AND

CONFIRM TO ME IN WASlI "GTON BEFORE ED OF TOMORROW OR TO INTERCONTINENTAL

GENEVA EARLY NEXT WEEK

VANGARATXAH-

K. Kaaagaratnau 4

Population Projects

KK:bli
UNESCO/IERD
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T E LE P H ON E CABLE -UNESCO 13ANOMOK

united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization

organisation des nations unies pour l'education, la science et la culture

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EDUCATION IN ASIA DARAKARN BUIL9JNG

BUREAU REGIONAL POUR L' EDUCATION EN ASIE 920 SUKHUMVIT R(IAD.
P.O. BOX 1425

50.3.1/7/71
MC/FP/Asia BANGKOK. THAILANo,

-------------- 3 February 1971

Dear Sir/Madam,

I have pleasure in informing you that a Regional Unit of

Mass Communication and Family planning has been recently established

in the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia at Bangkok.

The Unit is a practical expression of the world-wide Unesco

programme in population activities, which sprang from resolution

1.241 adopted by the Fifteenth Session of the Unesco General Confer-

ence in November 1968. The programme covers the sectors which are

within the spheres of competence of Unesco: Education, Communica-

tion, and Social Sciences. In the field of Communication, a

Seminar was held in Paris in June 1969 to examine the problems

related to the uses of mass media in support of national family

planning programmes. This was followed by a Regional Course in the

production and use of mass media for family planning programmes in

Asia, held in Seoul in September-October 1970.

The Regional Unit of Mass Communication and Family Planning

at Bangkok is responsible for assisting governments and non-govern-

mental organizations in the preparation and execution of specific

projects in the application of mass communication to population

programmes. In particular, the Unit is available to the Member

States in the Region for the planning and promotion of communication

approaches to the population activities seen as an integral part of

the overall process of social and economic development. It is

ready to assist in research, experimentation and training of per-

sonnel, as well as in the development of communication organizations

and media techniques, and the provision of relevant written and

audio-visual documentation.

...2/



50.3.1/7/71
3 February 1971 Page 2

We shall appreciate your contacting us whenever you feel
you would like any information or advice on any problem related to
mass communication for family planning and the wider aspects of
social change and national development. At the same time, we shall
be grateful if you can send to us any relevant information and
documentation about your programmes related to communication, popula-
tion, family planning, and social development. Our functions in the
Region depend to a large extent on the information we are able to
place at the disposal of organizations and institutions in all
Member States.

I look forward to a fruitful co-operation with you, for
the development of the applications of mass communication to family
planning and overall social progress both in your country and in
the Asian Region as a whole.

Yours sincerely,

Guy M. Roppa,
Regional Adviser on Mass Communication

and Family Planning
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T E L EP HO N el CABLE: UNESCO, BANGKOK

united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
UHBUO organisation des nations unies pour l'education, Ia science et la culture

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EDUCATION IN ASIA DARAKARN BUILDING

BUREAU REGIONAL POUR L' EDUCATION EN ASIE 920 SUKHUMVIT ROAD.

50.3.1/7/71 P.O. BOX 1425

MC/FP/Asia
.RE:.. . February 1TTKOK. THAILAND

Dear Sir/Madam,

I have pleasure in informing you that a Regional Unit of
Mass Communication and Family planning has been recently established
in the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia at Bangkok.

The Unit is a practical expression of the world-wide Unesco

programme in population activities, which sprang from resolution
1.241 adopted by the Fifteenth Session of the Unesco General Confer-
ence in November 1968. The programme covers the sectors which are

within the spheres of competence of Unesco: Education, Communica-
tion, and Social Sciences. In the field of Communication, a
Seminar was held in Paris in June 1969 to examine the problems
related to the uses of mass media in support of national family

planning programmes. This was followed by a Regional Course in the

production and use of mass media for family planning programmes in

Asia, held in Seoul in September-October 1970.

The Regional Unit of Mass Communication and Family Planning
at Bangkok is responsible for assisting governments and non-govern-
mental organizations in the preparation and execution of specific

projects in the application of mass communication to population
programmes. In particular, the Unit is available to the Member
States in the Region for the planning and promotion of communication
approaches to the population activities seen as an integral part of

the overall process of social and economic development. It is

ready to assist in research, experimentation and training of per-

sonnel, as well as in the development of communication organizations

and media techniques, and the provision of relevant written and

audio-visual documentation.

..2/
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We shall appreciate your contacting us whenever you feel
you would like any information or advice on any problem related to
mass communication for family planning and the wider aspects of

social change and national development. At the same time, we shall
be grateful if you can send to us any relevant information and
documentation about your programmes related to communication, popula-
tion, family planning, and social development. Our functions in the
Region depend to a large extent on the information we are able to
place at the disposal of organizations and institutions in all
Member States.

I look forward to a fruitful co-operation with you, for
the development of the applications of mass communication to family
planning and overall social progress both in your country and in
the Asian Region as a whole.

Yours sincerely,

Guy M. Roppa,
Regional Adviser on Mass Communication

and Family Planning



INTERNATIONAL L .TK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND . VELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION CONFIDENTIAL

R70-112
IDA/R70-43

FROM: The President June 8, 1970

DECLASSIFIED
PROPOSED SUPPLEMENT M 1
MEMOANDU UN q=1T3DIG MAY 1 1 2023IYDhI0RANDU14 OF UD1~Dh

WITH RESPECT TO WIORKING~AR M'GrTh'4NTSBETWEEN
THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND WBG ARCHIVES
CULTURAL ORGANIZATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL BANK
FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVLOPMENT AND THE
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

1. As the Executive Directors are aware, the cooperative program which the
Bank* set up with Unesco in June 1964 provides for collaboration in the identi-
fication, preparation, appraisal and supervision of education projects and in
arranging for technical assistance for project implementation. This program
has been a valuable aid to the Bank in the education field. Since 1964, the
professional staff in the Unesco Sacretariat who are engaged exclusively in
cooperative program work have increased in numbers and gained in experience.
At present, they function as members of the Unesco Educational Financing
Division, a separate unit within the Secretariat, the Director of which operates
in close cooperation with the Director of the Bank's Education Projects
Department.

2. In recent months, it has become increasingly apparent that it would be
advantageous if the cooperative program were expanded to include also the pre-
paration of sector studies and recommendations regarding country programs for
the education sector, as well as certain agreed services and studies relevant
to particular aspects of educational development. Within the Unesco Secretariat,
the Division of Educational Planning and Administration (EPAD) and the Depart-
ment of Sbhool and Higher Education (EDS) are in a position to offer valuable
services to the cooperative program in these fields.

3. In discussions which I had with the Director-General of Unesco earlier
this year an agreement in principle was reached on a proposed expansion of the
cooperative program, and the Bank staff have subsequently completed detailed
negotiations with their counterparts at Unesco. The proposed arrangements are
embodied in a "Supplement to the liemorandum of Understanding with respect to
Working Arrangements between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and the International Development Association", under which EPAD
and EDS would together provide annually to the cooperative program such man-
years of professional services as Unesco and the Bank may from time to time

* Except as otherwise required by the context, all references herein to the
Bank shall be deemed to include both the Bank and IDA.

Distribution:
Executive Directors and Alternates
President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC
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agree. As an administrative device to permit these services to be provided,
new cooperative program posts would be created within the Unesco Secretariat.
For an initial period of two years commencing July 1, 1970, six man-years of
services are to be provided and six neu posts are accordingly to be created,
three in EPAD and three in EDS. These additions would involve annual expendi-
tures of approximately $160,000 when the program is in full operation; under
the existing agreement with Unesco, the Bank would bear 75% of the costs.
Because of time required for recruitment, expenses for FY 1971 are estimated at
$91,000 and provision has been made in the Bank's FY 1971 budget for 75% of
this amount.

4. Attached is the draft of a proposed report from the Executive Directors
of the Bank and IDA to the respective Boards of Governors, recommending the
approval of the supplemental agreement with Unesco and adoption of draft
resolutions to that effect. The draft report describes the purpose and back-

ground of the supplemental agreement. The text of the supplemental agreement
is attached as Annex A to the draft report and the text of the proposed
resolutions to be adopted by the Boards of Governors is attached as Annexes B
and C.

5. It will be noted that the proposed supplemental agreement, by its terms,
is likewise subject to the approval of the appropriate intergovernmental body
of Unesco. The agreement is on the agenda of the Unesco Executive Board at its
current session (May h-June 19, 1970). If the Executive Directors approve, and
subject to the approval of the Unesco Executive Board, I propose that the
cooperation between the Bank and Unesco, along the lines of the supplemental
agreement, be initiated as of July 1, 1970, on an informal and interim basis
and pending the requisite approvals by the Boards of Governors.

6. I believe that the conclusion of the proposed supplemental agreement
with Unesco would be in the interests of the Bank. Accordingly I recommend that:

(a) the Secretary dispatch the attached letter, report and
proposed resolutions to all members for the consideration
of the Boards of Governors;

(b) a vote of the Boards of Governors be taken without meeting
on the proposed resolutions and the requirement that no
Governor vote on the resolutions until seven days after
their dispatch be waived;

(c) the Secretary canvass the votes and report thereon to the
Executive Directors;

(d) the effective date of the resolution be the last day
allowed for voting; and

(e) the Secretary take such further action as he deems necessary
or appropriate to carry out the purposes of this vote.
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7. In the absence of objection (which should be notified to the Secretary

or Deputy Secretary by the close of business on June 15, 1970) this report will

be deemed approved, to be so recorded in the minutes of subsequent meetings of

the Executive Directors of the Bank and IDA.

Robert S. McNamara



(Letter of Transmittal)

(DRAFT)

(1 ALL IEMBERS)

AIRMAIL REGISTERED June , 1970

Gentlemen:

I have been directed by the Executive Directors of the Bank and the
Association to send you the attached report dated June , 1970 submitted
by the Executive Directors to the Boards of Governors regarding a proposed
supplement to the Nemorandum of Understanding with respect to working
arrangements between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
and the International Development Association (Annex A), together with two
resolutions (Annexes B and C) appended to the said reports.

It will be appreciated if you will transmit the reports and draft
resolutions to the Governor of the Bank and the Association representing
your country with thd request that he vote on the resolutions. No
particular form of vote is required so long as the Bank receives a clear
indication as to whether or not the Governor approves the resolutions.

The Executive Directors have waived the requirement that Governors
shall not vote on the resolutions until seven days after their despatch.
Votes must be received at the seat of the Bank on or before July , 1970,
unless the Executive Directors shall have extended the period of voting.
Votes not received by the terminal date shall be void.

Yours truly,

K. 1. Mendels
Secretary



INTERNATIONAL BANK KDR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVEIOPIENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELORMIT ASSOCIATION

(DRAFT) June , 1970

Report of the Eecutive Directors to the Boards of Governors

Supplement to Memorandum of Understanding with respect to
Working Arrangements between the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (Unesco) and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (Bank)
and the International Development Association (IDA)

1. Within the framework of its economic development objectives and

policies, the Bank* has been expanding its lending for suitable education
projects within its less developed member countries. This lending has been
directed to attaining both quantitative and qualitative ends (i.e. expansion

in school facilities as well as necessary reforms in education systems). Under

a "Memorandum of Understanding" entered into in June 1964 and amended in 1967,
the Bank and Unesco agreed to cooperate in (a) assisting member countries in
the identification and preparation of education projects, (b) appraising such
projects, (c) supervision of such projects, and (d) technical assistance in
implementation of projects. Among these activities, Unesco has played a

prcminent role in project identification and in assisting governments in
project preparation. It has also helped the Bank in the discharge of its

project appraisal and supervision responsibilities. Some governments have

asked for Unesco technical assistance in implementation of the Bank-assisted

projects.

2. Under the "Memorandum of Understanding"., an identifiable unit (the
Educational Financing Division), with specialized personnel of high caliber,
has been established within the Unesco Secretariat, which devotes itself

exclusively to the work of the cooperative program. The authorized limit of
this unit's professional staff has been increased from 12 in 1964 to 29 at

present. In the Bank's view, the existence of such an identifiable unit has

been an important element in the proper functioning of the cooperative program.
At the same time, administrative difficulties have hindered the temporary
assignment of other Unesco Secretariat personnel for work under the cooperative

program and the contribution of Unesco outside of the Educational Financing
Division has, therefore, not been as substantial as either Unesco or the Bank

would have wished.

3. The original scope of the "Memorandum of Understanding", involving
cooperation in the fields of identification, preparation, appraisal and super-
vision of education projects and in arranging for technical assistance for

project implementation, has for the most part proved sound. However, in view

* Ecept as otherwise required by the context, all references herein to the

Bank shall be deemed to include both the Bank and IDA.
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of the growing interest of the Bank in supporting educational policies more
suitable to the development needs of its less developed member countries, it
is now highly desirable to expand the field of cooperation with Unesco to
include (a) the preparation of sector studies and recommendations for country
programs for the education sector, and (b)-Certain reedIzeririces anid studies
relevantto particular .aspects of educational developnent. The Unesco Division
of Educational Planning and Administration is in a position to provide valuable
up-to-date information on the education sector of our member countries. The
Unesco Department of S&hool and Higher Education can offer specialized know-
ledge and experience regarding qualitative aspects of education in greater
depth than would normally be available from other sources.

4. It appears desirable both to Unesco and the Bank to expand the scope
of the "Memorandum of Understanding" to provide for the Division of Educational
Planning and Administration and the Department of School and Higher Education
to furnish services to the cooperative program on a regular basis. To this end,
the attached "Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding with respect to
Working Arrangements between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
'Cultural Organization and the International Bank for Ibconstruction and
Development and the International Development Association" has been negotiated
(Annex A). The Executive Directors believe that the amendments contemplated
will make the work of the Bank in the field of education more effective and
productive.

5. The "Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding" requires the
approval of the Boards of Governors of the Bank and of IDA, pursuant to
Article V, Section 2(b)(v) of the Articles of Agreement of the Bank and
Article VI, Section 2(c)(v) of the Articles of Agreement of IDA, under which
formal arrangements to cooperate with other international organizations must
be approved by the Boards of Governors. It is also subject to the approval of
the appropriate intergovernmental organ of Unesco.

Recommendation

6. The Executive Directors recommend that the "Supplement to the
Memorandum of Understanding with respect to Working Arrangements between the
United Nations Educational, 3 ientific and Cultural Organization and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International
Development Association" be approved by the Boards of Governors, and that

(a) the Board of Governors of the Bank adopt by vote without
meeting the draft resolution attached as AnnEx B to this
report; and

(b) the Board of Governors of IDA adopt by vote without
meeting the draft resolution attached as Annex C to this
report.



AN1NEX A

SUPPLENENT

TO

MMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
WITH RESPECT TO W)RKING ARRNGFMENTS BET14EEN

THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIEITIFIC AND

CULTURAL ORGANIZATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL BANK

FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOP1\IT AND THE INTER-

NATIONAL DEVELOPMT ASSOCIATION

THEREAS a Memorandum of Understanding with Respect to Working

Arrangements between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization and the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development and the International Development Association, 
was signed

by Unesco on June 5, 1964 and by the Bank and the Association on June 15,

1964, and was amended by an exchange of letters 
dated June 27, 1967 and

July 7, 1967, respectively; and

AHEREAS both Unesco and the Bank* desire to include in the Co-

operative Programme provided for in said Memorandum, as amended, the

services of Unesco experts outside the Educational 
Financing Division

(EFD) and to expand the scope of the Programme;

NOW THEREFORE the Memorandum, as amended, is 
hereby supplemented

as follows:

* All references to the Bank in this Supplement shall be taken to in-

elude both the Bank and the International Development Association.
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1. Extension of Co-operative Programme

In addition to the activities provided for in said Memorandum of

Understanding, as amended, the Co-operative Programme shall include, as

may be agreed between Unesco and the Bank from time to time: (a) the

preparation of sector studies and of recommendations for country pro-

grammes for the education sector; and (b) other services and studies

relevant to particular aspects of educational development.

2. Additional Personnel

Unesco will provide, through its Educational Planning and Admin-

istration Division (EPAD) and its Department of School and Higher Edu-

cation (EDS), for agreed activities in the Co-operative Programme, such

man-years of professional services per year as shall be agreed from time

to time by Unesco and the Bank. Accordingly, there shall be established

in EPAD and EDS a corresponding number of Co-operative Programme posts

at such levels and for such periods as shall be agreed from time to time

by Unesco and the Bank. For an initial period of two years, commencing

July 1, 1970 there shall be six such posts at PF5 level, three in EPAD

and three in EDS.

3. Agreement on Activities

(a) All services to be performed under the Co-operative Programme

by staff members of EDS and EPAD will be agreed in advance by Unesco

and the Bank. They may be proposed by either Unesco or the Bank. Such

agreement will normally be reached and subsequently reviewed during

periodic review meetings of the programme. In reaching agreement the

activity will be defined with respect to the country involved, the
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type of activity, the numbers and types of personnel required, their

terms of reference and the timing and schedule of the activity. An

estimate of the total man-months (or weeks) required will be made and

travel and other supporting services (when necessary) will be indicated.

(b) Activities will normally be such as to require a substantial

allocation of time (not less than one man-month). To ensure prompt com-

pletion and a high standard of performance, it is expected that staff

members will be assigned to the activity on a full time and continuous

basis to the fullest extent possible. Unesco will notify the Bank of

any significant change in this expectation or in the forecast schedule

for the activity.

4. Selection and Assignment of Personnel

(a) Appointment of Staff to fill the Co-operative Programme posits

established in EDS and EPAD will be made by the Director-General of Unesco.

(b) To provide the agreed man-years of service to the Co-operative

Programme by EDS and EPAD each of those units, following consultation

with the Bank, will designate a panel of an agreed upon number of staff

members of the unit for Co-operative Programme activities. Assignment

of these staff members to agreed programme activities will thereafter

be made by the Director of the unit. Occupants of the Co-operative

Programme posts may or may not be designated as members of the panel.

When necessary to accomplish an agreed activity within the Co-operative

Programme, Unesco may propose other personnel in EDS or EPAD not on the

panels and with the. agreement of the Bank assign them to the activity.

(c) Nothing in this agreement is intended to preclude services by
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Unesco personnel outside EFD, EPAD, and EDS, as contemplated in the

Memorandum.

5. Accounting for Services

Any services, including identifiable supervisory services, pro-

vided by the staff of EPAD or EDS for the Co-operative Programme will

be chargeable against the man-years of service agreed from time to time

under paragraph 2 above.

6. Communications

Communications concerned with normal operations of the Co-operative

Programme will be through the Director of the Educational Financing

Division.

Except as otherwise provided herein, this Supplement and the ac-

tivities provided for herein shall be governed by the said Memorandum

of Understanding, as amended, and related administrative arrangements.

Director-General President
United Nations Educational, International Bank for Recon-
Scientific and Cultural struction and Development and
Organization International Development

Association

.Date Date



ANNEX B

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

(DRAFT)

RESOLUTION NO.

Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding
with Respect to Working Arrangements Between
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment and the International Development Association

RESOLVED:

THAT the Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding with

Respect to Working Arrangements Between the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the Bank and the

International Development Association attached as Annex A to the Report,

of the Executive Directors to the Boards of Governors dated

1970, are hereby approved.



ANNEX C

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPtENT ASSOCIATION

(DRAFT)

RESOLUTION NO.

Supplement to the Iemorandum of Understanding

with Respect to Working Arrangements Between

the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the International

Bank for reconstruction and Development and the

International Developinent Association

PESOLVED:

THAT the Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding with

Respect to Working Arrangements Between the United Nations. Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the Association attached

as Annex A to the Report of the Executive Directors to the Boards of

Governors dated , 1970, are hereby approved.



tigTnl English

November 1967 .E

NfEMORANDU~ OF UNDEPSTANDrNG WTH RESPECT TO WORKING AR.NGEMENTS
BETW.EEN THE UNITIED HATIO'JS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTUAL

ORGANIZA TIN AND THE INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECOU7STRUCTION AND
DEVELfPENT AND THE INTEFIATTIONAL DEVETPIDFiPNT ASSOCTATIMI

- as amended 0-

Unesco and th. Bk have for several years been co-operating on an
ad hoc basis on watters of conmon concern. Now that the Bank is entering
into the field of financing educational projects, most of which are expected
to be of tyrpes falling within Unesco's field of resposibility, this co-
operation will have to be intensified acid it appea.s desirable to both
Unesco and the Bank that working arr-ngements be agreed upon settlg forth
the principles to govern Nuch co-operation.

These working arrangaments, as agreed upon by the Director-General of
Unesco and the President of the Bank subject to the approvals specified in
paragraph 7 hereof, are as follows:

1. The Co-operative Program-rm
Unesco argd the Bank wil co-operate togeth-r in the fclcwing fields:
(a) Assi-ting countries of comroA . ombershir i ttc ident'fication and

preparation of educational projoLls of typos vilhch. fall .within
Unesco's field oi' responsibil-ty agid uhich, in the frareork of
its econwtic dcvelnpment objentie2. and '- ' uolicies, the Bank
is illing to c-usider for finmncing.

(b) Appraising projects of the foregoing type:.

(c) Providing end-use supervision of the exection -nd oper-.icn of
Bank-financed projects of f-he foregoing types.

(1) This Memorandum of Understanding vas initially signed on 5 June 196h
and 15 June 1964 and was amended by an exchange of letters dated 27
June 1967 and 7 July 1967. The amendments are reflected in the substi-
tution oC the words "Educational Financing Division" for "Eduzational
Financing Unit" throughou the Memorandum, in the addition of the words
"until December 31, 1966" betueen the words "1i.ll" and "be" in the phrase
"will be shared eCquajly by Unesco and the Bank" in rub-paragraph (a) of
paragraph h, and in the addition of sub-paragraph (1) to paragraph 4.

(+) All references in this me-morandui to the Bank shall be taken to include
both the Bank and the International Development Association.

67-68/l3.000/l2-1911
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(d) Arranging for technical assistance required for the implemerntation
of Bank-financed projects.

Assistance to member governments in educational planning is recognized
as an important foundation for investment progrrimes in the long term and
this activity, being a part of Unesco's o'1in programme, vill continue to be
the sole responsibility of Unesco.

2. Allocation of incltions irithin the Co-operative Programme

(a) Assistance to Governnments in the Identification and Preparation of

iojects

It is agreed that, as between the two organizations, Unesco
has primary responsib ility or this function. Unesco's programme
oTork~in thib connexion, in so far as it forms part of the co-
operative programme, ill be agreed with the Bank. Upon the
request of Unesco, and assurning personnel resources permit, the
Bank will be prepared to attach a staff member to serve as an
adviser to a Unesco mission engaged in this work.

From time to time, the Bank seads general survey and cther
types of missions to its member countries whose functions may
~iraTude3ide fiflcation of promising projects in various sectors.
Upon request of frhe Bank, Unesco will provide, as part of the
co-operative prcgrrime, staff members or consultants to serve as
advi.serzi to su4ch Bnrik missions.

Schooi dcs zn and construction fall within Unesco's fild of
responsibili.:, . The Bank als:r has competence to assist member
countries in planning and *A.hcr work connected with the physical
fac:ilities involved in educational projects. To the extent that,
Unesco proidec assistance n this field in agreement with the
Bank, the work of the Unesco * -aff members or cc.nsultants involved
shall be considered as part of thE co-operative programme.

(b) Appraisal of Projects

TheBank will be responsible for the appraisal of projects,
upon the basis of which its financing decisions are made. However,
at the request of the Bank, Unesco will provide staff members or
consultants to serve as educational experts on Bank appraisal
missions. The work of such experts will be part of the
co-operative programme.

(c) End-Use Supervision

The Bank will be responsible for the disbursement of funds
and for the end-use supervision of the construction of physical
facilities, the purchase of equipment and the maintenance of both
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facilities and equipment in connexion with Bank-financed projects,
and to this end will be responsible for such review as may ba
appropriate of the specifications, bids and awards of cont:-acts,
for examination of all documents relating to disburscments, M-d
for whatever inspections of the project are necessary in. this
connexion. Unesco will, in cases agreed with the Bank, assume
responsibility as parV_61the co-operative programme, to ascertain,
both through field inspections and through review of periodic
reports, and to advise the Bank ah-ther the educational objectives
oLthpjoaciT-e being achieved and whether the obligationS under-
taken by the borrower in this donnexion are being fulfilled. The
results of Unesco's end-use work on the educational aspects of
projects financed by the Bank will be made available to the Bank
and, in the event that representations to the borrower should be
necessary on educational matters, Unesco and the Bank will consult
together on how they might best be made.

(d) Technical Assistance in Project Implementation

In cases agreed with the Bank, Unesco will provide or arrange
for Pnd will exercise appropriate supervision over technical
assistance required for the direct implementati-n of a Pank-
financed project,

3. Personnel

It is agreed th t the co-operative prog'amme requires a uni; z
specielized personAel cf high calibre rw~thin ihe nesco &.cre.ri .t .hich
can devote itsslf exclusively and continuous!.;, tc ht work. Tt-. Director-
General of Unesco will, therefore, establish such e. uitii (hereatter referred
to for purposes of this Meruoranim rs "Eductational Pinning Division'i as
an identifiable group within Lhe Unesco Secretariat. Unesco a-d the Bank
will agree from time to time on the appoprijesiZe of the Edteatieral
Financing Division and on the types and classifications of positions to be
included within the Division, adt irectoiCG&nera of Unecn 1.ill
consult with the Bank on the appointment of staff to the Division. The
Division, although it will be devoted exclusively to work in connoxion with
the co-operative programme, will be an integral part of the Unesco
Secretariat and will operate under the exclusive authority of the Director-
General of Unesco.

Both Unesco and the Bank agree that it is desirable to use Unesco
regular staff members, to the greatesL practicable exteni, for work under
the co-operative progranme. However, it is recognized that, from timn to
time, and particularly in the early stages of the programme, it will be
necessary to ermpl.oy outside consultants. It will also be necessary and
desirable, from time to time, to use Unesco staff members outside the
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Educational Fin cing Division for purposes of the co-operative programme.
In cases 'where Unesco intends to appoint an outside consultant to serve as
educational adviser to a Bank riission, it will consult the Bank as to the
person proposed to be appointed.

4. Financial Arrangements

(a) Subject to the qualifications set forth below, the costs of Unesco
in connexion with agreed work under the programme, including salary,-
allowances and ethor benefits and travel costs of the Educational
Financing Division, of outside consultants, aid of other Unesco
staff members assigned to such work will, until 31 December, 1966,
be shared equally by Unesco and the Bank up to a ceiling figure to
be fixed from time to time by agreement between the two
organiza ions.

(b) The travel and subsistence expenses of Unesco staff members and
consultants while serving as members of Bank appraisal, general
survey or other missions, will bo borne or prodvidfor by the
Bank.

(c) Unescc will pay fw 1ner'siblte overhead costs (including spa-e) and
for identifiable tndirect costs (except as provided in sub-
paragraphs (d) .and (R))involved in its particIpation in the co-
operative pug.c:a.m.

(d) The Bank will i r Uhe cost of documntation, reproduction and
translation undertaken by Unesco in agreenent with the Bank.

(e) The cost of teclb cal assi!tnrice directly required for the
implementation of B:.trk-finarce-d prm iects, including an amount for
Unesco's estimated administrative costs in arranging for such
technical assistane- in ca~se agreed with the Bank, will be paid
for out of the proceeds of the financing or will be otherwise met
bY the Bank. The amount for estimated administrative costs will
be 12 per cent. of the direct cost of such technical assistance
except where technical assistance is provided under contract
between Unesco and some outside entity, in which event the amount
will be fixed by agreement between Unesco and the Bank.

(f) For the calendar years 1965 and 1966, the agreed ceiling figure
for purposes of sub-paragraph (a) above, to be shared equally by
the two organizations, will be $600,000 for 1965 and $700,000 for
1966. If Unesco's costs should exceed this amount, the Bank will
reimburse Unesco for the excess, provided that Unesco will not
incur or commit itself to incur costs in excess of $750,000 in
1965 or $900,000 in 1966 without the prior approval of the Bank.

11
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(g) For the calendar year 196, Unesco's contribution under its
existing budget cannot exceed $75,000. Accordingly, the agreed
ceiling for 1964 for purposes of sub-paiagraph (a) above will be
$150,000. Unesco's costs in excess of this amount will be
reimbursed by the Bank, provided that Unesco will not incur or
commit itself to incur costs in excess of $300,000 during 1964
without the prior approval of the Bank.

(h) The Bank and Unesco will agree on the procedures for payment of
funds from the Bank to Unesco, and for accounting to the Bank by
Unesco, in connexion with the co-operative programme.

(i) Beginning with the calendar year 1967, the costs of Unesco for
agreed work under the programme as definedin sub-paragraph (a)
will be shared in the proportion of 25P by Unesco and 75% by the
Bank, subject to the qualifications set forth in sub-poragraphs (b),
(c), (d) and (e). The cct-sharing ceiling figure for each Unesco
biennium ill be fixed from time to timc by agreement between the
two organizations.

5. Relations with other Agencies

It is expected that mo-t-o;-tte rcjects in the educational sector wbicr.
are likely to be consideretfTi Bank fiarn~ing will fall within Unesco's
field of responsibility. There may be cases, however, where, because of the
typ? of project involved or because of special :ircumstances, it would b'e
appropriate and desirable for the Bank to look to soms other international
agency, such as ILO or FAO, or to some nL'ional agcncy, public or privai.e,
to perform some or all of the functions which Unesco would oroinarilly ,
perform under these Working Arrangementc. -It is agreed that in all such
cases the Bank will consult Unesco on the action it proposes to take. It is
aigo agrecd that the Bank will not subject Unesco's advice on educationAl
matkers within iks ecnpetence and covei'ed by the co-operative programme to
review by any outside agency.

6. Modification and Termination

These Working Arrangements may be modified or supplemented at any time
by mutual agreement between the two organizations. Each organization may,

- after reasonable notice, terminate the arrangements, provided that, if they
are terminated by the Bank, the Bank will reiaburse Unesco for the financial
consequences of cancelling personnel commitments entered into for purposes
of the co-operative programme. Continuation of Unesco's responsibility under
.these arrangements beyond 31 December 1964 is subject to the decisions of the
General Conference.

7. Effectuation of the Arrangements

The Working Arrangements set out in the Memorandum of Understanding will
become effective when approved by the Executive Eoard of Unesco and the
Boards of Governors of the Bank and IDA and signed by the Director-Goneral of
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Unesco and the President of the Dank and of IDA. It is contemplated that
the necessary approvals uill authorize payment by the Bank to Unesco
retroactively to 1 March 1964, of expenses incurred for purposes of the
co-operative prograi-ie which would have been eligible for payment if these
Working Arrangements had been effective on that date.

Georg6 D. Woods Re r Maheu
President 1irector-Gencral
International Bank for Reconstruction Unit::d Nation3 Educatinral,
and Development and International Scientific and Cultural
Development Association. Organizaton.

rate 15 June 1964 Date. 5 jume 196L,



January 18, 1)71

Mr. Manuel Jimenez
Director, Relations with Member States and

International Organizations and Progtramea
United 1iations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization
Place de Fontcnoy
Paris 7e
France

De'r Hanuel:

Thank you for your letter of Deccmber 23, commenting on arranFemente
for cooperation between the D:nk and Unesco on our econe-ic, sector and
special nissions. W1 expect to ce sending. you an upd t.ed scheoule in the
near future, and are (lad to have. .-oar renewed con&irwtion oc Unesco s
interest in participating in appropriate Dank missions.

It seems to me somewhat difficult to inake general ccxxnonts about the
number of specialists in education or !ny other sector wxich uieht be re-
quired for our missions, since the circumstances vary so much from caso
to case.

,e agree that Unrsco's contribuiron to .3ank missions miaht be nore
constructive if you had spncific tcri:s of re ference at an earLier stac
in mission prenaration. ve are in the process of rovicwin the internil
arraiigements portAining to our vission schedale. In the course of tia1e
this may permit an earlier exchange of information.

I am drawing my colle;;-ues' attention to your concern aith fnaily
planning,: particul:rly in its educational aspoects, rnd witn educational
statistics. Lduccationl statistca3 and the educational :pcrs of aly
plannin? are not liy to be subjecte of concern in our country economic
missions. They nieht at some sta; arise in connection with sector or
special issions, though we are noro likely to become involved uith them
in technical assistance associated with cpecific investments.
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We agree that the appropriate channel for the submission of individual
requests for assistance from Unesco on Bank missions is the Cooperative
Program.

Sincerely Yc-anr-y

Richard I1 Demnuth
Director

Develop~ment Services Department

AEE/RD:Cp

Cleared and cc: Messrs. Ballantine, Lerdau

cc: Messrs. nagaratnan, Hawkins, Levy,
with copy of incoming.



MR. D.S. Ballant January 8, 1971

K. Kanagaratnam

UNESCO Letter of December 23, 1970

1. Attached is a copy of a letter from UNESCO on Economic, Sector and

Special Missions.

2. I am concerned with the second paragraph on page 2: -

"As you know, we are concerned with family planning, particularly with
the educational aspects of the problem, and it might be possible for

us to participate in some of the missions you have foreseen on this

subject."

3. Mr. Matheson, who works on population in UNESCO, spoke to me in Paris

recently about extending their contact with us in this area but he was 
not

too specific as to how this should be done. One way, he thought, was

through their participation in some Bank educational missions and to use

to build in programs of family life education (sex education) for schools.

I have reservations to such a piece-meal approach because the development

of family life education must be taken in the context of the total popula-

tion policy; it is often a more controversial aspect even in countries

with population programs and should be synchronized with the general climate

of this work.

4. Mr. Matheson said that he would get UNESCO to follow up on this matter.

I do not think that this letter and particular reference to family planning

constitutes a follow-up he had in mind; should there be a fuller follow-up

we should then get together and discuss this in more detail. I have a

feeling that the place of family life education in the context of total

population policy must be d4termined by the strategy of the country con-

cerned and that its timing should be at a certain suitable stage of the

general development of population programs; most important, it should not

precede certain other activities such as program development, general

public information programs etc., necessary for a general climate of support

for population activities.

Attachment

KK:bli
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united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
organisation des nations unies pour l'6ducation, ]a science et ]a culture

place de Fontenoy, 75 Paris-7'

tO Lrhone : 566-57.57
e ble-s : Unesco P is
iclex : 27 602 Paris

rsference: BMS/RIO/289 23 December 1970

Dear Mr. Demuth,

TBRD - Economic Sector and Special Missions

I would like to refer again, though belatedly, to your letter
of 14 August to the Director-General in connection with your economic,
sector and special missions. Pay the session of our General Conference,
in which we were until recently subr. erged, be accepted by you with Py
apologies as the reason for commenting so late on some of the questions
raised by your letter.

As you well know, our Direcior-General is greatly interested in
participating in your missions whenever you consider that our presence
is required or when, from our own point of view, we feel that it might
be useful to do so.

May I now make some comments with regard to our actual participation
in your missions. In the first place we feel that one single educator
participating in a mission of twelve or more specialists most of whom
are economists, might not always be sufficient. It might well vary from
case to case and we should like to see sufficient flexibility to allow
for more than one education specialist, should the particular country
situation so demand. There is a very wide field of specialization

Mr. Richard H. DEMUTH
Director
Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
(U. S. A.)
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which could be relevant: financing, buildings, curriculum or educational
statistics, for example. There are, of course, a growing number of
countries where we have a comprehensive PIM report, or information from
other sources, on the educational system, but not sufficient to cover
the countries included in your lists. Also the existing reports will
require up-dating as time goes on. Also we feel that our contribution
would be more constructive if the specific terms of reference were
defined in each case, at an early stage so as to give us enough time
to match the man for the job. Unless the education component of your
mission can be competently and sufficiently manned, we should not
participate in them.

In the second place I would like to refer to two special fields
outside the analysis of educational systems. As you know, we are
concerned with family planning, particularly with the edacaional.ciaspects of the problem, and it might be possible for us to partipate
in some of the missions you have foreseen on this subject. Similarly
the missions you have scheduled for statistics might include the
services of a specialist in educational statistics. This would be
relevant in view of the high proportion of government revenue spent
on education, and it would have the added advantage of co-ordinating
with your efforts the work of our regular education missions, and
vice-versa.

Finally, we hope that it will be possible to systematize the
information on missions both at the planning stage and upon their
completion. We would like to see more contact through the IBRD/UNESCO
Co-operative Programme before arriving at the stage represented by
your compendium, and a rapid sharing of the missionst results. Our
respective Heads have expressed their willingness to join with the
countries themselves and U')P in country programming, and this cannot
be done efficiently, avoiding duplication of effort, without systematic
and rapid exchange of information.

With regard to assistance for specific missions, I note that
you will approach us as and when the need for such assistance arises
and I suggest that this be done through the channel of the Co-operative
Programme.

I know you will accept these comments in the constructive spirit
in which they are meant.

With kind regards,

Manuel Jimdnez
Director

Relations with Member States and
International Organizations and Programmes



INTERNATIONAL BI- 1 K FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND iLVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION CONFIDENTIAL

DECLASSIFIED R70-112
IDA/R70-h3

FROM: The President MAY 11 2023 June 8, 1970

WBG ARCHIVES
PROPOSED SUPPLEMENT 10

M&VRANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
WITH RESPECT TO WORKING ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN
THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
CULTURAL ORGANIZATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL BANK
FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVEIDPMENT AND THE
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

1. As the Executive Directors are aware, the cooperative progra which the
Bank* set up with Unesco in June 1964 provides for collaboration in the identi-
fication, preparation, appraisal and supervision of education projet s and in
arranging for technical assistance for project implementation. This program
has been a valuable aid to the Bank in the education field. Since 1964, the
professional staff in the Unesco 3 cretariat who are engaged exclusively in
cooperative program work have increased in numbers and gained in experience.
At present, they function as members of the Unesco Educational Financing
Division, a separate unit within the Secretariat, the Director of which operates
in close cooperation with the Director of the Bank's Education Projects
Department.

2. In recent months, it has become increasingly apparent that it would be
advantageous if the cooperative program were expanded to include also the pre-
paration of sector studies and recommendations regarding country programs for
the education sector, as well as certain agreed services and studies relevant
to particular aspects of educational development. Within the Unesco Secretariat,
the Division of Educational Planning and Administration (EPAD) and the Depart-
ment of cbhool and Higher Education (EDS) are in a position to offer valuable
services to the cooperative program in these fields.

3. In discussions which I had with the Director-General of Unesco earlier
this year an agreement in principle was reached on a proposed expansion of the
cooperative program, and the Bank staff have subsequently completed detailed
negotiations with their counterparts at Unesco. The proposed arrangements are
embodied in a "Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding with respect to
Working Arrangements between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and the International Development Association", under which EPAD
and EDS would together provide annually to the cooperative program such man-
years of professional services as Unesco and the Bank may from time to time

* Except as otherwise required by the context, all references herein to the
Bank shall be deemed to include both the Bank and IDA.

Distribution:
Executive Directors and Alternates
President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC
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agree. As an administrative device to permit these services to be provided,
new cooperative program posts would be created within the Unesco Secretariat.
For an initial period of two years commencing July 1, 1970, six man-years of
services are to be provided and six new posts are accordingly to be created,
three in EPAD and three in EDS. These additions would involve annual expendi-
tures of approximately $160,000 when the program is in full operation; under
the existing agreement with Unesco, the Bank would bear 75% of the costs.
Because of time required for recruitment, expenses for FY 1971 are estimated at
$91,000 and provision has been made in the Bank's FY 1971 budget for 75% of
this amount.

4. Attached is the draft of a proposed report from the Executive Directors
of the Bank and IDA to the respective Boards of Governors, recommending the
approval of the supplemental agreement with Unesco and adoption of draft
resolutions to that effect. The draft report describes the purpose and back-

ground of the supplemental agreement. The text of the supplemental agreement
is attached as Annex A to the draft report and the text of the proposed
resolutions to be adopted by the Boards of Governors is attached as Annexes B
and C.

5. It will be noted that the proposed supplemental agreement, by its terms,
is likewise subject to the approval of the appropriate intergovernmental body
of Unesco. The agreement is on the agenda of the Unesco Executive Board at its

current session (May h-June 19, 1970). If the Executive Directors approve, and
subject to the approval of the Unesco Executive Board, I propose that the

cooperation between the Bank and Unesco, along the lines of the supplemental
agreement, be initiated as of July 1, 1970, on an informal and interim basis
and pending the requisite approvals by the Boards of Governors.

6. I believe that the conclusion of the proposed supplemental agreement
with Unesco would be in the interests of the Bank. Accordingly I recommend that:

(a) the Secretary dispatch the attached letter, report and
proposed resolutions to all members for the consideration
of the Boards of Governors;

(b) a vote of the Boards of Governors be taken without meeting
on the proposed resolutions and the requirement that no
Governor vote on the resolutions until seven days after
their dispatch be waived;

(c) the Secretary canvass the votes and report thereon to the
Executive Directors;

(d) the effective date of the resolution be the last day
allowed for voting; and

(e) the Secretary take such further action as he deems necessary
or appropriate to carry out the purposes of this vote.
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7. In the absence of objection (which should be notified to the Secretary

or Deputy Secretary by the close of business on June 15, 1970) this report will

be deemed approved, to be so recorded in the minutes of subsequent meetings of

the Executive Directors of the Bank and IDA.

Robert S. McNamara



(Letter of Transmittal)

(DRAFT)

(TO ALL 1Er4BERS)

AIRBAIL REGISTERED June , 1970

Gentlemen:

I have been directed by the Executive Directors of the Bank and the
Association to send you the attached report dated June , 1970 submitted
by the Executive Directors to the Boards of Governors regarding a proposed
supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding with respect to working
arrangements between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
and the International Development Association (Annex A), together with two
resolutions (Annexes B and C) appended to the said reports.

It will be appreciated if you will transmit the reports and draft
resolutions to the Governor of the Bank and the Association representing
your country with the request that he vote on the resolutions. No
particular form of vote is required so long as the Bank receives a clear
indication as to whether or not the Governor approves the resolutions.

The Executive Directors have waived the requirement that Governors
shall not vote on the resolutions until seven days after their despatch.
Votes must be received at the seat of the Bank on or before July , 1970,
unless the Executive Directors shall have extended the period of voting.
Votes not received by the terminal date shall be void.

Yours truly,

1A. H. Mendels
Secretary



fINTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTMDN AND DEVEIOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELORIENT ASSOCIATION

(DRAFT) June , 1970

Report of the Executive Directors to the Boards of Governors

Supplement to Memorandum of Understanding with respect to
Working Arrangements between the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (Unesco) and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (Bank)
and the International Development Association (IDA)

1. Within the framework of its economic development objectives and

policies, the Bank* has been expanding its lending for suitable education

projects within its less developed member countries. This lending has been
directed to attaining both quantitative and qualitative ends (i.e. expansion
in school facilities as well as necessary reforms in education systems). Under

a "Memorandum of Understanding" entered into in June 1964 and amended in 1967,
the Bank and Unesco agreed to cooperate in (a) assisting member countries in

the identification and preparation of education projects, (b) appraising such
projects, (c) supervision of such projects, and (d) technical assistance in

implementation of projects. Among these activities, Unesco has played a
prominent role in project identification and in assisting governments in
project preparation. It has also helped the Bank in the discharge of its
project appraisal and supervision responsibilities. Some governments have
asked for Unesco technical assistance in implementation of the Bank-assisted

projects.

2. Under the "Memorandum of Understanding", an identifiable unit (the
Educational Financing Division), with specialized personnel of high caliber,
has been established within the Unesco Secretariat, which devotes itself
exclusively to the work of the cooperative program. The authorized limit of

this unit's professional staff has been increased from 12 in 1964 to 29 at

present. In the Bankts view, the existence of such an identifiable unit has

been an important element in the proper functioning of the cooperative program.
At the same time, administrative difficulties have hindered the temporary
assignment of other Unesco Secretariat personnel for work under the cooperative

program and the contribution of Unesco outside of the Educational Financing
Division has, therefore, not been as substantial as either Unesco or the Bank

would have wished.

3. The original scope of the "Memorandum of Understanding", involving
cooperation in the fields of identification, preparation, appraisal and super-
vision of education projects and in arranging for technical assistance for

project implementation, has for the most part proved sound. However, in view

* Except as otherwise required by the context, all references herein to the

Bank shall be deemed to include both the Bank and IDA.
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of the growing interest of the Bank in supporting educational policies more
suitable to the development needs of its less developed member countries, it
is now highly desirable to expand the field of cooperation with Unesco to
include (a) the preparation of sector studies and recommendations for country
programs for the education sector, and (b) certain agreed services and studies
relevant to particular aspects of educational development. The Unesco Division
of Educational Planning and Administration is in a position to provide valuable
up-to-date information on the education sector of our member countries. The
Unesco Department of Shool and Higher Education can offer specialized know-
ledge and experience regarding qualitative aspects of education in greater
depth than would normally be available from other sources.

4. It appears desirable both to Unesco and the Bank to expand the scope
of the "Memorandum of Understanding" to provide for the Division of Educational
Planning and Administration and the Department of School and Higher Education
to furnish services to the cooperative program on a regular basis. To this end,
the attached "Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding with respect to
Working Arrangements between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization and the International Bank for Faconstruction and
Development and the International Development Association" has been negotiated
(Annex A). The Executive Directors believe that the amendments contemplated
will make the work of the Bank in the field of education more effective and
productive.

5. The "Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding" requires the
approval of the Boards of Governors of the Bank and of IDA, pursuant to
Article V, Section 2(b)(v) of the Articles of Agreement of the Bank and
Article VI, Section 2(c)(v) of the Articles of Agreement of IDA, under which
formal arrangements to cooperate with other international organizations must
be approved by the Boards of Governors. It is also subject to the approval of
the appropriate intergovernmental organ of Unesco.

Recommendation

6. The Executive Directors recommend that the "Supplement to the
Memorandum of Understanding with respect to Working Arrangements between the
United Nations Educational, 3:ientific and Cultural Organization and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International
Development Association" be approved by the Boards of Governors, and that

(a) the Board of Governors of the Bank adopt by vote without
meeting the draft resolution attached as Annex B to this
report; and

(b) the Board of Governors of IDA adopt by vote without
meeting the draft resolution attached as Annex C to this
report.



ANNEX A

SUPPLEMENT

TO

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
WITH RESPECT TO WORKING ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN
THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
CULTURAL ORGANIZATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL BANK
FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVEIDPMENT AND THE INTER-
NATIONAL DEVEIDPMENT ASSOCIATION

WHEREAS a Memorandum of Understanding with Respect to Working

Arrangements between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization and the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development and the International Development Association, was signed

by Unesco on June 5, 1964 and by the Bank and the Association on June 15,

1964., and was amended by an exchange of letters dated June 27, 1967 and

July 7, 1967, respectively; and

WHEREAS both Unesco and the Bank* desire to include in the Co-

operative Programme provided for in said Memorandum, as amended, the

services of Unesco experts outside the Educational Financing Division

(EFD) and to expand the scope of the Programme;

NOW THEREFORE the Memorandum, as amended, is hereby supplemented

as follows:

* All references to the Bank in this Supplement shall be taken to in-
clude both the Bank and the International Development Association.
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1. Extension of Co-operative Programme

In addition to the activities provided for in said Memorandum of

Understanding, as amended, the Co-operative Programme shall include, as

may be agreed between Unesco and the Bank from time to time: (a) the

preparation of sector studies and of recommendations for country pro-

grammes for the education sector; and (b) other services and studies

relevant to particular aspects of educational development.

2. Additional Personnel

Unesco will provide, through its Educational Planning and Admin-

istration Division (EPAD) and its Department of School and Higher Edu-

cation (EDS), for agreed activities in the Co-operative Programme, such

man-years of professional services per year as shall be agreed from time

to time by Unesco and the Bank. Accordingly, there shall be established

in EPAD and EDS a corresponding number of Co-operative Programme posts

at such levels and for such periods as shall be agreed from time to time

by Unesco and the Bank. For an initial period of two years, commencing

July 1, 1970 there shall be six such posts at P/5 level, three in EPAD

and three in EDS.

3. Agreement on Activities

(a) All services to be performed under the Co-operative Programme

by staff members of EDS and EPAD will be agreed in advance by Unesco

and the Bank. They may be proposed by either Unesco or the Bank. Such

agreement will normally be reached and subsequently reviewed during

periodic review meetings of the programme. In reaching agreement the

activity will be defined with respect to the country involved, the
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type of activity, the numbers and types of personnel required, their

terms of reference and the timing and schedule of the activity. An

estimate of the total man-months (or weeks) required will be made and

travel and other supporting services (when necessary) will be indicated.

(b) Activities will normally be such as to require a substantial

allocation of time (not less than one man-month). To ensure prompt com-

pletion and a high standard of performance, it is expected that staff

members will be assigned to the activity on a full time and continuous

basis to the fullest extent possible. Unesco will notify the Bank of

any significant change in this expectation or in the forecast schedule

for the activity.

4. Selection and Assignment of Personnel

(a) Appointment of Staff to fill the Co-operative Programme posts

established in EDS and EPAD will be made by the Director-General of Unesco.

(b) To provide the agreed man-years of service to the Co-operative

Programme by EDS and EPAD each of those units, following consultation

with the Bank, will designate a panel of an agreed upon number of staff

members of the unit for Co-operative Programme activities. Assignment

of these staff members to agreed programme activities will thereafter

be made by the Director of the unit. Occupants of the Co-operative

Programme posts may or may not be designated as members of the panel.

When necessary to accomplish an agreed activity within the Co-operative

Programme, Unesco may propose other personnel in EDS or EPAD not on the

panels and with the. agreement of the Bank assign them to the activity.

(c) Nothing in this agreement is intended to preclude services by
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Unesco personnel outside EFD, EPAD, and EDS, as contemplated in the

Memorandum.

5. Accounting for Services

Any services, including identifiable supervisory services, pro-

vided by the staff of EPAD or EDS for the Co-operative Programme will

be chargeable against the man-years of service agreed from time to time

under paragraph 2 above.

6. Communications

Commurications concerned with normal operations of the Co-operative

Programme will be through the Director of the Educational Financing

Division.

Except as otherwise provided herein, this Supplement and the ac-

tivities provided for herein shall be governed by the said Memorandum

of Understanding, as amended, and related administrative arrangements.

Director-General President

United Nations Educational, International Bank for Recon-

Scientific and Cultural struction and Development and

Organization International Development
Association

.Date Date



ANNEX B

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

(DRAFT)

RESOLUTION NO.

Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding
with Respect to Working Arrangements Between
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment and the International Development Association

RESOLVED:

THAT the Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding with

Respect to Working Arrangements Between the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the Bank and the

International Development Association attached as Annex A to the Report

of the Executive Directors to the Boards of Governors dated

1970, are hereby approved.



ANMEX C

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPTENT ASSOCIATION

(DRAFT)

RESOLUTION NO.

Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding

with Respect to Working Arrangements Between

the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the

International Development Association

RESOLVED:

THAT the Supplement to the Memorandum of Understanding with

Respect to Working Arrangements Between the United Nations.Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the Association attached

as Annex A to the Report of the Executive Directors to the Boards of

Governors dated , 1970, are hereby approved.



FILES October 13, 1969

Fritz Steuber

UNESCO - Activities in Population and Family Planning

1. UNESCO's interest in the population problem and in family planning
is very recent; the Organization was authorized to initiate a

program in this field by the 15th session of the General Conference
(November 1968). The attached annex describes briefly the projected
activities during the budget biennium 1969/TO. At present there are
only two professional staff working on the subject, both attached to
the Department of School and Higher Education. For the time being, no
funds have been allocated for population and family planning activities
from UNESCO's ordinary budget. It is hoped that extra-budgetary contrib-
utions will come forward, mainly from the U.N. Population Fund and from
bilateral donors. I understand that the Swedish International Develop-
ment Authority intends to make available around $100,000.

2. Attached is a copy of the final report of a seminar on mass media
and national family planning progratmes held at UNESCO headquarters

in June 1969. This, to my knowledge, was the first seminar organized by
UNESCO on the subject. The General Conference resolution No. 1241,
authorizing UNESCO to enter into the field of population and family plan-
ning, is reproduced on pages 1 and 2 of the document.

cc:Mesrs. Demuth
Kanagaratnam
Hawkins
Karasz/dishart

RS/mar

EC C IC 0:so
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ANNEX

UNESCO ACID/ITTES IN POPULATION AND FAMILY PLANNING

In accordance with resolution 1.241, Unesco will undertake the activities

elaborated below in the field of population and family planning, with due

emphasis on their socio-cultural implications, and in close co-operation

with ILO, WHO, FAO, Unicef and United Nations through the Inter-Agency

Working Group, and with other appropriate international governmental and

non-governmental organizations, e.g. IPPF, IUSSP. The purpose of these

activities will be to promote better understanding of the responsibilities

which population growth imposes on individuals, nations and humanity as

a whole, in the context of respect for human rights, individual ethical

conviction, the need for development and for international co-operation,

and.with due regard to the diversity of national situations.

(a) Advice to other organizations. Within its competence, Unesco

will render advisory services to other international, governmental and non-

governmental organizations in their work concerning population and family

planning.

(b) Assistance to Member States. Unesco may provide assistance to

Member States, upon request, from any voluntary contributions in the form

of either cash or expert services, or of equipment and supplies, which it

may receive from Member States or appropriate international organizations,

for undertaking activities within the field of Unesco's competence and, in

particular, for helping Member States in the development of teaching

materials, curricula, teacher training, adult education, women's education

and community education.

The modality of such assistance may run as follows: upon request from

a Member State, Unesco will send an exploratory mission to study the pos-

sibility of projects in family life education. (Chile, India, Malaysia,

Pakistan, Tunisia and the UAR have already asked for such mission.) Upon

receipt of the findings of the exploratory mission, Unesco will assist the

government to carry out the project within the funds or services avail-

able for this purpose. Consultants and/or experts may be made available

to Member States for the revision of curricula, the development of relevant
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educational materials and the training and retraining of personnel for

these programmes. Knowledge about family patterns and practices, with

particular reference to population problems, will be introduced into,

and integrated and co-ordinated with, the course-content of the curricula

at all educational levels.

In support of these activities Unesco will organize in 1969, in

co-operation with the Danish Government, a three-month course on the

training of personnel in family life education. (Technical Assistance -

Danish restricted contribution $60.000). This may be followed by another

training course in 1970 to be organized in Denmark.

(c) Programme orientation. Some of Unesco's own programme will

be oriented to prepare the Secretariat for the effective discharging of

this task. This applies in particular to the following:

- studies on the different aspects of population and family

planning with a view to establishing an intellectual basis

for understanding the complexity of family planning in the

context of different cultures;

- ways and means for the establishment and operation of ef-

ficient mass communication programmes for the promotion of

understanding of family planning;

- provisions to the public and Member States of relevant in-

formation and documentation concerning the educational,

scientific and cultural aspects of population and family

planning, by appropriate services;

- the possibility of including an educational pilot project on

family planning in the Organization's experimental literacy

programme.

Since Unesco's activities in the field of population and family

planning are mainly educational in nature, they will be co-ordinated by

the Department of School and Higher Education.

On the basis of experience gained, a long-term programme in this

field may be prepared and submitted to the General Conference at its

sixteenth session in 1970.
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SEMINAR ON MASS MEDIA AND NATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES

Unesco, Paris, 23-28 June 1969

FINAL REPORT

INTRODUC TION

1. The seminar on mass media and national family planning programmes was held at Unesco Head-
quarters from 23 to 28 June 1969.

The meeting elected the following officers:

Chairman: Mr. John K. Friesen (Canada)

Vice-Chairmen: Mrs. Frances Dennis (International
Planned Parenthood Federation)

Mr. Carp Pyo Hong (Korea)

Dr. Fernando Tamayo (Colombia)

Rapporteur: Mr. Christopher Kolade (Nigeria)

The meeting was organized within the terms of resolution 1.241 adopted by the General Confer-
ence of Unesco at its fifteenth session in November 1968.

2. The following extracts from the resolution define Unesco's competence and methods of action in
the field of population and family planning.

"The General Conference...

Conscious of the need for including instruction on population questions in school courses, of
expanding the opportunities for training of teachers and communication personnel in this field,
of including family planning in all relevant curricula, and of developing technical manuals on
the application of communication methods in family planning programmes, stressing the neces -
sity that all these forms of instruction should lay special emphasis on the socio-cultural impli-
cations of these activities,

Noting with satisfaction that, in 1969-1970, assistance will be given to Member States, at their
request, under the Programme of Participation in Member States' Activities, in planning and
conducting their activities in the fields of population and family planning and, in particular, to
Member States in Asia with respect to the planning and use of mass media for national popula-
tion and family planning programmes,

1. Declares that the purpose of Unesco's activities in the field of population should be to pro-
mote a better understanding of the serious responsibilities which population growth imposes
on individuals, nations and the whole international community, in the context of respect for
human rights, the people's ethical convictions, the needs of MemberStates for development,
and the promotion of international co-operation,

2. Considers, therefore, that Unesco should act with due regard to the diversity of national
situations and thus avoid any tendency to adopt uniform policies and procedures in regard
to population policy and family planning,
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3. Invites the Director-General:

(a) to further co-operation with other international governmental or non-governmental
organizations by offering the services of Unesco within the fields of population and
family planning, with special emphasis on the socio-cultural implications thereof,

(b) to avoid any overlapping activities with other United Nations bodies,

4. Authorizes the Director-General to receive from Member States and the appropriate inter-
national organizations all possible voluntary aid in the form of specific financial contribu-
tions and the services of experts in Unesco's areas of work,

5. Invites the Director-General to continue his endeavour to render allpossible assistance by
Unesco to Member States in the fields of population and family planning which come within
its competence,

6. Instructs the Director-General to prepare the Secretariat to meet inaco-ordinatedmanner
the urgent demands from Member States within the fields of population and family planning:

(a) within Education:

(i) by helping in the development of teaching materials, curricula, teacher training,
adult education, women's education, community education, etc.;

(ii) by studying the possibilities of including an educational pilot project on family
planning in the experimental literacy programme;

(b) within Social Sciences by carrying out studies on the different aspects of population

and family planning, so as to establish the intellectual base for understanding the
complexity of family planning in the context of various cultures;

(c) within Communication:

(i) by studying ways for the establishment and operation of efficient programmes
within the fields of population and family planning;

(ii) by providing relevant information and documentation."

3. The purpose of the seminar was to allow an exchange of information, experience and views

between specialists that would prepare the Secretariat to meet demands from Member States
for assistance in using the mass media in support of national family planning programmes. The
specialists were invited by the Director-General in their personal capacity and not as representa-

tives of their governments or of the organizations for which they worked. They were invited to
engage in free and informal discussions on the basis of their personal knowledge and experience.

4. In opening the meeting, the Deputy Director-General of Unesco, Dr. Malcolm Adiseshiah, drew
attention to the size and urgency of the world population problem and the inadequacy of existing

resources to provide solutions.

Unesco's concern at the present meeting was to find answers to four main questions:

(i) What kind of correlation can be established between the type and form of media, the content

of the message, and the various audiences to which family planning messages must be

addressed?

(ii) What kind of communication infrastructure is necessary, since it is clear that efforts in
the family planning field must be integrated at school and adult levels with other programmes

in education, health and rural development?

(iii) What is the relationship of mass communication and interpersonal communication and how

may one serve the other?
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(iv) What research and feedback are necessary to ensure effectiveness of mass media in the

intimate field of family planning?

5. The meeting decided to organize its discussions in the following order:

A. Major problems with respect to education, motivation, etc. faced by those organizing

family planning campaigns.

B. The potential r6le (and limitations) of the mass media in creating understanding of and

participation in family planning campaigns.

C. Major obstacles to the use of the mass media.

D. Problems of organization of mass communication operations.

E . Research and feedback.

F. Assistance to governments and co-ordination of international activities.

The general content of these discussion and the consensus of views arrived at are reflected in

the following report:

A. SOME MAJOR PROBLEMS IN FAMILY PLANNING CAMPAIGNS

1. It is important to correct the narrow concept of family planning as restricted to limiting the

birth rate for personal, economic or health reasons. Family planning is vital to national and

world development and should therefore be of concern to governments, educators, economists,

medical personnel and voluntary agencies. Similarly, individuals should see that limiting the size

of the family is part of a wider concept of family planning which aims at improving physical and

spiritual well-being.

2. There can be no national programme unless there exists an agreed population and family plan-

ning policy.

3. The need for a national, government-sponsored population and family planning policy. National

development plans should incorporate family planning as an element which is vital and indis -

pensable to effectiveness and success of such plans.

4. The need for co-operation and co-ordination among all the agencies concerned with family

planning. It is important that the agencies responsible for family planning exercise this

responsibility in close collaboration with other governmental departments, the mass media, public

institutions, voluntary agencies, professional and other groups of interested people. The best

chance of success lies in the co-ordination of all these interests and efforts.

5. The need for adequate and accurate information on family planning. The golden rule is that the

couple must make a free decision as to the size and spacing of their family, and the methods to

be used in achieving that goal. To do this successfully, they must have the right information about

the need for family planning, and about the variety of methods which are recommended and available.

6. The significance of the attitudes of people to family planning. The idea of family planning often

encounters resistance which may manifest itself in the form of active opposition. People's

attitudes need to be studied and understood. Resistant attitudes may result from any one of a number

of causes:

the delicate and intimate nature of the subject makes discussion difficult and unpopular;

the traditional place of children and child-bearing in many societies makes the idea of limiting

the number of children difficult to accept;

the fear of the effects of high rates of infant mortality in developing countries;
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opposition for religious reasons to either the use of certain contraceptive devices or to the idea
of family planning;

suspicion of the motives of sponsors of family planning campaigns;

the existence of inaccurate information and adverse rumours about the use and effects of
contraceptives.

7. The place of education in breaking down the barriers and promoting acceptance of the family
planning idea. Education relating to population and family planning issues should be included

at all levels of education. It is important to introduce the subject at the school level, in addition
to communication addressed to people at other levels.

8. The need to study the specific needs of a country or a society and to devise family planning pro-
grammes to meet those needs. Attitudes vary, not only from one society to another, but also

among groups or strata within the same society. Such differences need to be clearly understood,
and each attitude deserves a planned response andtreatment onthe part of family planning specialists.

9. The significance of training for persons who will be responsible for giving information and
advice on family planning. Often, it is difficult to find people with suitable qualifications and

skills, and it may be necessary to seek technical assistance in starting a worthwhile family planning
project. Beyond this, however, training schemes must be devised which willcorrectlocal deficien-
cies as rapidly as possible.

10. The need to maintain efficient infrastructure of services (health, education, etc.) which can
contribute to family planning campaigns, and make their resources easily accessible to poten-

tial users. Important consideration should therefore be given to the possibility and desirability of
training in family planning for other professional and auxiliary health personnel in order to extend
family planning services on as widespread a basis as possible.

11. The need to improve family planning techniques and contraceptive devices. Present techniques
are still far from adequate and require a great deal more research and development. This may

be responsible for people's reluctance to accept them and to continue with their use.

12. The need for continuing research and evaluation of family planning activities. A great deal of
information is still not clearly known concerning people's attitudes, and the proper r6le of the

mass media and other methods of spreading knowledge about family planning. Hand in hand with
the training of family planning personnel and communicators should go the systematic provision of
feedback to determine the success of family planning campaigns, and effect necessary changes in
method and practice. The service of social scientists will be very relevant and effective in this
regard.

13. The need to correct the impression that family planning education is directed only to women.
This is a matter in which both men and women have distinct and complementary r~les to play,

and suitable methods of approach should be devised specifically for informing and motivating the
male members of the population.

14. The problem of the relationship between knowledge and practice. The mere fact that knowledge
about family planning has been passed on does not assure the adoption and practice of the prin-

ciples and methods suggested. There is a need to study ways of ensuring a closer relationship
between knowledge and continuing action.

15. The significance of the emotional, as distinct from the rational, factor in attitudes to family
planning. Because of the intimate personal nature of the subject, the emotional factor is often

stronger and more influential than the rational. It is important to recognize this, and to provide
for the situations and problems which may arise from it.

B. THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF MASS MEDIA

16. The meeting moved on to consider the potential rdle of mass media in promoting family planning;
the content of the material to be produced for mass distribution, and the relation of mass com-
munication efforts to other methods of promoting family planning activities.
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17. The r6le of various means of mass communication in creating understanding of family
planning activities at their various stages

Mass Communication usually implies an attempt to reach and motivate the individual as amem-

ber of a group. "Mass media" should not be limited to radio, television, press and films. They

should also embrace the resources of local song and dance, puppet shows, story tellers and other

means of communication at the local community level. In addition they must be deployed so as to

reach the various publics which make up the public at large.

18. Family planning education and motivation are largely matters of communication. Since family
planning is usually a national goal, it is relevant to think in terms of nation-wide mass communi-

cation, in addition to individual, personal communication.

19. Mass media (radio and television in particular) have certain attributes and advantages which

give them a special ability to promote mass communication involving information and education.
These media have established their importance, and they have become accepted in many places as

the best, if not the only, sources of public information.

20. For these reasons, there is no doubt that the mass media have a vital r6le to play in promoting
family planning. However, it is important that this r6le should be defined, and that the objec-

tives of mass communication in family planning campaigns should be clearly stated.

21 If a family planning project is to be successful, it is essential that the people should be made
aware of the need for family planning, and given all the information about its principles and

practice. They should have the opportunity to evaluate the information and services offered, and

to try out the methods suggested. After such trial will come the adoption of family planning meth-

ods, and their continuation as a habitual practice. While the mass media would be useful and per-

haps indispensable in creating and maintaining an awareness and giving information, their effec -

tiveness in the other areas mentioned may be less obviously evident. Nevertheless experience in

countries such as Korea, shows that they can continue to be useful incorrectingcertainmisconcep-
tions which may arise, and in continually reassuring people of the safety and the legitimacy of the

family planning measures which they have adopted.

22. What are the issues involved in the production and distribution of materials addressed

to specific audiences?

23. The meeting recognized the fact that the use of mass media must be selective and well planned
on the basis of the following considerations:

24. Target audiences: It is necessary to provide for different interests and distinct attitudes in

using mass communication methods to support family planning. Approaches will have to be
made at different times and in different ways to specific groups of people:

(a) Leaders in political, religious and cultural spheres. Their attention should be drawn to

the significance of population problems and family planning in solving many of the problems
of national and social development.

(b) Medical and paramedical personnel, for whom mass communication shouldprovide the tech-
nical information which they need in order to perform their functions efficiently and to
understand the health implications of present population growth.

(c) Teachers, adult education workers, etc. This group will need specific information about

population problems and the measures being taken to solve them in various parts of the

world.

(d) Men must be made aware of their special responsibility in ensuring the success of family
planning. Through the mass media, men can be effectively informed about the disadvan-
tages of uncontrolled fertility.

(e) Women, for whom a special approach is needed not only to encourage trial and adoption of
family planning devices, but also to promote the continued use of these devices.
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(f) All target audiences should have the potential for further action through organized groups.

25. Content of material: Material should be prepared in the best professional tradition of the
appropriate mass medium. Experts in the preparation of such material should therefore be

involved at an early stage in family planning efforts. It is also important to remember that most
of the material for the general public should be simple, direct and designed for repetition. The
content should draw as much as possible on ideas and expressions of the people themselves, i.e.
programmes should be "field based".

26. Methods of use: How will the mass mediabeused; howfrequentlyshould amessage be repeated;
and for how long should we plan to use mass media in support of family planning programmes?

It is advisable to make long-term plans concerning the use of mass media. Family planning pro-
grammes themselves are planned to run for many years in order that meaningful results may be
achieved. It is essential that the contribution of mass communication should be available to family
planning personnel over the entire duration of their programmes. In this connexionit was stressed
that the direct relevance of family planning to the nation and the individual should be clearly demon-
strated, specifically as far as economic benefits are concerned.

27. What should be the relationship of mass communication efforts to personal communication?

The meeting recognized the efficiency and even superiority of the mass media in creating an
awareness and conveying information and knowledge about family planning to the public at large.
However, family planning programmes are designed to motivate individual couples to take specific
action to plan their families.

28. It is important that the family planning devices offered should be adopted and used continuously
after adoption. This result can only be achieved through personal communication which estab-

lishes trust and confidence in the minds of the users of contraceptive devices. The efforts of the
mass media should therefore be followed up as rapidly as possible by the personal presence and
services of field workers in family planning. The mass media can also continue to guide and support
the efforts of such field workers.

29. Communication implies the availability of services and supplies

Family planning field workers must be able to supply the services the use of which the mass
media are helping to promote. Such services are not limited to contraceptive devices alone, but
also include personal advice and follow-up facilities provided at family planning clinics, etc. All
these services must be available and accessible if the mass communication efforts are to succeed.
If mass media promise the availability of services and supplies which are in fact not accessible
their effect may rather be negative than contructive.

30. What can be done and what cannot be done through the mass media?

In view of some of the traditional, religious and social considerations which operate inpeople's
lives, resistant attitudes to the family planning idea may sometimes be a major obstacle to family
planning programmes. These attitudes have to be changed, and they may need to be changed in a
short time if success is to be achieved reasonably early. The mass media are likely to be more
effective in changing attitudes of leaders of the community and general public opinion. They also

aid in sustaining and reinforcing these attitudes and opinions. The meeting recognizes the fact that

the mass media used in isolation cannot achieve these changes. While they mayhelp in ini+iating a
favourable atmosphere where there is no resistance, and strongly reinforce latent trends and
desires, the mass media should not be expected to remove traditional prejudices. Here the inter-
vention of interpersonal communication is essential.

31. In order that the mass media may be truly effective and successful in those tasks which they
can perform, it is important that mass communication personnel should be involved as early

as possible in the production of suitable material for distribution. Family planning specialists
themselves should pay attention to the requirements of mass communication and there should be
continuous research, evaluation and feedback. This combination and co-ordination of efforts will
help to ensure that the materials produced and distributed are able to hit the desired targets.
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C. MAJOR OBSTACLES TO THE USE OF MASS MEDIA

32. While recognizing the special advantages of television, films and other media, the meetingfelt
that radio supersedes other mass media in its ability to reach large numbers of people in vast

areas of the world. Indeed, for many people in remote parts of developing countries, radio is the
only means of communication with the outside world. It is therefore desirable to exploit radio
communication, bothnationally and locally, in promoting family planning. It should be noted, how-
ever, that TV presents a great potential in this field and could be used more effectively as facili-
ties are made available.

33. Governments fail to appreciate the importance of the mass media as avital element in national
development. Most national development plans pay little or no attention to the meaningful use

of the mass media. As a result, the great possibilities of mass communication are ignored and
steps are sometimes taken which actively hinder the growth of the mass media. By imposing high
rates of import duty on radio sets as part of the national financial policy, governments make it
difficult for the majority of the population to own radio receivers. By failing to develop local indus-
tries for the manufacture or assembling of radio receivers, governments slow down the growth of
this vital means of establishing contact with the majority of its people.

34. Unless governments give a lead by declaring a definite commitment to family planning as a
national policy, it becomes difficult to mobilize and exploit the mass media comprehensively

in support of family planning programmes.

35. In order to determine how much can really be done through radio, family planning specialists
need to know which kind of programmes reach what audiences and what part of the population is

served by radio receivers. Although there are indications that the rate of growth has been very
rapid in the last decade, there is a need to bring national statistics up to date in order to give an
accurate picture.

36. The lack of alternative means of reaching those audiences which are not reached by radio is a
major problem. Even with reductions in the cost of radio receivers, available evidence indi-

cates that there are large areas where the people have no access to radio receivers. Urgent atten-
tion needs to be given to the devising of other ways to convey family planninginformation effectively
to such areas.

37. Continuing efforts need to be made to make distribution methods more effective over the large
areas which have to be covered. This is particularly true in respect of films and filmstrips,

but may also apply to messages transmitted by radio.

38. It is important to remember that the radio may not be adequate for conveying the entire message
in family planning. It is necessary to formulate a comprehensive plan in which radio is combined

with other media of communication, including written material, in an integrated approach. It is also
important to plan on the basis of both national and local broadcasting.

39. The quality of material produced for television, radio and films is often poor for a number of
reasons:

(a) shortage of funds limits the capacity to employ professional producers and to use the best
material;

(b) mass media personnel often produce the same kind of programmes which were done in the
past when radio listenership was limited to the educated and the well-to-do;

(c) there are certain types of information which are not suitable for mass communication by
radio;

(d) there has not been enough research to determine how much information about family plan-
ning may usefully be given through mass communication.
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D. PROBLEMS OF ORGANIZATION

40. A communication infrastructure is required which provides both for the production and dis-
semination of messages and for effective reception. Mass communication efforts and family

planning campaigns would be more effective if the family planning programme was seen as an
integral element of broader development projects and objectives.

41. The organization of effective mass communication operations in support of family planning

It is essential to remember that the mass media are being called upon to perform certain
specific tasks in support of family planning. It is important that leaders and key officials should
be reached early with the kind of information which will encourage them to take positive attitudes
to a national family planning programme. It is also essential that both the organizers and the
users of family planning facilities should have ready access to the information services. These
requirements indicate a necessity for organizing the participation of the mass media in a deliberate
manner.

42. Briefly, it is essential that objectives should be established, and that these objectives should
be related to available resources. In preparing plans for family planning programmes, experts

in mass communication should be involved at an early stage. The material should be thoroughly
tested, and provision made for continuing study of the effects of the mass communication operations.

43. To what extent should mass communication operations for family planning be integrated within
broader programmes designed to promote economic and social development?

Family planning cannot be thought of as a subject which can be treated in isolation. It is closely
related to, and has important implications for, the fields of health, agricultural and economic
development, education and social services.

44. There is an obvious connexion between population problems and problems of food production;
family planning practices may have definite effects on the physical and mental health of the

couples concerned. A successful family planning programme (or the lack of it) will certainly affect
the rate at which the government of a country needs to provide schools and other social facilities
for its population. Therefore, there is no doubt that mass communication projects concerning
family planning need to be considered in conjunction with projects in many other fields of public
activity. At the same time, there was doubt about the desirability of integrating family planning
completely into other projects.

45. Some arguments for close co-ordination

It is advisable to think of integration in terms of co-operation or co-ordination. Aco-ordinated
mass communication programme may create suitable conditions for collaboration between govern-
ment departments, and also betweenthe government, non-governmental and voluntary organizations,
thus relieving family planning campaigns of burdensome administrative responsibilities. Co-
ordination enables family planning to be included in all existing educational and development schemes,
and this is advantageous, especially at the initial stage when the idea of family planning is being
introduced to the public at large. Field workers in one area (e.g. agricultural extension) can more
easily participate in family planning publicity under a co-ordinated system. In developing countries
where resources are inadequate, co-ordination promotes amore effective use of meagre resources.
For example, doctors in many countries must, for a long time to come, continue to integrate family
planning within their numerous other (and equally important) responsibilities.

46. Some arguments for separate mass communication services for family planning

In spite of some obvious advantages, there is a distinct possibility that a co-ordinated service
may fail under certain circumstances. For example, there is the danger that family planning may
become an insignificant item in the co-ordinated programme of a government whose thin resources
are constantly being stretched to cater for essential services, all of which make important, but
rival, claims. A separate identity which includes a mass media unit, promotes the development
of a dynamic programme, particularly in the later stages of a family planning project when the
provision of services and follow-up advice to users must have the undivided attention of family
planning workers. The Indian experience shows that a separate, dynamic approach may be best in
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a situation where population problems demand urgent priority attention, and where the climate of

public opinion would make such an approach acceptable. Separate identity and initiative are thought
to be vital at the administrative level (both Federal and State), but not at the level of serving the
individual client.

47. Should both systems be used in combination with each other?

No doubt there are situations in which this is desirable. It may be possible to establish separate
mass communication programmes for family planning with a framework of co-operation with other

projects whenever necessary. There is a great deal to be said for a system which allows family
planning workers to make this their first goal, but also to take an interest in other services at later
stages of their work. The Ghana model (developed at a conference convened by AID in 1968 in
Bangkok) provides for distinct family planning services which can seek and obtain co-operationfrom
other public and government institutions for specific family planning campaigns.

48. Having considered all these alternatives, the meeting is of the view that different situations

will call for different approaches to this problem. It is therefore important that family plan-

ning workers should make a careful study of the conditions within which they have to operate, and
then adopt the system of mass communication operations -which will most effectively promote their
family planning programmes.

49. At what stages, and with what regularity, should mass media be used?

The mass media have a useful r6le to play at every stage of the family planning programme.
This r6le varies in accordance with the specific task to be performed, and the objectives and target
audiences of the mass communication effort must be clearly identified at every stage.

50. It must be stressed, however, that family planning requires the involvement of large sections
of the population from the start, and mass communication is particularly useful in creating

this initial climate and in the enlistment of public support for declared government policies in sup-
port of family planning.

51. Ensuring effective distribution, reception and feedback

The problems of distribution, reception and feedback are vital to the effective use of the mass
media in support of family planning programmes. Films and filmstrips in particular can be directed
at limited or large audiences, but may fail altogether unless adequate distribution and utilization
facilities are built into the plans at an early stage. The meeting suggests the inclusion of a mass
communications adviser in all family planning programmes to study the requirements of the particular
situation and devise plans to make the project effective.

52. Training

One of the best ways of ensuring effectiveness in family planning mass communication pro-
grammes is through training, and the meeting reached a number of conclusions on this subject. It
is necessary to distinguish between two main types of training which are required:

(a) the training of family planning workers through the mass media; and

(b) the training of family planning workers and mass media personnel in the use of the mass
media to aid family planning projects.

53. Although family planning activities in a country may be initiated with foreign technical aid, the
scheme must rapidly involve the nationals of that country who will be best suited for the mas sive

field work which is necessary. Training in family planning has tobe providedtherefore forleaders,
educators, health and social workers, professors and students in medical and paramedical institu-
tions and mass communication personnel themselves.

54. For the best results, most of this training should be carried out within the trainees' country,
or in a country where conditions are similar to those in the trainees' own country. While it is

important to realize that there are limitations to the use of the mass media for family planning
training, it is equally true that these media have been successfully used in many countries for the
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in-service training of doctors, teachers and other professionals. They have also proved valuable

in the guidance and training of field workers. All such possibilities should therefore be recognized

and exploited.

55. It is necessary to devise suitable training for those who will be called upon to create family

planning messages for the mass media, and also for those who will be users of these messages
in the field. An example was given from Korea where special seminars on family planning were
held for journalists, magazine editors and broadcasting personnel.

56. In addition to this, however, and recognizing the need for mass communication professionals,
field work in family planning would be greatly improved if workers at different levels received

training in the operation of communication equipment, e.g. tape recorders, film and slide projec-

tors. Programme leaders also need training in the techniques of dealing with press and radio
interviewers. Moreover, family planning workers should be trainedtolook at educationalmaterials
objectively so that they can use them effectively, taking into consideration research data and tested

experience.

57. On the whole, the meeting feels that training for the mass media should precede training through
the mass media, and that a study of existing training resources in all countries shouldbe made

by international agencies, so that the expertise so urgently needed in the communication field may

be supplied more quickly by planned co-operative efforts. There is, however, a need for mass
media experts in family planning to be involved in all national programmes.

E. RESEARCH AND FEEDBACK

58. Since the mass media are 'blind", usually remote from their public, their effectiveness in
promoting a delicate and intimate subject like family planning, requires that they are constantly

assessed and improved through research and feedback. On-going research and assessment are
indispensable to the success of mass communication efforts in family planning. Existing methods

of research include the comparative and non-comparative systems, the fact -finding audience research

activities, and designs for pre -testing and assessing the materials intendedfor distribution by means

of the mass media.

59. In spite of the fact that the significance of research in family planningis universally acknowledged,
its actual importance and impact on action has been comparatively small. It is therefore

desirable to bear in mind certain considerations which may affect research projects:

(a) Human beings constitute the central and the most important element of family planning
efforts. All research projects should above all focus on human behaviour and psychology.

(b) Basic problems of social scientific research affect the prospects of success in this field.

One of these is the fact that emotional considerations may often supersede rational ones,
and suitable allowances have to be made for this reality.

(c) The objectives of the family planning programme must be clearly defined. Hence all

research efforts should be related to the stated objectives, and those responsible for pro-

grammes should be directly associated in the formulation of research projects.

(d) Existing literature and recorded experience should be carefully studied where they are
relevant to a planned research project. This will save time and effort which would other-

wise be spent in going over areas which have already been covered in other schemes, e.g.

market research projects which have been done for commercial purposes.

(e) To make existing findings more readily available it is suggested that those agencies
directly concerned with the gathering and dissemination of information examine in what

manner some digest or synthesis may regularly be produced and disseminated.

(f) Where existing research literature is not relevant to new situations, efforts should be

made to acquire basic knowledge of local conditions before full-scale research schemes

are launched. Answers should be found to questions concerning the kinds of media avail-

able, the audience for each of these media, normal channels of local communication,
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factors which influence decisions regarding the size of families, and the language in which

particular audiences may most effectively be addressed. In this regard, it wouldbe unwise
to base research projects on information which may be valid only for other situations.

(g) Adequate attention should be given to the pre-testing of material which will be used.

(h) Continous evaluation of current research programmes should be made. Research may be

limited to sample evaluation at clinics and other group meetings. Even such limited

evaluation will provide useful information regarding the effectiveness of communication

programmes.

(i) The necessity to train national research personnel, sociologists and interviewers should

be recognized.

(j) A major limitation of mass communication research programmes is the lack of useful
information about similar programmes being undertaken in different places. Social scien-

tists should exchange information and experience with one another before finalizing the

publication of the results of their research.

(k) Leaders and decision-makers infamily planning campaigns should be encouraged to include

communication research in their plans from the start of their programmes. They should

participate in outlining the problems of such research, and be constantly furnished with
carefully presented oral and written syntheses of available research information.

60. Feedback

It is important to see feedback in two forms: that which goes to the social scientists in respect

of their research programmes, andthat which producers of mass media materials and administrators

of family planning, health and development campaigns need so that their on-going efforts may be
continously and immediately adjusted to audience responses. Scientific research is an accepted

method of obtaining feedback. At the same time, the r6le of the mass mediathemselves as channels

of feedback should not be ignored. As revealed by experience in the use of radio for agricultural
projects, the mass media can be very effective in conveying the direct aspirations of the public to
administrators and media personnel.

61. Communicators are constantly seeking to obtain a comprehensive picture of the effects of the

integrated use of all communication media in promoting family planning programmes. It would

be profitable to investigate the possibility of making such a comprehensive assessment with existing

research methods and systems.

62. Studies carried out in various countries (e.g. Korea, Pakistan, France) have revealed useful

information and contributed to knowledge aboutthe results which maybe expected. For example,
it is known that personal contacts are the most successful means of persuading women to attend
family planning clinics. It is also known that greater intimacy is established through magazines

and other printed matter than through other kinds of mass media. However, there is still a great
deal to be learnt. It is not known, for example, how far the success of personal communication is

dependent upon supporting action by the media of mass communication.

63. The meeting feels that there is great need for further action and study at an international level.

It therefore calls upon Unesco, in collaboration with interested international organizations, to
convene a seminar on the subject of how social science research, with particular reference to mass
communication, may be integrated into support for family planning programmes.

F. ASSISTANCE TO GOVERNMENTS AND CO-ORDINATION OF INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

64. Reports on past, current and future activities were given by officers of the United Nations, the

United Nations Development Programme, Unesco, the bilateral agencies of Sweden and the

United States (SIDA and AID), as well as the International Planned Parenthood Federation and the

Population Council. Reference was also made to efforts of the OECD and the Ford Foundation.

These reports and the ensuing discussion provided factual information on services currently offered,
procedures for requesting and granting of assistance and the provision of material.
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65. Among issues of special concern which would merit further exploration, the following were

mentioned in particular:

(a) The need for clearinghouse services, at international and national levels, of written and

visualmaterials which might be used by national agencies besides those who produced

them and within regions. Since there seemed to be no central source for such information

and difficulty in obtaining relevant materials, further study by all concerned was urged

to explore more efficient co-operation.

(b) The need for an inventory and testing of communication materials so as to identify those

suitable for wide use and to lead to suggestions for improving production.

(c) The need to facilitate the international circulation of films and other audio-visual materials

through the application of Unesco agreements for the importation of educational, scientific

and cultural materials to family planning information materials.

(d) The need for co-operation in the recruitment of experts who are not only conversant with

the total range of the communications process and its potential application to family plan-

ning, but who also have the requisite characteristics of personality and background to

enable them to be effective.

(e) The need to provide fellowships and training, primarily with the country or region in

which the trainees are working, and the importance of making family planning a component

of both nationally and internationally-sponsored training programmes in the field of mass

media and other related subjects.

(f) The value of convening regional meetings on the theme discussed by the meeting at Unesco

Headquarters in order to stimulate awareness in the regions concerned.

(g) The need to assure that both multilateral and bilateral programmes are built into govern-

ment policy and commitments.

66. CONCLUSION

Participants at the meeting have appreciated the opportunity for a free exchange of views and

experiences between the organizers of family planning and specialists in mass communication

services, and also between voluntary agencies and national and international organiz ations. This

meeting has brought many problems into open discussion, and has also suggested ways of tackling

these problems. However, it is realized that the suggestions made at this meeting are only a

beginning of the very important task which faces all those concerned with the application of mass

communication to family planning at national and international levels.
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Office of the President

Mr. Rene Naheu, Director-General
United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization
Place de Fontenoy
Paris 70, France

Dear 1r . Maheu:

We have now had an opportunity to consider the various thoughtful

suggestions put forward in your letter of July 19 and I should like to

give you our reactions.

Referring first to the points you raise as general considerations,

I have the following coruments.

I am essentially in agreement with your statement that "the decision

to accord assistance should be based only on the assessed needs and pri-
orities of a recipient country." Thus, for a country for which assistance

to primary education has a clear priority, we would be willing to consider

it. The Bank's assessment of needs and priorities for economic development
would, as in the case of other projects, be based on the technical, economic

and financial criteria which govern all our lending.

At the same time, the circumstances which have inclined the Bank to

avoid the area of primary education in the past are, in my judgment, likely
also in the future to limit the number of cases in which primary education

has a priority claim for Bank assistance. We are all aware of the strong

political pressures which impel many governments to expand p:imary enrol'-

ments and thus overcomiit their resources at the expense of other levels

and types of education or training whose economic benefits would be more

immediate and direct. We know, too, that over-rapid expansion may seriously

undermine the quality of teaching and learning, increase drop-outs and thus

reduce the educational benefits derived from the investment. I am sure you

will agree also with President Nyerere's coment in his statement, Education

for Self Reliance, that primary curriculums are too often geared only to

preparation for a higher academic level and do not serve the needs of the

masses for whom further educaticri is not possible. Finally, sinc .pri-mary
school construction is, or should be, often a matter of simple fa-iLities

and local self-help, it generates a relatively low demand for for.4i exchange.
For these reasons, the case for B-ak/IDA assistance in financing a rapid

expansicn of traditional primary school systems would generally not be strong.
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On the other hand, there is a case for well-conceived projects 
which

point the way toward more efficient and economic 
use of resources for

primary education -- experimental projects employing instructional tele-

vision or other modern educational technology, innovations in primary

curriculums and teacher training, or modern types of school construction.

Mexico's successful organization for prefabricated school building 
offers

an example of how Bank lending might usefully be applied. In summary, we

would regard as suitable for Bank Group financing experimental projects in

primary education which promised improvements in economy, efficiency and the

relevance of instruction to the real needs of the community.

To a large extent this innovative approach is what we have been using

at the secondary level. The strategy agreed between Unesco and the Bank

has been to assist quantitative expansion where justified and to use lending

operations to encourage needed reforms in curriculums, teaching methods,

teacher training and particularly the diversification and practical orientation

of instruction at the upper level of secondary education. We have also, as

you know, stressed economies in building methods. This strategy has, we

think, made a successful beginning. The impetus thus given to modernization

and efficiency should in the long run be of greater benefit than the financial

assistance itself and we expect therefore in future to give greater emphasis

to accelerating these changes.

In higher education, I agree that greater emphasis should be 
given to

those scientific, technical and professional fields which contribute directly

to economic development and that in many cases such assistance could appro-

priately be provided within the framework of general universities. 
In some

regions post-university institutions combining training and research mi 
ght

deserve support. The Los Banos Rice Institute is a good example. In other

regions, notably Africa, we feel that at present the 
predominant emphasis

should be on strong undergraduate programs and, to the extent possible,

their staffing by Africans. The Bank will continue, of course, to encourage

and assist post-secondary technical education below the university degree

level since sub-professional manpower remains a critical shortage.

With respect to the "object of assistance," I note that you make 
three

specific suggestions for financing: (a) the initial investment for basic

equipment and supplies for the school network as a whole; 
(b) an initial stock

of textbooks and supplies for schools in a particular project; and (0)

facilities f6r local production of textbooks and other teaching 
materials.

I agree that the lack of relatively small amounts for 
these items often

greatly reduces the benefit from much larger expenditures 
on buildings and

teachers. I suggest, therefore, that we consider specific cases of these

kinds in the light of guidelines to be worked out between our respective

staffs.

As I have indicated above, the Bank is interested in assisting the
development of modern teaching technology at various levels. !e agree that

before major investments are made in "hardware" there must be a good 
deal

of preliminary work on "software" -- syllabus development, prograiing,
related teaching materials, training of key personnel, etc. I agree that

in appropriate cases the financing of technical assistance for these purposes

could be included within the scope of Bank/IDA financing.
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It has also become clear that giving greater emphasis at various

levels to innovation and reform will require larger inputs of technical

assistance. We hope to intensify our cooperation with multilateral, bilateral

and private agencies which are engaged in providing technical assistance for

this purpose, but we also expect that the Bank Group will have to increase

the amounts allocated for technical assistance in its own financing if more

rapid progress is to be made.

Finally, among the general points you raise, I agree that the period

of time between identification of a promising project and its ultimate
financing is often far too long. I am attempting to speed up our work in

every way consistent with quality and I welcome your assurance that the

Unesco Secretariat will continue to do the same. The specific measures to

improve procedures being discussed between our staffs, some of which 
have

already been implemented, should be helpful in this regard,

Turning to the specific situations referred to, I share fully your
view of the priority of education and training in Africa. As you know, that

region has figured prominently in Bank/IDA lending activities for education

thus far. Of the 21 educational loans and credits totaling $162 million

approved by the Bank Group up to July 1, 1968, 12 loans and credits totaling
nearly $100 million -- about 60% in both number and volume -- have been for

Africa. Nevertheless, the need for a large expansion of educational financing
in that continent is urgent and we will therefore be particularly interested

in the recommendations of the recent Nairobi Conference.

In Indonesia, where we are establishing a strong resident mission,
we expect to give attention to education as well as other sectors and hope to
have the benefit of Unesco's views regarding priorities and worthy projects.

Regarding the preservation of monuments I would prefer to defer

comment since this is a question primarily related to tourism into which the

Bank is just beginning to feel its way.

Finally, regarding the Experimental World Literacy Program under

whichUnesco and UINDP are conducting a number of pilot projects in work-

oriented adult literacy training, I question whether the Bank now should
finance literacy programs per se. However, I would not exclude projects

designed to improve the productivity of a selected working force in which
literacy was an essential factor; such projects should, I believe, be
examined in their entirety and judged on the basis of their contribution to

productivity.

May I thank you again for your letter. I very much welcome your
remarks and I hope we may continue from time to time to exchange views on

various aspects of the Bank/Unesco Cooperative Program.

Sincerely,

(signed)

Robert S. McNamara


